
Received 2/1'7/22

The light--of the ne;,7 Temple Dawn breaks from the cloud r,asse3
horizon. Crossed end broken lines cin are str .ightene and the Ne:V
Ordcr is to be manifested from Center to circumference, With the
inst,llation of the 'true order, its or anize i form will be able to
ex •t,n.t with the incoming poqYers and foroee,and entities to as grey t an
extent as =.y be required by the influx .

You, my child, will have your hands and heart full . As you are
obe :tient to My instructions, faithful to your trust, generous and ,,rise
.1ith your comrades, firm'whenever decision reg,-.xding the prooeedure of
any established order is require , sc shall 1e be enabled to sake
r--...felt through that Order the Plan of the Grent '.'bite Lodge for this
section or degree of the s'me . •

It aill be necessary for you to consider the change of 'residence .
At first it will seem as though you had given up a dubious comfort for
one fax lass oomfort4ble, but will not prove to be so as the .k ys pass
:And the new order be ins to nianif eat in outer symbolic and correspond-
An form and activity .

Use great Uisd.om in the selection of helpers, selecting not only
those who are loving or obedient, but select those Who may be Wise is
;.ell . The ship of the Temple has faced many unnecessary rough p bosages
-h i ch an Underets,nding EeEtrt would have smoothed out, calmed the heavy
saves and quieted the storm. Always remember that within every human
bein lies a get-at-able point, a place .therein one who holds the ;risc.erm
Key ray gently and tenderly enter and assist in setting aright the
disordered Temple . You who have known so much sense of separation
have Lion through that knowing the power to also know its corresponding nx
unity . In that knowing still lie your greatest service to us, for through
your ability to enter understandingly into the thought ?rid love of
others you become an especially adaptable instrument once you have
ma_.e more certain your outer correlation aith us .

Received 3/20'/22 '

• I wish to say to you, William, that I have chosen this child i .e
the Light Bearer to the coming Race . She will follow in 8 .S .1 footsteps
:.nLL carry to the world the messyges we have given . ;"ork in harmony
with her e:nd listens to the plans she will unfold for the future for
she has the :over tnA the ability to perfect them . It . is not the per-
sonalZity that you look upon that is that Light Barer, but the Ego
that ensouls it . This ego hL sbeen trainedi down the ages .and is
especially trained to carry out our Purposes . You will do well to
listen to the3e words, -;7illiem .

Received 4/3/22

The time approaches, my child, Prepare yourself by fasting
rro::,erately keeping more or less -to yourself, end fastening the powers
cf your soul on this Ideal :

To st :'•nd unmoved in the.-midst cf turmoil ; to speak no word cf
self-defense in the midst of attack ; to turn your thought and will in
tos , :nd listen for our directing impulse . It WILL BE ~ven, but you

be more or les s still in order to hear it .

Our Agent is rapidly slipcing from your I l ne of life, sari you



must gird on your armour of endurance and silence .

r The place into which you must step is a holy place, won wvith
such agony as you can never know . Guard it with all the powers of
your soul and KNOW that each necessary step or move ,}gill appear clearly
outlined before you WHEN the time to take it comes . FAITH and yet
more FAITH must you have in the days to come, not only in us, but in
yourself, and in Franklin . He is your great rock, your shield, your pro-
tection . His intuitions are to be trusted . Seek his cdvioe constantly,
for we can move through his mental bodies more perfectly than we can
through yours . Between you we have that which five have long sought,
two Who are harmonious, yot utterly op .osite, between whom the forces
of lofre, understanding, patience and faith .move . Never let a day pass
into its nadir with a misunderstanding between you, for the forces'Vii

11 try to bring about disunion when the importance of the position
you hold is discovered . .

May the mercy and protection of our Divine Master be upon you .

Received 4/8/22

Question . Is Sarahh to take B .S . " place?(Asked by F ..F .W . )

.Answer, You -cannot take her place, but-you can be put in a place
that is analagous to and corresponds with the one now occupied by
"Bl e Star 11 .

Ques . Is this the Lodge Plan? (S .W . )

Ans. It is . Within a few weeks after the great change .

Ques . How will I know? (S .W . )

Ans . You ire a Chela of the Lodge and apcroaching conscious
chelaship . By that time you will be recognized .

if this is true, make me to know it is true . (S .?:r, )

Ans . It is true, my child, and ycu will know it to be true .

Received 4/25/22

The work awaiting your hands goes on apace .. During the night you
were taken into the heart of the .taster that your center of active life
might be blended with His . You will become more and more conscious
of your identity interiorly with the Ray of the Lodge which is manifest-
ing through this center of outer work . As that which has become an
inner fact becomes 9,n outer consciousness, you will know what Bte :s to
take and how to take them . There are many cells to the battery that is
being builded for My use,. I Who speak to thee am the . ,vats, He of ,
whom thou hast read and of whom B .S :, has spoken . The Great Work of
redemption and regeneration which is now only begun, will require a
close amalgamation of those who compose,the completpt'0 hrough which I
will -cork, both individually and collectively . To you will I appear
interiorly at first, then in outer form that you may know My will,
See to it that you so prepEire yourself that you may not fail of
recognit,ton when the outer form ap''ears to your gaze .

C



A .

5/6/22 4 P .M .
B .S . placed my left hand on her forehead, then placed my right

over it and said :
"You come next" .

Received 5/19/22

Thou art my choice, child of my heart . Iny thy hands I place the
Orb of the 36 . The rising Star of the New Humanity heralds My day -
thy day-- even as the rising sun heralds the approach of my outer
form to-the plane of-matter . The new. race is preeeeded by its Menu
and the risen sun will nt my presence amongdt you, Watch, therefore,
its symbolic emplacement before you and fail not to recognize My
Messenger .

Received 5/29/22

Tje coming week will be one . of gre t importance . B .S . will leave
you very soon . You know, o r shout know, that it i s agains the Ls„ o f
the Lodge to state specific times for such events, but we tell you to
be prepared and watch . Above all . keep poised, steady and hold to the
though you have this day sent forth when times of doubt assail you .
There will be many claimants to the place of Link, but there will be
but one Link . You know who that is, for you have been told in no
uncertain tones . Others have thought they were to be that Link, ; but
you know that it is not so . The one who will function in the position
:~nalagous to the one now hold by B .S . will bb the combined Self of
Franklin and Sa,rzh . The outer position will inhere in the feminine
aspect, sines this is the feminine cycle and since the formative forces
pass through that aspect . But the inner powers are passed through the
combination of the two and especially is this true of the mental bodies .

Received 6/13/22

Is there anything you wish to say to me, ?5 :_,zter? (S .W . )

The end is very close . The Lodge
have been told that upon you rests its
the choice I, Hilarion, have made with
of this degree of the Lodge Work .

But what am I to do, Father? You
this plane by the rules and lava of pri
through your agent Blue Star . (S .V .)

work is in grave danger . You
further conduct ; that you are
the concurrence of the Brothers

well know that I am bound on
)ceedure laid down by yourself

In the first place, my child, your absence from the meetings is
letting opposing forces take the helm and you must be there to steady
and control, silently ,t present, the movement of events and forces .
The latter is most essential . I have no center through which I can
act when you are not present, for while others may carry something of
the Lodge Force, the direct line of contact is not theirs and they
cannot hold the "open-door" with the Lodge which B . S . has held, and t
which you now must hold .

Received 6/28/22

You, my children, "will have your hands and hearts full . You
should use every spare moment you have constructively ,nd in preparing
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yourselves for the Great Work that it will be your opportunity to do,
provided only, you have made yourselves equal to the demands of the
situation . For amongst you will come men of learning, men of high
spiritual attainment all seeking a leader, and only as you are able to
meet and hold hi h the banner o .~ ~.thv `.to ;ga f nval1 you be able
to hold 'the position,1 . ;:rill place you in intact and unshaken by the
storms --such a gathering will draw upon itself from the opposing forces
of the brothers of the shadow . You are being prepared interiorly as
rapidly as you can respond to our efforts, but you are not yet keeping
pace on the outer plane . Particularly is this true of Sarah . She
MUST be made to seek more definitely and practise according to instruc=-
tions more thoroughly . See to it, Franklin, that she does this .

Your Father, Hilarion .

Received 7/23/22

• Father, in connection with the documents read 'last night, am I
' correct . in holding that the establish-Lgg of Doctors offical succession
to the offioe of Guardian-in-Shief and Corporation Sole has no bearing
on determining the question of his succession to the Lodge Agenct? (FFV)

1 can only repeat, my child, hold high your faith and wait .

Pass on, beloved, the line falls into the hands of the Avatar,

I, Hilarion, will speak to thee

My eldest son holds the outer gates ; a younger son holds the
inner gates . Be not cast down, my son, we will make good our wore .to
Sarah,. You have little faith if outer exoteric word and legal forms
can move you from the interior knowledge that is yours . Hold that
faith firmly against all comers, even as thou lost now unknowingly
hold those inner gates .

I will speak to thee,Sarah, even as thou Boat seek that I shoulddo .

When my link passed into the inner world upon you fell the mantle
of my love . You we l know that Blue 'Star left this plane long before
the body left it, for to you I gave consciousness of that fact . You
will recall seeing her leave on the astral plane bnd receiving her
blessing; in your arms she rested as she passed from the astral body
to a higher plane, of action . In your arms she rested as she prepared f
to place the physical body in the arks of dissolution . All the night
before that final relinquishing of e. sheath with this plane, you and,
she were one and one in me . You were conscious of the sandlewood the
night through . Again and again you have rested in my heart, and through
you I gladly pour the essence of the Wine of the Holy Grail, now freed,
from the wine press of agony long endured .

What is the outer place, beloved? It is
Seek thou me and with me enter the Third Degree
function in an inner body, on a higherplane, i
have ever known . The true meeting of Initiates
plane of matter . Seek to become conscious of
It is different than you realize, greater than

H.

naught but karmic bondage .
of Life, there to

n w greater work than you
is never on this outer

your place and your work .
you know,and as you
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persistently seek yo make correlations with your own true center, you
will reflect more of the power to make it live symbolically, I .d ..,
in terms of matter . But work without attachment, beloved, that when
your work is done and you come unto me, you may be free at lastfrom
earth bondage and ready to enter a higher sphere of labor and of love
and of consciousness . My love shields you and from the greater freedom.
that is mine I look with such deep compassion on all the turmoil, all
the longings for activity and for opportunity for outer work . Seek
the Great Reality behind. all things, and leave the things to those
who are satisfied with'them . You never can be, Sarah ; you can only
ever seek to be one with the Supreme~ Me . I am with you always,
watching over you as a mother watches over her loved ones . Your
-victories are mine, your love is mine . Seek to-come unto me through
that gate of the heart entered only by self s ,orifice ,and love .

Blue Star .

rReceived, 7,/26/2,7, .- .- .

I wish you would be very wise in regard to William . Your work
will be exoteric only with him . With Franklin the inner work will be
done . Keep your forces steady and in harmony with all . Hold the inner
fire posited in the Avataric Center where you and Franklin are one .

Help William with your advice and your, support whereever possible
but f,t.ke no sacrifice of principle on the plane of action even though
he demand it of you . Be loving, be firm and be wise as a serpent for
you will need. to be so, Sarah .

Can you not give me a sign, a test sign, that this is not all
from my own inner self? OS ..W .)

' ithin three days will fall an experience that will prove to you
your place in the Lodge

Thank you, Beloved (S.W ..)
(On Frid' y, 7/28/ 22 V1 :D .. told me he was having trouble with his

head - too much force, cn(said he was instructed-to come to me XmxVikxe x
and ask me to place my hands on his head . I did so end relieved him,)

Received 8/6/22

To Sarah .,

Let thy hand hold worthily the rod, beloved, - I place it therein .
Let thy heart be a heven of refuge to all my children ; let thy home be
an open door to the hungry and. oppressed ; thy food, my food; thy power,
my power ; thy need, my need; thy body, my home ; thy hands, my
instruments of Service ; thy voice, my trumpet call . With thee I shall
abide throughout the hard days to come ; ever shalt thou knonwr of my
presence when the least call is made, ever shall my love by thy shield
and protection, my victory, thy victory, for vie twain are ever more to
be as One. ,

B .S . .

Received 8/10/22

'(aster Is there anything you wish to say through me at the present
time? (Sz.rah5
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The hearts of your comrades are troabl,ed ; they vish to be utterly
loyal and they are confused by the message yojt gave and the one given
by R .S ., one seeming to come from me and the other stated as coming
-from me . I give to you my convention message ; you should have
definitely O,ted that fact .

What shall I do at this time re . the matter? (S .W .)

Let it rest, but obey more fully my next instructions .

Received 8/12/22

I wish to say, my child,, that the: work you are t o do has but been
resting in abeyance until the convention forces ahve passed into their
respective centers of action . Your obedience has won you much, more
than you realize, in the hearts and minds of your comrades and from the
power to obey is born the power to command . It is our wish that you
endeavor to hold the hour from five to six as open as possible, that
if vie should wish to call you, it could be done . This hour may con-
stitute a practise hour-.,and we will endeavor to teach you how to answer
when w7e call, There is one thing re suggest, that is this : Tomorrow
at the meeting speak as requested by William .

Regarding Fr ,nklin''s question, we suggest that you wait a little
time yet and watch the unfolding of outer conditdins . Let it be ;a
natural process, resulting from a natural showing of the papers rather
than a definite effort *to do so . In this way we can guide you, if
you are non-resistant to our will, for the strong inclination to do a
thing will be indicative finally of our gill moving through you .

(Question asked a little earlier was ooncernmg the advisability
of showing Doctor papers indicating the Lodge status of Sarah in the
work . )

William, with all my heart, I seek your approval, your co-operation,
your recognition, your love . If you will take my right hand, the outer
and inner work of the Lodge will be cemented once again in a new and
glorious aohistment, building on from that which is to that which is
to be, including both in one great victory of unity and loyalty that
spiritual power may be made manifest in true hierarchical order an
this outermost Dlane of hell's domains .

Sarah -4 ~~ ~ t





For'in the morning cometh the Light .

The light of the new Temple Dawn breaks from the cloud massed horizon .
Crossed and broken lines again are straightened and the crew Order is
to be manifested from Center to circumference . With the installation
of the true order, its organized form will be able to expand with the
incoming powers and forces and entities to as great an extent as may be
required by the influx .

You, my. child, willhave your hands and heart full . As you are
obedient to Hy instructions,-faithful to your trust, generous and
wise with your comrades, firm whenever decision regarding the procedure

-',*,-,of.any estyblished order is required, so shah We be enabled to make
manifest through that Order the Plan of the Great White Lodge for this
section, or degree of the same .

It will be necessary for you to consider the change of residence . At
first it will seem as though you had given up a dubious comfort for
one far less comfortable, but will not'prove to be so as the days pass
and the new power begins to manifest in outer symbolic .corresponding
form and activity .

Use great Wisdom in the selection of helpers, selecting not only
those who are loving or ober~dient,but select those who may be Wise as
well . The ship of the Temple has faced maVy unneoess'6ry rough passages
which an Understanding Heart would have smoothed out, calmed the heavy
saves . and quieted the storm . Always remember that within every human

` being lies a get -at-able point, a place wherein one who holds the Wisdom
• Key may gently and tenderly enter and assist in setting aright the

disordered Temple . You who have know-qso much sense of separation
have won through that knowing the power to to also know its oorrespondd
ing unity . In that knowing will lie your greatest service to us, for
through your ability to enter understandingly into the thought and
love of others , you will become an especially adaptable instrument once
you have made more certain your outer correlation with Us .

I have much to say nto you and to Franklin, and it will all be said at a
later date . . Do not doubt this message I have , given you through the

~ . mind, but take it into your conscious life and action as a veritable fact
and act accordingly .

Feb . 17,o 1922--7 :45
L
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" e 1et!ter to E .D .
Z~2d~2y

I md,ke demand . If this letter is wrong, do not permit me to send it .
But if(it is right, make me to KNOW that it is right, my Father .

He who turns aside from even the least of these my little ones turns uX-'
aside from Me,

There is no poif t in the Temple work, _my child, which _should reuse
inharni ny between those .who are drawn together by ties of love . The

S differences of opinion and action should ne .ver be the cause of active- --separation-: --Fach-must-be left--free-to-follow the path that cafl s him. -
if your inner or outer paths diverge, always can the hand of friendship

----_---touch ,croas__the-seenhinb- divide :-Hod.-d-clo sely-your-friends,--whe-they' -
they be considered friends or enemetes does not matter . Friendship is
a rare I treasure ad oftea_opens _ the-door of- the -Path- revealing- God. -

Master I know not what to do?

Rewrite your letter, my child, keeping these thoughts in view . The mid-_
- dle-pa h-is -ever `th-e--Path of 4'd sdorii ana should ask neith r for sacrifice

of fri6ndship nor for loyalty that excludes our friends . It is sometime ..---'More -d .-f-fioult-to-tread- that-Path ar ght-th~rf-iris to eri r -the "eye -
of thejneedle" .

2 2

to build a place of unity , an organized form through which`
I he - -----the -Av taric-- 'oreee - may descend: -and---raidiate- -into-" a-da_rkened vror-1- - .-
place dpon you my blessing , my child .- Reach out and call my builders
in, and .faint.--not., --for -upon - this--Great--Effort -,hang - Great-Issues,-is-sueo -
unperceived by those through whon. .iwe must work . Only by faithfulnessto Our]Work of -this Degree can the_ Higher-_Degr.ee-be - entered .
-~ 2/20/22-noon

Bro e' Shadowle s Dwv ..
-_ - - plete ,- ; - -__ _-------,

Aea `-` ._ - nobly -wa tan .
the other .

that ' ;h fcae i r n
the r i h a,n~ naug ight- f a, _

lncotil-

ty, aoh with
c'. '^T1 the

.,~ ence,
un~-i at



IAM

The words, "I AM" are words of great power . Used too frequently they
fail . of itheir, mission . Used as an =expression -of the Divine Self they
become powerful attractors of whatever force they become attached to .
If the force be Wisdom,-I AM ,WISDO)L,-: `then the door-As opened to her
entrance, .

_ .-- .Wisdom---how- I- have longed__to-know- thee ! -How- .I have sought to enter -
thy presence and wept in sectet because•I knew thee not! .-Now thou hast•
heard my call and stood at my door ._ Perchance thy presence will arouse
the forces of this cosmos into helpful creative-movements .

WISDOM.--the -Atrnic- Light;- thepure 'White Ray, synthesis of All that Is :
As we are indrawn to thy presence so you are again drawn to our door .

----The-eternal-action- of:_give>.:and--,receive,-. draws us closer-- and- oloser"until--
finally we are fine-. Light, penetrating every corner of ayexx OtLe darkness
until naught remains but a Body-of Radant Light .

. .. 3./1.6/.22 _

- I shall 'give - thee a, series of . instructions day by day if you-will -
turn in to Me,. seek and listen . Within my sphere of ages of -experience
lie-countless truths, rare-and-prioeless They are yours for-the ask-
ing . Seek, Beloved, seek, and thy seeking-shall bring to thee Peace,
as well. as:- unfold pearls of-wisdom :

-Wisdom is thy Path, strangee though -it may = seem to- thee, -and at---the--door --
of thy li=fe; she ,stands-.~ hands o'er ., flowing -with .treasures, seeking en-
trance and recognition . .x =

Ranch, 3 /16/22

I ABA THEREFORE GOD IS - -

Be not troubled, 0 Personality afxMkm*xabaxkx*axxxmixcix -through whom---
I manifest, about your m'ind . . Whatever seeming lack-there-is., is but a
shadow cast by wrong thinking. Change if the thought of"lack of clearnesd'
to "Power of clear thought" . You HAVE this power,use it and watch the
shadows flee .. The negative forces of the nightside have worked their
will with thee' for- some time--no-w- .,-but the cycle of their activity passes .
Will you never remember that the power to rise out of their grasp is

----yours? for the taking? Use it, direct your will-into positive--channe*channels and victory is yours
.

J.



3//6/zv -

Outlibe for morning thoughts .

Look in ; ;set your cosmos in;t,=t motion to the-rythm ofrithis thought :

I an' self -responsibie for this day,_ therefore,

I radiate Love to all

I radiate Wisdom! to all~who may receive Wisdom

-I--radiate Power to-all whose right opens their .doira to power

i; radiate -health -to all-.

I-control-their polar . opposite-s-o'f hatred, --xa%-kxmxzx- ignorance, --weakness--
and disease by the Law- of Equilibrium. • ,:

As I radiate Love, more love enBeers the-center of my being for service .
The shadow, iii-the'-inner occult world, goes before instead of following .
after, ae in this physical world . As Love is radiated, Hatred flees

- before-it, retiring; ever-and-ever-deeper-into -the- abyss --of darkne ss - ` -.-
which attracts and holds it'-own by the pov_zer of cohesion .,

As Wisdom .flies on -rays ofznlight• to all who can attract her,, she drives
Ignorance-forth to-her-own--resting place-in-the- arms--,of --her-kind.- ----

He~who_ gives _ love doee_not make a pl_aoe for_ ha._tr_ed, but_ Bends _ hatired
' forth unto her-own kind. True she_,may_turn and strike at Love, but .

the blow rebounds upon her own head .

Fear not to use beautiful and pure thoughts oreattaelry ; used in an effort
- to-help all, naught bat that which is sent-forth can returnxa*axx upon
the lines o'er which it travels .

The Door of the Heart that opens to Love will not admit hate .

So work, my children,-raise, yours thoughts to . become servants of light
and the negative power will be o'er come by_them .

1



Obedience is the nest difficultlesson you have to learn, and it is neoessgr
my child that it be thoroughly learned, even though it seem to be a lesson
of injustice and harshness .

Think not that vie are unappreciative of your work or your efforts or
your motives . They are all good, and it is because of that fact that you
are given these harder lessons--that you may be a perfected instrument .

Again . your discrimination needs awakening to greater activity . The oppor-
tunity to use that discrimination lies before you . Could you ask a great-
er opportunity to exercise patience, discrimination and gain Power? Is
not the need of the power to move in line with our will the greatest of

-Call Powers? I s not the power to bring order ott o f disorder another
" aspect f that power? Is not the power to harmonize inharmonious elements
a still greater aspect? Is not the power to make your WILL IRRESISTABLE
when engaged in the. fight of Light against Might a still greater to be
won power? Be not discouraged because of the seeming impossibility
of accomplishment . I tell you that even greater things than these shall you
do if once you can gain the Power to discriminate between the working . of
the will of personalities and that which is Our Will, the One Divine Will
in accord with which the Great Plan will unfold .

You must reach a point where weeping and feelings of offense and hurt
are not within the possibility of your existence . This also is easier
that. you know . Your great emotional nature blinds you at times to the
voice of your greater self , and yet we find you are slowly gaining control
of it . The problem seems to be one. of Will . You lack the determination

:,of consistent and concentrated Will and are too easily swayed by the
\things of the moment . Plant the IDEA firmly in your mind that your
)Will is invincible BECAUSE it is ONE with Lodge Will . When you have done

,~ this firmly and with repetition, you will find that your emotional nature
tends to respond to that idea as fact and the battle will be more quickly
won.

There is,much I would say to you, my children, but the days to come will
give better opportunity for that saying . Hold steady; seep your place
and keep your temper steadily under control, no matter what the seeming
cause of justification .

I give you both my blessing and guard axaxx you with my mantle of
protection .

3/30/22- 6 :00 p,m .

Thinking of the above and other similar insteuctions, prayed that whatever
happened I might be kept from fooling myself in such matters . I prayed to
KNOW whether the instructions wee lodge inst . or from my own subjective
self . Asnwer received was in effect : My child in what stronger way could
you know? If an outer personality told you, would you know half so surely
as you would know by unfolding the consciousness of the fact that it WAS
so and that you were receiving them? The inner knowing is far mightier
that an outer telling . We are striving to arouse your consciousness to
an awareness of what really is the fact . You are our instrument ;. you
must KNOW it first yourself before anyother one can KNOW it outwardly
esides ourselves .
If this is so, Master, must I be in the grip of thatman? No,,my chid,
we will adjust matters so that his hands will slowly let go as a result of
other more appealing demands .



The time approaches, my child . Prepare yourself by fasting moderately
keeping more or less to yourself, and fastening the powers of your soul-
on this Ideal :

To stand unmoved in the midst of turmoil ; to speak no word
of self-defense in the midst. of attack ; to turn your thought and. will in
to Us and listen for our directing impulse, It WILL BE given, but you
ust be more or less still in order to hear it .

The battle you went through last night will precipitate upon
the outer plane . Do not permit yourself to become frightened, but unwind
the bandages as quickly as they are applied, bysilent thought power in
harmony with our will . Make no decisions, nor any def .ite statements

_ ntil a night has passed .over your head. During that night time, you will
e drawn to us and instructed as to the wisdom course . Then the next

day, silently accept the impulse that comes from the interior in form of
force demand.

Our Agent is rapidly slipping from your plane of life, and you
ust gird on your armour of endurance and silence .

The place into which you must step is a holy place, won with
such agony as you can never know . Guard it with all the power of your
soul and KNOW that each necessary step or move will appear clearly out-
lined before you WHEN the time to take it comes . FAITH and yet more FAITH
must you have innthe days to come, not only in us, but in yourself, and in
Franklin:. He is your great rook, your shield, your protection . His intuitions
are to be trusted . Seek his advice constantly for we can move through his
mental body more perfectly than we can througY yours . Between you, we have
,that which we have long sought, two who are harmonious, yet utterly opposite,
between Whom the forces of love, understanding, patience and faith move .
Fever let a day pass into its nadir with anxmxda.sstxxd*xxx a misunderstanding
between you, for the forces mill try to brmg about disunion when the importance
ofd the position you hold is discovered. /

May the meroy and protection of our Divine Master be upon you .

4/3/22-3 .p .m .-•
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Ans to question re meaning of B .S .' rmgg"of initiation, the serpent .

The golden serpent is a symbol of an Initiate of the 3rd degree of the
Great Vdhite Bidgherhood . The blue eyes symbolize the feminine aspect ;
the diamond at center of head symbolizes the Third Eye, open in the Ligi,t
of Atma, and radiating through the form of the Initiate the creative
feminine .aspect of the White Light of Wisdom, Love and Power . The
Mother principle of the Godhead flows through the two blue eyes, the
feminine aspect and the feminine form of the physical aspect .

Tne Guardian in Chief of the Temple symbolizes the Higher Self ; the
Outer Guard, the. lower self . When the lower self listens to the voice
of the Higher Self and carries out tt$xinsixxatt ax the instructions
and wishes of that one, then the Master power descends and brings to
birth the Avatar,-an organized form where the Higher Self guides the
lower, where intuition enlightens reason, and divine understanding
replaces self love .

When the lower self takes the reins in its own hands and fails to re-
cognize the voice of the hgher self, then the inner door closes for that
ohe and naught remains but worldly power or loss,-ambition gratified per-
haps, but at what a cost? Even love of service may become selfish love
irone finds gratification in that service rather than privilege and seeks
to keep it all for self . He who opens doors through which others
may pass into .oonstructive, selfless lines of work is blest indeed .

4/4/22-2 p .m/
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Ques . is S . to take B .S .' place?

You cannot take her. place, but you can be put in a place that is anal-
'a6ous to and corresponds wth the one now occupied by "Blue Star" .

Ques . Te this the Lodge Plan? Ans . It is . 'Within a few weeks after
the great change . Quell . How will I know? . Ans . You are a Chela .of the
Lodge and approaching conscious ohelaship . By that time you will be
recognized . SW.*If this is true, make me to know it is true! Ana . It
is true, my child, and you will know it to be true .

Discrimination

4/8/22--3 :15 P .M .

Listen to me, my child . Obey the Master Voice as given you through the
instructions prepared by Blue Star and as expressed through your own es
soul . During this period of clashing wills, thwarted ambitions and dis-
torted ideas, go wilently within and listen again and again, for there
you will hear the voice of truth . The outer voices say : Lo here, Lo there,-
but I say : Be Silent!
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4/30/22 3 :00 P .M .

My Ohil d - No Master, no adept of the White .Lodge ever gave
sanction to wrong sex union or to the betrayal of wife, child and
friend by black, selfish, destructive sex degeneration . No Initiate
of the White Lodge remains behind one who is given to the betrayal
of one of its loyal servitors .. You have long sought the light
regarding our agents and now you may know the truth . The one in
-question ie not our agent and has been out of line for several
years . His position remains intact in the outward plane until B .S .
has safely reached the harbo-rr.of the Great Lodge Heart on the Atmie
Plane .

10 You will know in no uncertain tones our choice and upon you
will devolve great problems . We know you will support our choice
with a whole heart .

This last dastardly attempt has irrevocably closed the door of
opportunity for this incarnation, but in the next one he will make
aright that which he has made wrong and failed to accomplish in this
one . Therefore be not troubled for during the period between earth ;t
lives lie purgatorial fires that will burn and destroy the skandas se
set up in this one . Blue Star is his strength and through her will
come his final victory .

5/8/21

I have told you before, I repeat in no uncertain tones ; the

White Lodge does not sustain or support as Agent one who seeks its
to destroy the purity and integrity of woman .

4
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Have you any advice for us concerning what stand we should take in
any official matters that m,y be taken up this evening? -*V

No, my child, but, a few principles may be stated for your guidanoe .

First let there be no dissention, no clash of wills at the present
moment, for these, things hurt B .S . She has all she can bear and work
through safely in her great transmutation .effort .,

Second, Sign no documents that are not authorized by B .S .
Third, the wisdom of the serpent and the harmlessness of the dove
are requisite forces to true success . .

'` During thisberiod of transition., keep balanced and hold firmly to
pkinc iple , and know that to the faithful I will appear and show the
way. There are troublesome times ahead, times requiring grave s-
thought and careful action . Discrimination must be sought always
and when in doubt, neither speak no yaot . Wait until your own inner
oonvciation becomes clear . But always remember, the Lodge never
sanctions nof,supports one who violates the principle# of loyalty,,
Aubt~tion rears her head; silence ofteng seemingly gives consent,
therefore be careful not to err through silence when the word of
truth should be spoken . To you, Sarah, I speak a wordof warning .
Keep careful hold of your self, control your forces and your words .
lest you say that which you may later regret and find necessary to
retract . You will have great reason to be glad if you areable to do
this, for your words will be listened to with attention from now on .
be true to your inner self and moved not by the outer self .

5/5/22--7:00 /
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5/7/22

7 Indications from B .S . and statements that come through my hand it
these writings have led us to think that I may be in lie to follow
B .S . If this is so , in what sense is it to be taken ? e it as Link
or Agent who is not a Link?) Apparently others have bee told by B .S .
that which leads them to be -live they would succeed her . This seems
gonfusing . Light is requested on this matter if it may be given .

'~ Does the effor that Franklin just made have any dependability?
Does it lead to any oorrolation above the personal consciousness?

The link, my child, to succeed B .S . was long ago chosen by the lodge .
S In faotthis link has been prepared through mapy cycles of time and

has passed through much experience and much testing and training .
She is not known to you, nor will she come into the status of links
for several years yet to come .

Your work my child -is important lodge work and you should take and
function in the place vacated by B .S . when that time comes, but that
functioning mu6* be according to hierarchical law . You would be
known as Inner Guard and will work exoterically with C .H .D ., but
will work esoterically with F .A .B . and F.F.W. If W.H .D . becomes
unmanageable, the work will go on and F .F .W . will function. that offic
esoterically as well as esoterically .

The statements made by B .S . have been misinterpreted . Ddfntktte state-
ments that are untrue have not been made, but certain things have
been heard in the light ofnthe will to believe in the individual .
There has been a change in the working out of one line which was ne-
oessitated by physical inabilities of the original one upon the line
but pyot are a -on$ .=th thatr 1ime tnd therefore. 1 fsi xs to you .
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the truth and for our will in all matters . His consciousness unfolds
in a very different manner than yours , for instanee ,tLnfolds . When
,?yo_u reo v a :truth 4Ttrom(um., TJ Z rare not fully conso ioue of its truth
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5/7/22-noon

Is there a distinction between "link" and "agent"? If so, in what
does the difference lie?

,_
Dogs-the office of link or agent necessarily involve the separation
of the Higer and lower selves of the individual involved? ,

Any one may be an agent of the Great White Lodge who is a conscious
chela of a maliter, or who may be appointed by a Master to do a cer-
tain work . The Lodge has many agents . Injkthe ,se of,the Temp,e of
the People the appointed Agent of the Lodge functioned in two bodies .

• The inner body was also the Link with the Lodge
(I am in e, battele) (TNo distinct and opppsint lines of thought are
fighting to get through) .

The Lodge has many agents My child . The appointed agent of the Lodge
for the Temple organizatmnn:is .Blue Star nand Red Star . The one
was placed in charge of the inner work and the other of the outer worx
The two can only b®_ Agent when working axe a One--opposition, between

''them means tht the Agent does `nook and is not not therefore
a fact on the outer plane, although the interior relation still holds .
intact . Wheh.this has happened, the inner aspect of the Agent
still remains under the direct guidance of the Lodge and through that
aepeot directions can be given which should be recognized, for the
Blue Star symbolizes the Higher Self and the Red Star the lower self
U s of the Agent . The Higher Self retains correlation-with the
Great Central Lodge of Life,- even when the lower self does not recog-
nize that correlation, or obey its direction .

These two cannot be separated, the victory of the one is the victory
of the other and the failure of the one is the failure of the other .
They symbolize the condition existing now in the race, the higher sell
dominated, crushed and rejected bybthe lover self, except in rare
mstanoes . This condition will exist until' an Agent can be secured
whose two aspects are in rapport with each other in a balanced manner .
Two whose forces neither repel nor attract each other beyond the point
of power to hold the interchange of oonsciouonesness and . thus from the
one receive the inner truth and from the other the outer'truth . I-t

ecognize --There Is a truth that must be reoognized Ind
that is this : he outer is as true as the inner and the lower is as
important as the higher, and each should give to the other and each
should understand the other and each should seek to become aware
of the truth of the other, for only so can the true correlation be

e made . It is a $& 4 false belief that prevails now, ie .
that the inner is greater than the outer, or that the outer islfx
-€r3 subserverient to the inner ; each has for the other what that other
must have for perfect and complete expression al on any plane of
consciousness, for on all planes of life there is both inner and outer
as long as manifestation continues .



The oondttion of humanity is aiwys outered through any Lodge Agent, `
and so also is the higher truth and life if it is recognized .

As above, below , and as below so above is an occult truism .

A link t3 th )T~ o,dge ~ alwaysja ge`n% an yet Ak nk m ,y beg
an a~ ,~ one`fe,nd no't-~ man fe`svted i twd--b'odi The nk'is always
one who Lhas--A Link is chosen by the Lodge because of its peculiar
powers , powers not recognized as such by many even amongst the
occult world . In the case of a link the outer form reflects
the will of the lodge without having the power to reflect the will
of the lower self when that will would involve. the Lodge contrary to

• the Divine Plan or Law that is back of the satksma that law governing
the earth scheme of evolution . In minor matters there may be flue-
tuation and choice , but not in major matters %fxasagximmMzt o 4even
in minor ones of-any import to the Lodge , The Link has passed
through an initiation which makess for a unification of the Ego direct-
ing the personality to be ullsed with the Master whose cycle of mani= ,
festation is' placing him as .leader for . the lodge during that period
of effort . When that'cycle closes, or if the outer body of the one
used as link cannot hold out until that time,the Master next in line
is forced to step in and begin his cycle by,closing that of his pre-
decessor . His link is made, and his agent appointed and this one
must work , if possible with the one left by his predecessor . When the
failure of that one makes this mryorking together impossible, then
a great difficult awaits those who must move forward without the help
and advantage of that which had already been won by the efforts of
the predecessor .

The link does not necessarily lose correlation with the inner or higher
individual self; it depends upon the vehicles that may be used . If
none are evolved to the point where correlation may be mdde, bu:kx and
therefore no body possible of use except through a great saorifica,
then indeed a. great effort is made by the Lodge to unif* the astral
body of the one who mkkes the sacrifice with the Uody of the Master
who is to direct during that cycle, and the higher self is raised
in the evolutionary scale o f life and may iamxxs %xxxtxt*cm%Z
gain especial experience by keeping its own line in rapport with the
Master and thus often have a greater advantage to perceive the correct
working out of life's problems tha it possible could have when workir
directly through its own physical .

Have more faith my child and seek oftener this inner confirmation of
truths and the inner guidance . Your own alter ego is the one with

1 whom you have been united, and . this was by will and effort of the Lodge
i that we may have when required a composite body not dtiven two far

in any direction by the laws of attraction and repulsion, kxtx an
thereore be subject to our direction and use as will be indicate
in more certain terms in .d ya to come .

You seek a signature, my child Yes, Master . Then make the sign of
the Sun, Son, two thirds risen and place the opened eye at kits central
point .

This is so complex, Master . Then sign with the trail of the

serpent .

f-~ "- ~~-, s7? ) ~. - //t3 c) -



What are the relationships of Alter -egos . Are they identical with
the relationship spoken of as twin-souls?

The relatmnship known as that of Alter-ego is one rarely known on
this plane of life . Alter-egos are .-- It means that the Ego, the
divine self, the higherself, on its plane of consciousness, has its
complemental, even as man and woman are complemental .. Two Egos
who are complemental each to the other may ]as send vehicles into in-
carnation at one and the .same time when directed to so do-by the
Lords of Karma, the Kumaris and Bodieattya,s . This is done when
some great plane tansy battle is being fought, o r some greaty revolut ion-
ary changes are being made which require correlation with the Lodge
of Life from innermosts down through the plane of soul,, or Manas,
out into the ;planes ofmatter. Twin souls, so called, are two
physical bodies an sent out by the same ego, and these souls are
often used by the Lodge for speoifo purposes . Alter-egos are not
twin souls, but their relationship is one far holier for it implies
an interior status A x~n xxxai~~a x~ xpxatxag ~x resulting from
an age-long victory .
5/7/22
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Is it time yet to make serious effort toward the bringing out of the
Dynaspheric Force? If so, are we in line to make that effort? Are
there any directions, as to steps to be taken?

We will find out . Yes . Undoubtedly .

In the first jlaoe I presume you mean by dynasphyric force that force
which is next in line for discovery by the race ., and spoken of by H .
by that name .

The power of discovery inheres first in a knowledge of the finer forces
of nature, secondly in an understanding of electricity, and thirdly
of the methods of harnessing electrical currents .

With this knowledge. the combined forces and efforts of Sarah and
Franklin may be used to,this end., providing, that they prove themselves
worthy of stewardship and impervious to the subtle attacks of ambition
and self-aggrandisment .

It will be necessary for Sarah to build into her mental substance
word forms which may be used by us in transmitting the type of knowledege
required ix if this force is to be m-cda transferred to this plane in fo
forms of service to the'race . It will also be necessary for you
to gain a clearer concept of the action of electrical laws, light and
sound laws and there will be needed some mechanical drawings which
may, however, be passed through the combined minds . in terms of words,
mathematical formulas and defined drawings .

For-the present, we suggest that you focus `your attention on the
workk at hand, namely the protecting of Our work and the gaining of
control over the destructive forces now at work in effort to break the
lines we have laid accord ing to gemetrical law . A knowledge of white
magic is requisite and should be sought .

May we ask, then, instruction as to the truths of white magic?

We will endeavor to prepare Sarah intercrly this night to this end,
at present it could not be brought through perfectly and perfection
of magical works is absolutely essents,l .

5/9/22--4 :30 p .m .
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PCCC, C.110
Read . Fri .11, 1916 on Mt . Pocatcho by, S .L: F .W .

The Dynaspheric Force

0

The intermingling of the downward . sent force of the sun with the
upward reaching force of the earth gives birth to a new force which may
be harnessed by man . Man, however, must have to certain soul evolution
before he can even perceive this force, much less use it . In other
words, he must have attained .the power to use microcosmically the force
which corresponds to the larger macrocosmic force generated by the acti_.n
and interaction of sun and earth, the father-mother elements . It is
more powerful at Lawn and more easily touched by man at that time . Its
microcosmic correspondence-in man is theKundalini, and only one who hay
purified the body and soul by coming into harmony NNith.Divine Law can
safely use this Great Force . Under those conditions, man can, by making
of himself a magnet through loving the great- father-mother and beoomming
en rapport with theny use this force according to his will and understand-
ing . Understanding comes with love and Use is united to Will, the
directing power .

In Atlantis this force was used by us and then abused by us ; the abuse
causing the destruction ofthe entire civilization .. Therefore until man
has proven his right to usa divinely use this force, it will remain hid-
den from him . To a few whose karmic rgght it is to know and use this force
wil be given the building of the Great Cty that is to be . They must
prepare the conditions require pL for research and experimentattn, make
the necessary sacrifices of self, accept and willing obey the instructions
and directions of those who guide the destiny .of the race .

It can be used to lift or to levitate the individual according to his
will, by permitting the current to pass through him to his hands, thenoc
according to rental direction . A vessel may be ifted into the aii simply
by placing the hands on the wheel or rod used to t€sa steer the craft an d
dreoting the will and mindLinto the desired channel .

Faith ., love, and the power to say and . aot, "Thy will be done" are es-
sential to the ability to become a magnet for the transforming of this
force into form and use .

.-s



5/11/22
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If it can now be given, light is requested on the process and use of
the White Magic referred to day before yesterday .

process
White Magic is the vsa"# of the functioning of the positive and hegatire
poles of life when guided by will, desire and pure motive . The
power to penetrate into any center of consciousness which may hold what-
ever is required tica may be attained by continued effort aid

I will endeavor to give you a magic formula which will indicate the
possible use of these powers by one whose motive is pure and whose desire
is toward service of the lodge and the race .

You are preparing conditions now .

Decide first of all upon: the thing to be accomplished. Take great care
that-fraught of self or selfish desire is hidden therein .. Once you have
decided that the effort must be made for lode purposes or for racial
proteotiom, place the idea on ,paper . . Let the two minds .take it within.
themselves at one and the same time ,, even as the ground'take,e a seed
within itself , and then let there be a period of utter silence followi
its emplacement in the mental substance . . This usually requires a time
of nine hours or ninee days . At the end o,f'that period, ( if the work is
not too involved the nine hour period. will &nower) if it is a large
wprk the nine day one will be requisite) take, the thugght a gain as it was
written-on paper and as a one, speak the thought aloud, the first time
with . as much power as yot i can use, the second time with drivin g force
the third: time from east to west the fourth time from north to south,
the fifth time into the depths of the earth , the sixth time into the
beavens above , the seventh time into each other . Then in gratitude to the
supreme who gcl nxanax creates, . brings to birth and guides all oreatues
whether of mind or o' body , wait , knowing that the Great Law will do
the rest .

.

5/11 .22---9 p .m .
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We are xx harmonious centers of attraction, which call

forth the blossoms of love and wisdom in our ommrades .

We are poised., impersonal and wisely helpful .

.. We are obedient to the voice of inner authority .



NO LUST OF POWER OR AMBITION SHALL HAVE POWER TO DIVERT THE LODGE
WORK IN THIS GROUP FROM THE CHANNELS IN WHICH IT SHOULD MOVE
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1 . Was the message read last Sunday given as transmitted by Red
Star to be taken as a message from the Lodge through Dr . Dower as
agent?

2 . In the last work that we did of this kind Sarah's head became
filled with so much force that considerable pain resulted and lasted
for days . Is that a danger sign and are there precautions to be taken?

3 . An idea has grown in my mind concerning alcohol and the habit
forming drugs that are becoming a big problem in these days, i .e .,
that both of these are high potencies that are injurious to man
not because of their essential distruotiveness but because man .in
his present stage of development is not sufficiently evolved to
become attuned to their rates of vibration and thus partake of th@ur
benificial properties . Man at some more evolved stage could use them
to advantage . Is my impression in this matter following the right
line? Can any additional light. be given concerning this aspect of the
subject? F.F .W .

1 . My_child; I cannot answer your first iquestion directly . Indirectly
I would say that any high form of force mayQonoidered Lodge Force and
any formation into words aie of such force may also be aonsidered'rom
the lodge indirectly, but to state whether or not any particular
message is an authorized or an unauthorized message from the lodge I
may not at present do . .

2 . She is aware of some pain now . Always when unused brain cells
are stimulated beyond the normal, pain ensues . Discrimination is a nec-
essary factor . .When the pain continues and involves head and neck as
in the last instance, very little, if any, mental effort above the or-
dinary should be made ., In your own case this same holds good . You are
being stimulated for the purpose of awakening into adtion the so= o ;~llvd
Third Eye--the Eye of Wisdom . When the force is too strong, use it
in other channels, but be very sure to use it'under the guidance of
the Master under whose direction you are placed .

3 . The three great problems facing the human race today are the
.right understanding and use of liquor, drugs and sex force . All three
have within them forces of the highest potencies known to man, and all
three are used by the brothers of the shadow to degrade debauch and
undermine man . .

Wt Wa7.1 _that n
thus hiding from him, the nfinite potentialities ..e and their
power to serve as adjuncts to higher spiritual unfoldment . Sae-
Every form carries within it potentialities that are equal for
construction or destructinn, two poles, light or darkness, and man
in his present stage of unfoldment is under the domination of the
negative or destruction pole of life . Here and there, shining as stars
in the firmament, will be found souls that have arisen, thrown off the
cloak of darkness and standing out,inand of the light, become known
axe as brothers of the ljohght, workers in the cause of justice, helper :
of humanity,



Let us consider the force called alcohol . Lo, these many days, my dzilu
you have fed me with the form called alcohol ; you have watched its
negative aet6nnias well as its positive action, and wondered and
thought about it . Can I tell you what it means, will you understand11if I do? I will try .

All life ix finds its power through the use of elemental forces .
These elemental powers are of themselves neither good or evil, but
have the potencies which man's use turns to good or evil according
to the motive and intent of that use . The elementals ensouling the
liquid called alcohol are of a finer substance and of a higher rate of
vibration than others, and they raise the atoms of any substance they
unite with, the balance being held by the resistance of that substar e
for a time . But with their continued use the .substance slowly but
steadily assumes their rate of vibration . In the case of an advanced
Chela, this becomes a help rather than a hindrance, unless indeed
it is unwisely used and becomes a habit instead of a privilege .
In the latter case, it may even then be made of service although
it will cause suffering and even destroy the personality or form of
natter through which it passes, but if the soul is under control of
the Lodge then the release of the high form of energy may be used to
hratidx increase the reservoir of energy from which the Lodge draws
its power in times of emergency .- It also becomes a food for the soul
when under control of the soul and not under control of habit .

The elementals ensouling the drug known as morphene are similar in type
but they are more destructive to the mental bodies than the alcohol
elementals ; themlatter x xgxx1:taxixa q aYltar afdett to the astral
body when used ignorantly and awaken the lower pole of the emotions
and of the eye of illusion when used-continuously . Morphene often
reveals illuminating treasures in the mental rcealms, . and occasionally
the one so illumined may write it down for others, but more often it
eludes their grasp when the return to outer oonseousness comes . Its
power to relieve pain resides it its power caase -a semi paralysis .
of the nerves of sensation in the physical, but it increases the
danger if the cause of the pain be not immediately removed and the
sufferer releeved before the return to consciousness . A oontmued
use is deadly in its effects, for nothing can replace the burned out
substance of those nerves but time and fortitude and will to endure
until the victory over pain .is won . It-will be evident that its use
can be only a temporary one if it is to be effacations and'not harmful .
Drugs can .xxgxxxa be and are servants of the race and their elemental
forces thus are being "saved" by serving humanity, but the true use
of drugs is still, hidden from the mind of man, only an initiate now
and then being able to trace the drug to the desease it is to heal

i and vice versa . When the inner eye has opened then an can be seen
the connections between various forms of force which are embodied in
forms of matter . This. is often perceived through color harmonies .
Desease in one instance may be reflected by an ugly green emanation .
Is cure would be made by lighting the green with yellow until a radiant
green wasproduced . On the plane of matter, plants or herbs that emit
the yellow color(when seen interiorly) should bd used- until the
deseased condtdon has been overcome . Until the race has evolved men
who can use both the inner sight and wisdom as well as the outer sight
knowledge, the mastery of desease will x mxtn not be accomplished .
Again rates of vibration, when these can be known, may be used to
overcome destructive rates that have been set up by elemental lives
in-oppoaition to those of the true order .

/r
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Right understanding and use of the sex force .

We can only make a start today . 5/18/22

Thou greatest of all mysteries ; greatest power of the Godhead ;
greatest weapon of Belzebubb ; greatest upbuilder and greatest ofall
destroyers, of thee we seek knowledge, of thee we seek power, of thee
we seek understanding .

When the One moved within itself the Three sprang into existence,-
that which moved, that which was moved and, the motion,-Father, Mother
Son ; Substance, Force, Consciousness .

To seek knowledge and understanding use of the Mystery of the Son,
the First Born Fire, called Motion and reflected as sex or creative
farce, is to seek understanding of the mystery of the universe, to seek
knowledge to know even as God knows and to be even as He IS . This
is the greatest of all Inratione ; yet to even dare to seek is to take
the first step towards the final knowing . Many are the pitfalls that beset
thy path, 0 Chidren of the Flame, many the long days of seeking many
the long days of failing, many the high noons of attainments, many the
nghts of fulfilment . And in the day ofdfailing, remember that i
nght ever balances day, and midnight ever, balances the highnoon and
success meets ever the falure, possession equals loss, end He who
would possess . the secret of this mystery must enter the point wthin
the circle and arise to the light, instead of falling into the square .
When the diseples of the flame seek wth with purifad hearts open to
the entrance of the holy Spirit, then the Holy Flame will descend and
consume the ofermg'to be laid upon the altar of life, raising t it
into the body of Fire and bilding therein eternal form of the Christ .

He who is called the Christ is the conscious form of the Godhead, that
eeter of formed Light, wherein Father, Mother,Son, as a .oonsodus One
radiate each to the other and the three to All that Is eternaly .
Some call Him the Nirmanakaya, some the Avatar, some the Master, but I
tell-you it 'is the Christ, the conscious God-head informed in Light .

0
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What is theeffeot of a sex union wherein the seed is retained instead
of being expelled?

It depends upon the persons themselves, There is a right or positive
pole to every wrong or negative pole, and a right use as well as a wron
use to every force . That which constitutes the difference between blao
and white, between good and evil is a fine line indeed, in many in-
stances . In the case of sex union, the expulsion of seed when not in-
tended for generation is a crime against the Godhead, and for this reason :
The Seed of life eternal when sent outward for ere sensation .-and satis-
faction is lost in the great abyss . Every such eed is a conscious life

'~ and a part of the highest in man, . a part of/-he holy fire. made to descend
into the abyss of matter . If it be deprive d'of form, either a form of mat-
ter or an astral counterpart of that fore, it is lost indeed, and it is
the burden laid upon humanity that each such tiny life sent into the
void and. refused form . shall be saved by them in the ages to come .
When the willingness and intent to give form are present in the minds
of those who use the seed, then a form is given on the, astral plane if
not on the physical and the seed is notflost" . 'When union is made with
high aspiration and s conscious effort to give higher forms to the
Son+Seed, then indeed may be accomplished a Great Zork . All sed union
results in creation .. Where lust and satisfaction are at the help, forces
are loosed on the lower astral that prey upon man to his undoing . Where
love and natuxx&x natural affinity draw two into union, and there is
no effort to refuse form to the Seed, then the beneficent forces are
released. Where the union is of lust and evil thoughts are held and
expressed at time of union, vile creatures are formed on the lower astral
for the thought gives form to the seed on that plane when it is refused
form on the physical . Where sensation alone is at theheli and no thought
forms t1 txxxa are expressed then the seed becomes a force of evil .
When the union is with aspiration for the highest and of love that id
pure and tends towards selflessness, then indeed the seed may arise
into the Christ form of L4ht . The seed may-also consciously transmutea .
into whateverr form or forcfe the aspirants may willl it to go . Herein
lies the great danger . A danger greater even that. that of lust, for
to c&enxxxxnxk;xuse the force of the Christos when one has become conscious
of its holiness and creative power on all planes of life and'to fail to
use it with selfless love, in purity and compassion for the lives that
are being placed in bondage to form, is to enter the path of black
magic . That path that leads to outer darkness and toloaa of life eternal .
But to use it within the Law, under the Divine Will, and seeking
guidance of the Master of Light under whose directon you are placed is o
to attain to Initiation, . and to a oonscmus place in the ranks of the

i Initiates who are the directors of those who are arising to conscious
power and life .
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Thou art my choice, Child of my heart . In thy hands I place the Orb pf

the 36, even as the Orb of the 28 was placed in the hands of Blue Star .

The rising Star of the New Humanity heralds my day - thy day - even as

the rising sun heralds the approach of my outer form to the plane of

matter . The new race is preceded by its Manu and the risen sun will

my presence amongst you . Watch, therefore, its symbolic emplac

fore you and fail not to recognize my Messenger .

\ 1:30 PM . 5/19/23

The Initiates'of the Holy Fire arouse in thee the Flame that burns its

way to reunion with its Divine Source . 5/19/22

MorntLng--interfered with could not finish

beacuse of persons present and talking to me .

r
The Serpent Power must be mastered, directed into channels unsullied by lower4 -

desire and used as a Key to unlock the Mysteries . It is indeed the Key that

turns both ways, opening the doors of Heaven and Hell . To attain the rght

right to wear the Key is to have passed through both doors and to be able

to "Stand" . Some there are who wear that Key yet have not the mattery t

it symbolizes . Win.thou the right to wear the Golden Key and to wear it

in full knowledge of its power to move the two into a One and open the

Golden Gates that the hosts of heaven iay pass through to save those bound

40n the nether worlds .
5/1922

Memory .

`4Couldst the power of the mighty one, the strength of the Cherubim an d
Seraphim, the will of the Hosts of Heaven, blot out thy memory ofthe evil
done by thee this day, then indeed might the sin. be blotted out . Couldt)t
thou force the mirror of thy mind to reject the image oastthereon by thought
of vengeance, lewd desire, or hatred for thy kind, then couldst thou fo4-
forgte thyself . But Memory, the great recorder of thy deeds, binds the
to the good as to the evil, but thou, thyself, mayest overlay the image of
the one with that of the other, if it is thy wills"" k_S .
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It seems that some special effort may be made t the 36 meeting this eve-
ing to precipitate matters that it further seems should be taken up aftr
B .S . passes . Is there any further speea_,l advice that you could give us
as to how !e should move? F .F ..W

Take the point of balance and keep thtgs steady when any indicatmn
of a whirl appears . Refuse to consider anything that is not in order
to be considered when the link .lives . Do notxstateappear -for or against .
any proposition, but hold steadily to principle . The 36 pledge of it-
self may be your shield and helper . Read it carefully with the idea

10'
in view . Use your mental powers to silently hold the meeting
steady and in line with principle . The well formulated thought hass
a power all its own to, guide and protect when forces would outwardly
endeavor to throw the truth aside .

1 5/19/22-5 :30 P .s .

0 .
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l ., In the article , "Commentaries on Centralization", it is stated
that if a man placed in the-oenttal ~6611 of a government were to fail
in his personal lAfe tests his 'fall would come through his loss off
power, illness or death and not through the acts of others . B.S .has
stated that Annie Bessant loss her status of co-agent when she attacked
W .Q .Judge and that Madame Tingley lost her allignment for that position
through acts of disobedience , yet both retain very considerable outer
power, even more marked than is present 1n this work , and apparently
many sincere students believe that the position of agent is functioned
by one or the other . On the face this situation seems inoompatable
with the first statement . It also produces a situation where loyalty
to that which seems to be and claims to be the central cell is insuffic-
ientient to grantee to the follower hit true allignment . If on the other -
hand, the one in subordinate position where to - follow the dictates of
hie reason , intuition and conscience he is apt to be placed at tthmes
in-a position of opposition to the one who hold& or claims to hold
the position of central cell . But such a course the article on
Centralization seems to make unjustif6did . This has produced for several
of us a serious dil@mma . If-you may do so, it is requested that you
gave us light on this problem .

2 . What is the course that -may-be followed by one in a subordinate
", position when the official policy of the governing head of the group
` of which he is apart io, or seems to be, contrary to that which is

true or right?
H

3 . Does the true principle of centr alization require that in the
unfoldment of the consciousness of the individual correlation with ,
truth'i;from innner spheres is only through the mediation of the one
who occupies the position of central cell of the group of which the
given individual is a part? The Roman Catholic Church holds this
doctrine and Dr . Dower seems to interprets the office of agent as
necessary in performing that function . If that attitude is correct
it would force one to discount the authority of his own inner pUeuasion
of truth . Light on this matter also is requested .

F .F .P .

Well, my child, will " you listen to ME?

As you well know, the Law of Centralization is the Law upon which the
universe is based. From a central point arises all powers, forces

46 and forms that are to be manifested by that point during its cycle of
manifestation .. The feminine aspect of the Deity is always the
substance enrobing whatever .me,y pass through or from the point into
manifested life. Theiexforms are emanated according to mathematical
law, and nothing can make the first emanation the second, although
on the plane of rerteotion, the Idcekd appears as the first and vice
versa .

As above so below" . When the central cell of a form is chosen in
\ order that its constituents may be placed in alignment according to

gfio 9tricall,w, that central cell holds its place as long as it remains
form. on the planes of matter . No other can birth the child conceived

`, but the mother who conceives it . Elder daughters may step in and care
for the child when it is born, or even carry on the work by conceiving



and bringing to birth other forms which are in allignment with the origi
nal one and thus increasing and unfolding to greater and greater
perfection the original plan .

The problem that arises in an organization claiming to be the direct
link with the Great White Brotherhood brings up another aspect of
the Lacy of Centralization . In such an organization, the central cell
is the Master whose work it is to endeavor to place in form in terms of
matter certain work, made requisite by the unfolding of a Lodge Plan
long ages in manifesting, and which unfolds according to cyclic Law .
The Lodhe is often brought face to face with what is termed '"Failure"
in its chosen representative or representatives on the plane of mani-
festation and this leads to confusion in the minds of all involved .
When an Agent chosen by the Lodge fails and must be replaced, if that
Agent manifests in two forms, then that form is dissolved by the death
of one, and the loss of moral stability in the other, and the Lodge
will chose a new representative . If the remaining halfof the function-
ing Agent can be brought into line and will work with the chosen
representative, then the work may be kept in line with the Lodge . If not
and the work goes with the remaining half, then it loses its place and
a new center is formed and new representatives chosen and the long
battle to get give form to that special figure of the great plan is
again bommenoed . Dissobedienoe is the most certain failure, since the
Master can only work through the obedeinoe and loyalty of his Chela
or his link with the earth plane . In an ordinary business if the
one chosen as manager by the President refuses obedience to the behests
of the governing body, that manager is displaced and a new one inetalle u .
The ordinary laws of life hold to some extent in even occult bodies,
since the wisdom of certain laws of procedure on the earth plane are
based upon-the true lawsof life, in action .

When doubt as to any given proposition or position occurs, careful
d1sorimination will always shoiP. one who is true himself, the true
in others . If the false is ovebalanncing the true, you may be sure that
the cycle of destruction is well under way ; if the balance seems to be
swaying from one side to the other, there may be opportunity to help a
soul win its great fight . If the false is upheldf"ambition and lust
then w&toh carefully, for the battle will be quickly decided . and if lost
great wisdom and care is requisite that whatever has been won by a group
may not wholly be lost to the opposing powers of darkness . Hold whatever
can be held of the good and the tools of service, for they should not
mistakenly be allowed to fall into blinds that will use them to further
the plans of the dark brotherd .

Refrain from all personal condemnation, discriminate between personal
and Lodge workers, between personal and Lodge principles ., between

O
personal and Lodge battles, and go forth with out fear to fight for the
right, to uphold the principles of the Master at whosefeet Divine Karmic
Law has placed you, and fear not because of appearances . Be True, dare
to Speak true, and seek the Truth and you will become a center of such'
power that all soulewho are TRUE and who are seeking the True will
become aware of your correlation with all that is true . This inevitably
leads to recognition and when the Lodge formally calls you to place,
those from whom you care to receive reo.ogn will grant it gladly . .

Read to Franklin the words you heard spoken as to Blue star some time .
since . You know-to what I refer . .-I

C)



5/29/22 7 ;45 P .M .

GA' ° He should, first of all, go to that central authority and state the
case as clearly as is possible, endeavoring to show that one his point
of viewi in the matter . If this fails he should go to the ones next in
authority and finding them in agreement with him, should go =again, taking
khamxxk gx them with him and the matter should again be presented . If
this fails, take it to the inner orders, and present the matter before
them, asking permission to'do so, if it seems advisable . In event

of the agreement of the members of the orders, I think you would find
that the centralized authority would gre way to the majority . This oour~e

• requires steadfast poise, oenoentrated will and-the utmost of diplomacy .
Using these to the beet of your ability, will brig success if it is
in karmic law that success according to the viewpoint of the many should
obtain .

The question was :

In a government centralized on the lines defined in the Instuotions on
Centralization and Government, What are the rights, duties and powers
of a subordinate when he sees or believes that the outer central
authority is moving in a direction contrary to right and justice?

0
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For a period of nearly three years Sarah has been suffering from
pain in the small of the back that at times has seriously incapacitated
her and is more or less a drain on her most of the time . So far the
doctors have apparently failed to diagnose it correctly and certainly
have not bean able to give any effective relief . If it may be it is ~
requested that advice be given for the treating ofthis matter .

~' It is largely psyohologic 1 . Good strong suggestmn towards a positive
e. ,ition would be useful .. The conditmn is passing . Speak of it as pass! g
and it will pass , It is begin .held over her by herself and as a result o f
some thoughts of others . There is no structural problem and all malig-
nenty has been eliminated .

In event the work of the Lodge is moved from this point, me,y we know where
it wil be located? S-tX)

The work will not be moved, my chi d, it will go on from this point, .vih
yourself as Inner Guard, and in controi of the sttuation as far as i .H . .

3 is concerned . Not for long will we permit interference with our plans .
your father, Hilarion .
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We cannot get you upon call, singe you are not yet able to record that
call . Therefore we can but answer when you ask . As time passes you will
by continued effort become more and more rapport with us and we will be
able to call you for definite instructions and work, and at such periods
as vie may select . But the line will always be open between us, and just,
as a mother is often disturbed by the infant child and must sacrifice
herself to give it care when it crys, so must we make sacrifice iniorder
to establish the necessary contact to a more disciplined end . There are
those on the line whose duty it. is to watch and answer the calls of those
who are just awakening to the fact of inner life, of interior powers an
of the fact that we must wait untill that power becomes theimbe,fore we
can give what we long to give in help of our students-and of all seeker
in the human race .

We offer our appreciation s 9 in return for the answers so freely given
and we would be glad indeed if we were able to qualify cuffiotntly to
become helpers in the Lodge work in this manner .

5/31/22



Are there any special instructions that need to be given either for iP
or through, us?

Keep your forces on the higher levels for the present . We need to make
contact wwithyou occasionally and if the forces "are drawn outward too me-
much , we canlnt get your bttention When fire would .

The coming week will be one of great importance . B .S . will leave you
very soon . You know , or should know, that it is against ,the Law of the Mig
Lodge to state specific times for such events, but we tell you to be pre-
pared and watch . Above all keep poised, steady and hold to the thought
you have this day sent forth when times of .doubt assail you . .,There will
be many claimants to the place of Link, but there will be but one Link .
You know who that is, for you have been told in no uncertain tones . Others
have thought they were to be that link , but you know that it is not so .
The one who will function in the position now held by B .S . will be the
combined Self of Franklin and Sarah . The outer position will inhere in e
fern . nine aspect, since this is the feminine cycle and since the formative
forces pass -through that aspect . But the inner powers are passed through
the combination of .the two, and especially is that true of the mental bodi s .
inoe '.without the developed bodies of F .W . those of S .W . could not be use .

Will Franklin hold any outer position .

Not at first outwardly , but shortly thereafter will he be recognized by
one here and one there , such recognition will culminate When a certain
announcement is made ; an announcement which neither of you anticipate
at present. --

5/29V22-3 .90
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4 _4A'i VJhat= steps •shduld-we --take toward br-ingin;g abot t•-a-mo>re'L'perfect
corr, o`la;t•ior -between-our• per eon .1 m- nds-and, th-ig`,con'soiousr ess that ais F
direot'insg1us•-so that-we•- nay'more -oor pliet 1ST ~r~fleo It`s • :iritel' igenoe-
and-•4ill? . . . _F .F .W :

v!t . .i

• ZJYou have'-take, he f4fTrst"4 mpoLr`tarniti *stetp4"by-reoogr~i-tion-of--the
fact that there ig a-oonscioti%a- ss=di<reo'ting'y'ou ~ixiel that you-are lbu't~ two
foi ie.• through wh dhl ,~higher~~conaa ous ess~ may abt xro idino-you 'be come
subservient :to- itts w-ill)<aiid dic' tes +l ` Y-ou Sareh, .K;vijll riee~l ;tom ~be; Lfirat
o -all ; 'more' obedient : *-You eec t(5-be 4more .~frce `air °t our me
mental interplay, less attached to special forms . This beoause-of .'your pat.
training in the mental worlds . A training that will prove most effective

• providing you control it and dare to step into untrodden, unauthorized fi_1 ..
fields long enough to make correlatione' that later must be brought under
the close inspection of the rational faculty . But at times you must dare .

It will be well for you to each day arrange as nearly as possible a specific'
time for concentration and seeking : unfoldiient of inner verities, even as
you have been doing . As you become ; more aware of gur rythm, as it were, you
will become more sensitive to our call . Once your vibratory rate can
become conscious of and har rrionious with our rythm, then the play upon you
of that iythm will constitute a call . Later it may be more easy and feasibl
to get in communication by telepathic methods . Sarah is particularly re-
sponsive to our rythm when once she makes the effort, but she in inclined
tp- inertia and resistance when the effort is to be made . You should be
wise and draw her towards the love of the communion . It is a step towards
an interior communion nd union that is fraught on inner planes with the
same disturbances that first efforts towards . outer sex union must meet,
namely the Law of Polarity manifesting in resistance amt towards consu-
mation. This should and can be overcome by an attractive force and by gzxl
gentle insistencezr your part .4Laugh, Sarah, all you please, ig is
nevertheless a Divine truth, and it wouldb be well indeed if you were more
adaptable and less of an anarchist .

It would aleo be well for you to seek to merge into each other by looking
steadily into, each other's eyes, with high aspiration and then letting
.yourselves merge into an inner unity . This at first will manifest possibly
in a slippi ng `into inner planes, but as you progress, that inward movement
will kxxtMIONtiga drive your consciousness again outward, even as the
ripples oaused(by the throwing of a stone into the water go out to-the
rim and return again to the center of causation .

You are very much of a problem, Sarah! Well, you seem to be able to use me .)
Yes, but how much more easily we could use you if you could get a =x9

i filler realization in your outer eonsciousnes of the great and grave
- realities with which you are seeking to deal!

This will do for the presett . Thank you, my father . It is well that
have said this, my child, and I,:gi-'me you my blessing .



In connection with the freeing of,mental interplay qn my part
there seems to be involved during the period of daring a silencing of
.faeimp6ttahtnpafttoftt'he criterion of truth and error that I have
worked out as a life guide .' While -I can understand that suoh ;daring
id necessary for the delving into realms of Truth that require new
conceptual forms for their expression, yet it seems the part of
-wisdom ..first to, guard against the deceptions of over credulity .
Accordingly, they following question arises ;,- .Is there danger in theeO
efforts along this line in coming under the instruction of a cenyer`of

r consciousness antagonistic to the Lodge?-, If so,- then what objective,
or'tterion may be used during .such periods when rational criticism is .
set aside?'' -

C



What procedure shall Tefollotiw this afternoon re the healing meeting following
the Feast?

Remain in your accustomed place , and direct your forces into the channel
of the Avatar . You may do this by imaging the Avatar , or by speaking
silently the Words that will give the forces of the meeting into his hands
for the use of Lodge purposes .

6/4/22



What was the meaning of the dream
I was being examined by some one or ones,

6/5/22

I had Sat . night, 6/3/22,where
if it be your will that I know?

S, L

All Chelas'of the Lodge are examined by their teachers at certain
cyclic periods . This examination consists of a reading of the Records
made by that Chela during the period following the last examination .
In your case you were also examined as to future possibilities . - May
I know results of exsm,'.1 and may I know what points of effortito concen-
trate upon?

The results were not very favorable . Many serious misteps
caused by mistaken ideas were noted . But there was a definite advance
along other lines . The motive or intent is good, but should be brought
under the discriminative faculty and subjected to careful scrutiny,
since all of self must be conquered, and to conquer anything we must
become conscious of its existence . More attention should be given to
a period of concentration . Focus your thought upon some obje .ot
steadily and let that object unfold its inner meaning to you . Ignore
all not pertaining to that object and when the thought wonders bring it
back persistently until the power is won . You know all this but you
do not do it

A yellow Rose . (concentration)

.

r
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June 5, 1922 10 :00 A .M. '

Lately I have taken on some outer work that is proving so physically
heavy that I do not have left the force that it seems should go into
lines of preparation for the greater work to come, yet no way offers
to meet the financial problem that does not involve such sacrifice of
force . Would it be wise and in line with the Higher Law to devote
most of my time and force to the esoteric work and leave the solation
of the financial problem to faith alone?

My Son :

It is my will that you prepare yourself for the priesthood . To
0 that end only such outer effort as you are already karmically bound to

should be considered . We do not furnish money for our students but
where true service in line with our will is given, the material aspect
need not become a problem . Be sure to accept whatever opportunity to
secure the needed amount is offered you, but be also sure to note the
word "needed" . The necessaries of life come under that - not always
the comforts . Step by step the future unfolds and he who would solve
its mystery must (take) the moment termed now as though it were
eternity . Eternity is made up of such moments . You are in no
immediate financial nedd . If you can help your brother William
occasionally when he is short of help, do so, but do not bind yourself
and be wise in letting alone heavier work .

H .



Last Feb . it was stated that it

of residence . We are now seriou

house that, among other things,

work and co-ordinate' study . ' Is

above statement? FA

would be necessary to consider a change ``

sly consdiering building additions to this

would set aside a special room for this

this a wise move in the light of the

Will you answer this question , beloved? I will gladly answer any question
at this time that you may wish to ask .

~ In devent you should chose to do so , I do not think you would find it
difficult to sell the place if necessary . However it is my opinion that
in event the work expands you will have need of and use for this house
until such time as certain buildings are erected . Not for yourselves
although you may wish toremain here and it could be so arranged . If you
feel that the service given will balance the outlay of work and &oney, i
think you may go on with the plan .

4V
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6/8/22

A strange and disturbed vista meets my gaze as I look out over
the Temple Waters . Strange indeed are the distorted images cast upon
its surface by raging desire, personal ambitions masquerading as
unselfish effort for others feet throw hythe Temple mirror . Every-
where I find the diliden motive to be that of self, the greater good
the outward reason, the enthronment of the personal self in the place
of power the actual reason . I would that you eao and all : .ght look
yourselves squarely in the face - not as you woe s-to make others think
you are - but as you actually are in the hidden recesses of your heart .

Doubt and suspicion have taken the reins in many hearts and
with cause, since the betrayal of principles laid down by the Lodge
as guides to action inevitably blinds those who seek as to the truth .
Never make the mistake of confusing the principles established by the
Great White Brotherhood with the failure of one ofits followers or
representatives . Neither make the mistake of thinking the principles
as taught by us are wrong because a Leader or a prominent member
lives a life of hypoorao y, teaching one-thing and living another one .

It may be that the battle to come will seemingly be won by the.
Black 'side, but I can assure `you that, while the White , Brotherhood
may be obliged to stand aside and see the iA. r otter work held by hands
incapable and unappointed , ' e will steal iTy work through a true
nucleus and that which is wrongfully held will become a curse to
those who so hold it . Obedience is the Law of Discipleship . One
who refuses obedience to`the Master at whose feet Karmic Law has
placed him , falls out of the ranks of discipleship . To the seeing eye
and the responsive soul , evidences of such faetsare numerous, but
few indeed are those who can so see, and even then some disciples lack ;
the courage and will necessary to stand squarely by the truth they have
seen . Many prefer to wait and let another do the difficult work o '
proclaiming the truth rather than face the struggle-* inharmony
inevitable when a precipitation of battle twixt wrong and, right , true ,
and false threatens . Woe to the student who fails to register his
voice in time of need .

us
I was asking interiorly that some one might be sent to, an adept if
possible, to straighten matters out at the center and this answer was
impressed upon my mind . "I will come to .you'.' . I asked who "I" wwas,
and the answer was, °I, Koot Hoomi, will come to you" . When? I asked
"Within a few days BS .' passing" .

I did not get this with the same sense of certainty
that I have-received with other answers .

14
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Be prepared tonight .

I will be with you tonight .

of / 2
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Tell Franklin that if he will try to open his consciousness

41 to me, I will help h&m in the viork he is planning to do . If he will

just by thought rise as o'er a line, an invisible line of light,to me

I will influence the inner consciousness sufficiently to bring about

helpful results . And if he will but continue to try in this way, slow-

ly but surely the door will open between his conscmusness and mine andl

r will be able to communicate with him directly . KH .

P

f

1



°° In Franklin's effort, made a few minutes ago, to reach correlation
with the Master K .H . was there in anything that he wrote material that

t came from such a correlation, and if so, what is the mark between the
parts that are genuine and those that are not? q-,0.

Yes, my son,, you received from me definite inspiration
and while the formation of the sentences were not exact, still you
caught my thought in the main .z7

Write . The answer you seek regarding the genuinness of the
writing may be answered by saying that i all is genuine, but those parts

• s;hioh are not exact replicas of the thought 4i impinged upon your conso us
sss are nevertheless genuine in so far as the effort was concerned .

The L"'Wo of motion, sound and light are interchangeable, since
each is a differentiation of the same law in its descent from plane
to plane . Motion veils itself to become Sound and sound veils itself to
become Light . A knowledge of the Manner in which the Divine Essence
clothes itself reveals the law of vibration . Vibration and Motion zxax
should not be confused . . Motion per se is the first emanation and may
be cilled number . As tlhxx Number blows itself to the next plane of
manifestation it becomes Sound and t[hUe we speak of of the "next plane"
we merely mean a slower mode of motion . When the modes of motion pass .th e
third veiling or plane then vibration is the term used to express more
truely its meaning . To be able to understand the kind of vibration each
f1haer force radiates (?) is to be able to also understand what sound
will control it, since a mode of motion is always heard on the second p
plane as a particular sound and that sound always radiates a light, %XKx
(za3c(sxxaaxakmdaxefxasJcaxxafxit&mxk:tgk x and the light induces an electrical
Imalixg force that is felt within the mental body of the transmitter .
The transmitter as he or she becomes trained and perfected in the work
slowly places the feeling" in word forms that are more or less perfect
vehicles of that energy . When the translation from manas to lower
manas is made in terms of words, the electrical energy, as it were,
clothes 'itself according to its kind. If the transmtter becomes
clairvoyant and is able to see as well as feel the thought impinged
upon her or him, then that one may be taught the color language and
also the symbolic language used by the Initiates . Since every sound
is a light and every light reflects its energy through oolorj every
word form would also have a color or shade of color . The Devas always
speak in terms of color and to have the inner sight is to be in the midst
of a play of the most glorius colors, which to the uninitate would be
seen merely as beauty, but to the initiate would reveal a world of Truth .

gl3/22-5 :00 u~
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;the e_. any h n_g_-that you,~,wkh~, to.1o_omiounios,te It.c a ?: A r ° ~f r
' S'

Do not tryki to wonderthat there should be anything wrong in this
that you do . ~tsoii~ 1 g t°ime stha. .t y u _ s)houl,,d be abg+ t . yqur, , 'rk . See
that you do it . Try and ber`ieve .that we will do our part .

How may I d&stinguish between that which is genuinely from another
intelligence and that which is merely words and phrases floating about
in my own mind? J , 7. W,

Call for that you desire and have faith that it will be answered .
It does not matter if at first there is confusion, parts not grasped anu
and parts added from your personal consciousness . That which is from

• higher consciousness will by the force of its own light in time build
the power do discriminate and then will show the way to exclude
extraneous, elements . Only by effort and practice can a definite power
be builded . You must dh,re stumbling if you would learn to walk . That
which is true on the outer physical plane as a norm of learning has its
analogge in the development of inner powers .

I find ideas coming but also I find myself ofingi .ng incomplete
wording to make more adequate sentences . This makes it seem as though
I w:A a.c doing it, or at least tampering . ~, V,

It is unavoidable with your mind in the earlier stages of
training . Your mind is not naturally passive *and consequently traa,ns-
lates into its own language the impressions impossed upon it . It may
be impressed by a force from the Lodge or elsewhere but it gives the
language and form . It is an interaction of mind force rather than the
speaking as a mouthpiece , on your part .

.
If this is really' an intercommunication between myself and an

inner distinct intelligence it is not different essentially ie much
experience I have had in past mental work . T TW, .

That is true . Thoughts do noAt always carry the mark of their
source nor is it necessary that they should. The important thing is that
they should get expression and accomplish their work . There is much
inter-com:a_unioation between intelligneces that is not recognized .

(over)



+It would be wise, then , as regularly as possible, after seekin ,.~44
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Is there anything that you would say to me at this time? 3~2?'

Go ahead with your work . It is time to undertake the reorganization
of headquarters . Efforts are on foot to disestablish that work . Steps
must be t,ken . Present the key -- Bring it out . ( Something seems to
break the line ) ~--- ~-- cJ

"` What is the Key to be presented?

Is there anything you wish to say to me, Master? 8,u/,

--__ The end is very close . Our .work is in grave danger . You have
been told that upon you rests its further conduct ; that you are the
choice 1, Hilarion-, have made with the concurrence of the Brothers of this
degree of the Lodge Work .

But what am al to do, Father?
this plane by the rules and laws of
through your agent Blue Star?

You well know that I am bound on
procedure laid down by yourself

In the first place, my child, your absence from the meetings
is letting opposing forces take the helm, and you must be there to steady
and control , silently at present, .the movement of events and of forces .
The latter is most essential . I have no center through which I can act
when you are not present, for while others may carry something of the
Lodge force ,- the _aixeet line of contact is not theirs and they cannot hol
the "open door " which B .S . has held, and which you now must hold .

See ~to it'-that a message is read from the Mountain Top next sunday
If it is not lead by Dr . D .,then do you rise, take the book, and speak

_ of the work .-BS . has done and`your desre to see that is not tot forgotton
and read a message . I will guide you in its seleetmn .

Can any light 'be giceven regarding.: the status of the cottage, if
who-se_hands has it been left? ; ,

The cottage is Lodge property and,is the headquarters of the
work . It is at present inithe hands ofDo-ctor Dower, but there is
a way which we will use ifnecessary to regain its use and place it
under Lodge protection . There are two deeds extant ; one of wheh has
disappeared and one of whdh is obsolete . The true deed has disappeared
the new one is unauthentic .

Bosh--S .4? .

There is a certain doubt in Sarah's mind as to the, authenticity
of that which comes through her hand, a questioning as to ;ether it may

~, be a working of the subjective•mind . I feel that this places a serious-, obstruction in the way of this work
. Can you give us ways to make ther• .,-

matter- clear in her consc&uusness? F .W?.

I wiles come to you, myrohild,before it is necessary for you to t
outer action . What we desre now is your inner co-operation, your faith . : '
in us, and simply aXI/ holding in abeyance° what you do not yet understand;-
'.--It is not surpriq~-ng ,that you feel as you do for you yet lack conscious-'
ness of the facts behind the words you :grits--at•,our-direction .- You will
find that things are not left without a =trace •of -our wishes-,beig indiea-
,.' ted- that those • of the_ 14amay, see and know . ; Hold -your faith .high, and
,6A kc~ L$~ I~n~ sif it all~were a--conscious fact land truth within your
own consciousness at present ; and we w3.1 tike the °neoesvary outer etepp
to make it . so. '



a f

a . Free yourself- from -pe rsonalities and their weaknesses, m y daughter,
and,,from-.attrac,tion to their- strength- as well- .- :This is the great il--
lusion • - Raise your co

,
nsclausness and- hold • it--steadily, in .•the -the a

L ht . of, , Atma,-Wise -Wisdom.,
'

- The- great heresyT,of separat;eness-:.~uil1~-cease- to- .trouble ou and ;-a sense of tlie unity-- ofall,-will -rom an-in-_ its--place .
You are .beinciffeed;'from - , .
717
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Abstract Motion the power of Sellf Transoen en1d A

Vibration is confined to the planes that come under the action of
the Lair of Opposites . It involves reourrance of modes in rythmioa,l or
unrythmieal form . But essentially it always involves playing between
two poles . By itself it does not bring about development or evolution
as it would give but an endless action in one direction balanced by
action in the opposite and leading nowhere . However, motion in the
'higher sense may be imposed upon vibrating substance and thus bring
about development . Truly, vibration is a form of motion objectively

_ considered. But occultly Motion as the first expression of latent
Being carries a different meaning . It is much more than a departure
from a source and- a return to that source with all identical with its
original state . This would be like a vibratory wave, Originally
Being might be composed of an endless, changeless series of such
waves and yet be completely asleep, motion as yet unawakened . Motion
is essentially the power to go beyond that which WAS . The compound .
Law of .Balance and Polarity imposes upon this motion, it is true, the
principle of return from the outward going, but as Motion involves
the principle of Development, the power of going beyond, the compound
result is represented best by the idea of movement in a spiral .
However, this symbol must not be taken too rigidly .. It is s symbol
in three-dimensioned space and it isincorreot to predicate a three-
dimensioned setting of Absolute Being . It is motion is its most abstract
sense , and is perhaps more satisfactorily expressed when spoken of
as the power of eternal transcendence . The Absolute necessarily defeats
the conceptual pourer of finite consciousness which moves within the
domain of relativity . It is an error to attach to Absoluteness the
idea of being essentially static which is so largely done . Perfect
absence of limitation must leave the Absolute free of the necessity of
always being Itself . Perfection of freedom must include the power
of self transcendence . In fact, only this can give purpose and meaning
to the Cosmic process .



F .F .W . 6/18/22

Would ;t thou speck to me?

I would, r,~,~, son . Speak out the truth , Be not afraid . The hour
has come and th~"'"mulst be done .

Have faith in that inner voice and fo3 w its leading . Hesitate
not to write .

Hold all lines of outer contact . Attend all, meetings and speak
what comes to be said . Drarr close and grin as muohi of Doctor's con-
fidneoe as possible . It is not those who have drawn aside who can to
of most help in the hours to come . Keep clear your own lines on riL4
and wrong yet do not hesitate to work with those whose lines do not
coincide . Obly through the power to do thus can one hope to do much for
the world.

`Father, I will tl en seek to work with Doctor seeking his con-
fidence, though condoning nothing that I deem wrong and holding my own
council against the day when in this work the hour of choice comes .)

That is my will .

k uld it be well for us to systematically start a, forming and
and holding closer personal contacts with the members, say through sys-
tematic social calls and in other ways?

It would be wise, indeed . Contacts cannot be too strongly welded
That will give to all an added power to recognize when the hour comes .
However, keep in command of the contacts and do not let them be drawn
out to a point of draining the force that is needed for more general
purposes .

After writing thus there comes over me a force of self-distrust .
From within me one speaks and says, "Thou art decetudd, it is thy own
personal mind that has builded this" . . And so was the seeming as I wrote .

Answer comes . Will to believe and by that believing command
the Truth . Error oan:.ot stand long in the light of Faith reflected
by the power of willed belief . Have faith in the voice within, though

M" in-action ever using discrimination . Obey, but let that obedience`-
move under the guidance of reason . Seek the spirit behind the word
that may or may`not be a good vehicle .

If you would awaken Intuition, follow the behests of that which
has its seeming yet standing aside unattached ready to separate the
rej,l from the unreal . Today's gamble on the seeming is the first step
toward the winning of the -morrow's certainty

1F
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attachment to
Free yourself from, personalities "and their weaknesses, my

daughter, and from attraction to their strengths as well . This

(personality) is the great illusion . Raise your consciousness and

hold it steady in the light of Atma,,-Wisdom, The great Heresy of

separateness will cease to trouble you and a sense ofthe unity .of

all will remain in its place . You are being freed from attachment
. I

to personalities rapidly and as one by one they slpp away, leaving you

seemingly alone with whatever of conscmusness you have won, you ill

need all the endurance and all the understanding you have to hol

you steady through the darkness that ever surrounds that point

through which-the light penetrates--that light which will illumine

ard the strtYing neophyte .forever .the darkness that has pressed so1h
i

Wisdom is ever one with those who enter her sacred portals in love . Let

her raaldant light permeate every atom of your being, impregnating

each cell with her power ofillumination . From this union will flow

the understs,ndmg insight that reveals the true need of each soul seeking

help on the Path and also the special truth, or deed, that will help

it,nwards .
l I watch you, my chid, in love--turn to iie for help atnd not

to any outer form . Learn to have faith in the vod~ee that speaks in

the silence of your own Temple ; it is the one voice that can point the

way for you, reveal to yo1 . the truth at your staSeaIxxIakdmaxtxx of.

No unfoldment . You have passed the point where the twrttten or spoken word

ofanother can gt?e you what the silent inner voice holds for you . Pass
of

this poii}t safely, my cnild, and no da smon fxm flue underworld,

no claims or statements from the world of strugglmgg men will ever

again have power to sway your judgment, or move .you to righteous
wrath . For you will Know, and in that knowing remain safely within
the great Circle of Conservation .

6/15/22



Father, you told me that it was your will that I prepare myself foOr//r the
Priesthood. I wisp/ to make such prepartation . To that end would you
advise me as to steps I should take in addition to my present studies?
Shn1.d I seek Initiation through Dr . Dower this summer? F .V .i .

Ask Doctor D . if it would be possible for you to take the Initiation
this convention . S ak to him as R .S . and indicate that since he has now
Ahe rep sp s °bi y entir , you would be glad a:fx:s*axappax#ittyt . to
hav~ his decision i the a ter .

Continue as you are doing, and miss no opportunity to gain control of
your inner powers . Seek to strengthen your physical body, since its
vital powers are merely dormant . Arouse them by recognizing the fact
You are not without vital force as you imagine, you simply do not
call it into action . Thought` precedd4 attainment .



I am wroth with, my child . I your lord say to you this :

ISet yourself at once to learn the first great truth of occultism

. which is-this. There is nothing greater than yourself ; there is nothing

can teach you outside of yourself ; there is naught in all existence but

you. This means , first of all, that you must learn to trust yourself ;

secondly that you must realize that whatever you need for the accomplish-

ment of your ",,highest ideals lies within your own innermost center,

awaiting the call to come forth into expression . You are of God, a God

in form, and in power .-Create, and be not afraid . Organized forms are

not intended to hold the soul in bondage, but to lift the soul into

a greater verity, into a greater understanding, into greater power of

service . You have been told again and again that the creative power

of thought is illimitable . Use your own God-given power and create accord-

ing to your kind, 6 nether it be a child of matter or of mind or of spirit .

Waste not these precious hours ; the nk-Ight of your life lies not many

years hence ; use your form and accomplish all you can that will help

humanity to a better understanding of its own powers, of its own great

opportunity, given by life itself when the form was given . The aim

of every brother of the shadow, of every ignorant helper of their cause

is to paralyze effort on the part of those who are rising to a higher

0 level of consciousness and of creative power . You have within you

undreamed of possibilities, and you wait -and wait, seeking some outer

verification of the greatest reality you c ,n ever know--your own inner

voice, your own creative power, your own god-given right to express

freely that power and that right . Wake up, child of my heart, and go

to work . Hold high your faith, and when mistakes occur, go to work to

right them . The Voice is often covered o'er and another's voice heard

in itsrete ad . Both may be good, but you must learn to know Me, I, the

Sefierrior of light within you, I~your ,own Soul, Your God, your Higher
Self, your Master . Listem to Lie, beloved, listen to Me, and SEEk me with
your whole heart . Fear not the mistakes ; all make them in any new effort

but keep on trying, keep on in faith andiclo ae, and vwi6dom will encompassyou as a shield of light .



What is your will for me, Lord, I am ready .

t Prepare to reorganize the office . It is my will that you holdathe reigns

steady for a time, for it should not fall into alien hands ; therefore w `

work as directed when direction comes with this idea in view . You will

not regret it in days to come . Do not oppose Doctor Dower's plans in the

office ; let hm have his :,ray, and yet work steadily with him suggesting

wisely wherever you see an opening anything that will advance the work

and be of helpful service in the office routine . Always do tht quietly

and let him think as he will wish to think , the suggestion is his own .

This will not harm you and ;will tend to bring about a condition that will

later give you power when a certain event comes . You must learn to be '

wise, silent and yet so efficient that your powers will be recognized .

6/18/22
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It is possible that the bonds held by Sarah will be liquidated during

the next sixth months . After setting asdie a sum to secure Jim's educattn

it has come to us that bhe balance should be used in the first steps to-

wards the re-organization of the Central Home . Would this be moving

wthin the .will of the Lodge and wisely? F .W

It is my wish that you move very Dare-dlly in finano ,l matters, my child .

During the perdod of disturbadoe that always follows any radical chance

in Lodge Cells, it will be well to qudtly wait . The waves may roll too

high to be calmed at this point ; in that event the sea of life may

place your lideboat in other waters . Therefore move slowly and sit

defnite directions .

Ques .' Are we correct in supposing that Mr . Thompson will occupy the .

third point and stand as frst adviser in all business matters? F .W

I think not, my son . He will

the formation of the work we

point, but in event a new mo'

not be with you. There will

with greater power, since it

the key of peace into action

danger -assails .

be very helpful and one of the twelve if

are placing in your hands continues at this

ve into a new center is requisite, he may

come one, however, who will fill this point

must be-one who can turn the key both ways-

when requisite, the key of battle when

We are facing confusion again, my father, the answero above implies t1

same condition of change that we receted 5/31 and which was corrected

that same day . May vie know wnw the #.t ruth ?

The confusion is the result of your lack of indriving . You tend to

accept too easily the first thoughts impressed upon your eonsomus mind .
It will be well for you not to try to twrits * unless you also can try
to get into harmonious rapport with me . This you do not always do .



My chil dren I come amongst you to anrfiice the coming of the new line of
work which - you are all to be engaged in perfecting . You who are here wil
rear, ,ll this night . There is a very strong reason why I have' sent the
force amongst you with such power . Franklin is having certain centers
opened and it is for this reason that he is so weak . If you will IA-
be careful of his physical for a time all will come right and the
correlation we are now making will be perfeoted . He should not do -~
any of the heavy physical work that is now being o'erect him , for it is

-- necessary that his forces be protected and -also that his auric
sphere be protected from inimical forces . There is a great battle on
now between the two lines that are dividing in the temple . Its ranks will
be severed and one go one direction and one the other if the great effort
we .re noVYmakin mxxxo% should fail ., The incoming dangers are more ansa
of a character that will require the purest heart and the purest motive

ti else the black forces will pmobe with power to their given ends .
Be patient my ohidren and I will come am(Ingot you in a manner you
will have no cause to doubt . For the present the lines of our workrare
seriously tangle." and only superhuman effort can keep them from being
broken and cast utterly aside . Our work hav been going on apace
and one of these days you will seeresults that may mean more or less
to all of you . This offort at viritEg tonight is not very successful .
The forces of ouriousity are too close to get through with perfection .
However it is,an effort to set things in motion . Some talk may eventuate
that will cause speculation and where speculation is rife, then indeed
things begin to move . It is just as well thatyou be very careful of
what you say and just as well that you make no remarks after this is
over . Otto is very mush disturbed and 1,Ywlter is enjoying a thrill of
great exoitment . Let these things go on and be not troubled . Consider
this mere practise and we will repeat .
(I do not like the tone of this ' messa e .7 Never mind , consider it praeti e

~ - as I have said before .

r
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Is` there anything you wish to give through my hands, my father? `'

To you, my higher self, I turn .Ia there sught you wish to become
cognizant of, we to say?

When you let so much force pour through in disturbed vibration, this
channel becomes partially disrupted. The finer substances used to
perfect it are. destroyed and driven out, and we must again rebuild .
The more subtle truths, the higher work, require a perfecting of
the line between us and a use of finer forces and substances as the
more interior truths are brought clown and out towards manifestation .
You both must meet this oondttion that crops up and threatens to un-
do as rapidly as we build up that obannal You, Sarah, must try
to control the forces and to be more patient, and you Franklin know
what you may do to help in this matter .

Go out iiito the open and become at one with nature, absobing her br
forces and vital essences in 1 ove . This will help the work .

41 1
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According to, that law of proceeding from within outward, we seek the
next step in this unfoldment .

Conditions are not' right for proceedure . -The citistrument needs to bd
less disturbed, lees' shaken by the vibrations of opposition.. An
opposition not intentional but effectual nevertheless . When forces a's
" equilibrated we will proceed if possible .This is a battle which is
precipitated always upon every instrument we ever seek to perfect ;
That which makes an instrument sufficiently sensitive to our force,
also makes it equally sensitive to all forces . That which makes it
also possible of use in this instance, also makes it difficult to
keep controlled . The incoming cycle is one wherein dynamic force
is requisite, and no mildly harmonious instrument could do the work .
The power that drives the engine needs to be at high tension in order
to make the engine move in this instance . If the safety valve gets
into working order ocoasionaally, you must recognize it as .the safety
valve and use the force constructively as possible .



0 niy child, try little child ; do not be so fearful . The Day of Testing

rapidly passes and the New Day Star rises in the Heavens,, bringing on its

wings the Morning of retribution, the Noon of Readjustment and the Night

pf Fulfillment .

We have known well what would happen when once Blue Star was in-

capacitated, but even a doubtful Chela must be given full opportunity

91 to rise ~o the place of victor .

Now is the deed done and the inner door closes . Heavy are the bars

that must be lifted in another Day of Time,-heavy the price that the

Law exacts for unfaithfulness .

To my faithful children I say : Forget not my promise . To you

I will come . Hold fast together t ntil that time,- a day not-far dis-

tant .as you count time . Watch and be silent, except Truth and Justice

demand the support of your voice, then speak in no uncertain terms .

B .S . placed my left hand on her forehead, then placed my right hand i

over it and said':

"You come next ." 5/6/22--4 :0'clook
f

A little later din Doctor removed all ofher private interviews, taking s
r

sa!±e to !.hotel .

t













Sound and Higher Mathematics the same great Truth 6/y 3) - -- N

First of all remember that Sound and Higher Mathematics as
referred to in Occultism are taken in the sense of the inner •es ::ence
of the manifested outer forms of these as known to the
consciousness of man . Proceed toward an understanding of this
essence by an analysis of the primary function served by the outer
forms . In the analysis of Sound in relation to organic life seek
the key in the sound producing rather than the sound receiving organ .
There is one outst~ nding peculiarity marking sound that differentiates
it from other rates of vibration to which man's sensorium is responsive,
and that is that man, together with at least the higher animals, can
at will create sounds without using v k~ instruments other
.than those with which he is naturally endowed . So far as he is known
in the current stages of evolution he cannot create impressions of
light , feeling, taste or smell at will without using instruments

.medium voluntary
recall

below"formula- "As
application under-a formula.

st
stands

expression
writtenMan .

Word", Deifio-essenoewas
While

we sense .

Word 'Wordmakes
Will

Thisthe occulthigher Mathematics ed inCon as usedConsider
is not to be identified with higher Mathematics as known in the schools f_
though of course there is a relationship between i fExt%a occult
mathematics and the mathematics of the schools analagous to that between
the inner and outer aspects of sound. What is the essential function ;
of mathematics as seen when we strip th,L't function from the forms
with which we are familiar? Is it not this that in mathematics we have
in a peculiar sense the formulation of nec ,nary law? Viewing it
in terms of-this essential meaning mathematio . stands as synonj ntous
with Law . Higher or occult . ma.thematios simply\represent the Cosmic
Law governing the Universe4` Now law is simply the form that Will
takes when expressed ht is the form of the coax-. qnd . Hence the
identity of the h.lgher Mathematics and Sound .'- So uz~, is the expression

c f

of Divine Will, Mathematics the Law governing that expression .

find theappear that in soundnature . It erouid thusadapted from
Voluntary expression r~e ,~,na,~na,expressionfirst of

the occult• consciously willed expression . In this connection
which also reverses into "As below, soaboves , so

requires anwhich in detailedabove",•
st nding of the relationship between refleetio ~,~.~ reflect©~3 and the

behind both . Sound ~i'Yn;~n standing as theluminous orb that
by corr~spondenae occupies thefirst medium of vo~iuntary

"In the'hue it issame place in deity or cosmic
is made 'manifest first"Thebeginning the

Lightby Sound", and so also are • sound and will identified .
or Sound is the expression of thethe manifest, the

Creative of God .



DARKNESS AND LIGHT
SILENCE AND SOUND
POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE
ETERNALLY8CONCEALED AND MANIFESTED

These four andrroogyne entities together constitute Tetragrammaton
the manifested Deity,- ,"since 111 is God, this is the outer Universe .
The arrangement of the square is probably something of a blind . First,
as representing -the Father-Mother are Sound and Silence . Sound is the
first expression of the Father principle, Will . Silence is the great
Mother that broods over the deep, it is Hamsa the Great Bird that brings
to birth the universal Soul . Of these two in the highest Cosmic sense
Light and D rkness . are together the Son in t, o aspects ; Light~the
Christoo, Darkness, Satan . Light is the positive aspect of the Son
pouring forth into Chaos and making all manifest through the aoton
of the oposition of Satan or Chaos . The positive aspect of the Son
in one place .is represented by St . Miohhl striking with his speak
while on the other hand that speak is stopped by the she&ld of Satan .
The balance thus produced gives a manifested world in equilibrium .
But for the opposition of Satan the C1- istos Light would be lost in the
abysses of ifrkness or else would be-Id'-force of pure destruction .
2ka On the other hand, the heel of Michael restrains Satan in his
rise . Thus Darkness is held back from enveloping all and t4i}s ,~,0_,,,.~,~.~
effecting the dethroning of God . In the balance of this opposition
space is builded for the containing of the manifested Universe .
But in the opposition of this balance is brought into maifestation
the polarity of Positive and Negative ; the active and resistant
principles . The active princip'e must strike forth or there would
be nothing . The resistant principle must oppose else action would
become lost in empt*ness and again their would be nothing . So these
two in their apparent antagonism are in reality one, and through this
unified duality is it posoible for the potential to become the actual .
.This-dontrast of potential and actual fl .., y reveals the fourth _
two formed entity ; the Eternally-Concealed and the Manifested . It is
the hidden inner possibility beeomming the outer reality . So finally
the four-fold Tetragrammaton stands out in Hia completeness, Willed
into Being, manifesed in intelligence, balanced in oposition and outer
form ensouled by inner essence .

0



I OpShall I tell you my story, 0 brother of all the world? • A story far filled

with strange and mysterious lights, some of which shine ' wierdly bright

'01

and some with -a brilliant golden light 'I

So,be it . It was in a far off cycle of time that an event occurred
which changed the face ofthe earth, and the fmxmxxx consciousness of
the writer for inconceivable spaces of time . Out of its seed have s
sprung days of ouiious power, days of unutterable guieh, days of
a seemingly limitless power and joy, and yet--a we 1 . Ishall write it
down that you may see and judge for yoursel 's .

. ~ fl
Many are the speculations-rife regarding a la
it is thought to be mythdal, by others a self
tt be a fact, for I lived in old Atlantis in
live in a woman-form in new America . Even f,
c sciousneas go, e'een to a land called Lemu
ano her, Hyperborea . You laugh? Perhaps, you

called Atlanta, by some
ist nt fact . I know it
y f rms auan as I now
he' bao k does my
a back again to
11 not :augh when I an

III shed with my story. . I

shall begin with the fourth , Atlantis ; for rors e f urth we pass
two d eo_ ~~n©, three in and three ut,

h r art, ;renterh, g ea i J- deed was the glory of o1c At1 ntie gre
still hervi.,~n, greater than all, her at i~ainr~i nips . , Yo who think
her myth, blind, foolish incredulous beings at you - re! I would
that orae words -of mine could awaken you from _ e stupor of senses
the a 1of vision and of inner see thdt bi s y u t` the littleness
of Now . What opport ities lie b fore you, once oJdo awake 1

Within a Great Temple carved o marble, golden of dome, towering of
height, rising with daring fro the very top of one of the mountains
in the Ohain of Mystery , I stood, Ruler and King; born to command

~, with power of command , I ruled with iron will . At my side stood my other
self, my one and only love . Full equal to myself , regal, glorious

~~ with an intelligence far surpassing that of most men of attainments .
We were indeed one . Both with inner vision , clear and penetrating . ,

Before us moved a throng . It was the day of parley . Once each month
we personally heard these accused, or those in deep trouble, set forth
their case and their problems , and we gave them mf the very bestoffix a,dx
wisdom and aid we could ofder .

Suddenly .the throng parted to admit to place before us, a youth of
perhaps 21 years . Noble of bearing,'yet`with something of intolerance
in his mein, regular features strong yet softened by eyes that looked
even in the midst of the into'eranoe, like those of % lover upon his
best beloved . Strange and won'zerful the power of the love gleaming
through the curtain within those eyes . Scarce aware of his own power
yet al--ays, .,re perceived, did he :vin immediate place amongst others .
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Y Following in his wake came a man, stern and unyielding of countenance,
who came to demand the Death penalty for the youth . This is the story
he told:

flax g On a day of spring, when the golden butterfly
rose in her nuptial flight, the youth met and wooed a maiden . Fair
as rose in her first bloom, delicate us the down, innocent as a'star
was she . Knowing no laa but that of love, fully she gave herself to
the youth, seeing in him a God . And so the halcyon days passed on until
she became aware that she was with child . Great was her• delight ; to

her stern lone father she 'ran to communicate her joy, her great event .
My father, she cried, I am to have a little child . Shaken with terror
the father arose,questing for a truth he could scarce accept . Had he
not kept from her all knowledge of men ; had he not guarded her so
steadily, hidden her from others so gisely, that no man but himself
had ever axlexad been seen of her? But, no, she told him of her God
and of the child to be, with such innocent joy and in so lovely a
dream, that shaken to the very heart, he kissed . her and ran away, but
first he asked her where her God was hidden . Then to the trysting plx e
he strode, captured the youth, and now demanded the death sentence'

` upon one who had destroyed wantonly the innocence of one of God's
# ycx own children .

Sternly I turned to the youth . Speak, I thundered .

Sire, he said gently, vie are .one and soon to be three . There
is naught but love and purity between us . We hekang each are the
others', give herto me . The look of love xxdxag the regal carriage
the sense of purity flowed from him to me . Ixxmnaak To the Queen
I spoke : FJh t do you see? I see the rarest flower that blooms, 'pure
natural divinely inspired love . Send for the Maiden . To them I give
a palace corresponding-to their love . To the Father, I speak a word
of wisdom . Learn to know purity when it blossoms in your garden of life,
she said . And they passed out, radiant in their happiness .

This is but one picture to show you one event of many which
we touched in that one monthly day .

It was mona; the High ,Priest slept . His simple couch scarce less ..oom-
fortable than Jtkxnx the solid floor, uncovered, upon which it rested .
Slovily the first rays of the rising sun pierced the opening at the East
and with their entrance, sleep vanished . The High Priest rose ; stepping
to a running stream he entered its purifying embrace, then turned to
his Lord, the Sub, and dripping with crystal drops, himself shone as
a million suns . Lifting his right hand, he intoned a mantramic couplet

''0 Upon its third repetition, a strange sight met the gaze . All about
him gathered and cirole4 the living creatures of the air, each x± k
sounding its nature tone . The Mantramio sound ceased . . The'winged
creatures became silent and slowly their motions slowed to the point .
of rest . Strange postures the Priest now assumed, and ohanttg a new
couplet, four times,,"rose and lo, about him appeared animal forms .
Slowly they moved in cyclic 0" about him; the wild and the tame,
the lion and the deer, unafraid and together . Now, a shrill call
issues from his lips, thrice repeated, and within a moment the space
is filled with human forms, male and female in equal number and array .
Slowly the sound of 6 chant is heard, slowly they move in rythmio
motion, now it quickens and quickens, until circle within circle, on
land and in the air, all creatures-seem lost in a rythmic whirl . And

thus by power of thought, placed-in sound, and used in rythm, the High Priest controlled the birds of the air, the beasts of the field,
the elements of of the nether regions . the devas of the under w orlci
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Oand man. Thus indeed were priests and kings, diplomats and masses
F directed by his will as he would they should go . He was indeed the

instrument of God on earth, for in him was only the will for good,
the demand for justice, the outworking of the law of love . Humanity
in this day was blest, ruled o'er by an Initiate King, guarded by
the Hierophant ofq'iosts ofSound , step by step It was urged onward
until here and there with each newborn day, arose a newborn son of
the Sun, an Initiate, whose heart and mind were dedioated• to the
work of the Silent Brotherhood . And thus we find old Atlantis
in the height of her power, preparing to pass the great test of-, .the
fourth, which would carry her people, ifrightly passed on int hights
of civilized conquests in-art, literature, science, sa -o%XW, and
inner vision, or lost, sink them so deep than even the land upon which
rested their wonderous nation would disappear from sight of man for

h ages to come .

And now eometh the night time of Atlantis . Within the same Great
Temple crowning the Mountain of the Mystic Chain are gathered 12
Priests . Within the same Temple on another floor, in another room
are gather &nother 12 . Initiates, all, brothers ofthe atrue lineof
Priestly Init',tes . The doom of Atla the great has been foAold ; now
gather her greatest ones in effort to preserve some of the great
truths of religion, science, art and metaphysics, won with such travail
by those great souls . Within a sculptured nitch, air and water tight,
anoi in the soret and sacred recess ofthe mountain, they place the records
of their race, those records which mark the height of attainment of her
greatest men . Rare and precious were the .secrets placed within the
keeping of the mystic mount ; long the time that must elapse e'er destiny
can call them forth in aid of man . Now, the time draws nigh when
once again her Initiate Priests rise in consciousness and power . Will
there be one, even one, in whom the hidden lore may find a resting plaue
in trust for man? Will there be one, just one, xha to whom the secret
hiding place may be revealed, in whom the long forgotten power to entrance
gain into the air tight rook shall once again awake? Lo, these many
decades we have watched and waited for that one . Now he walks amongst
you, unknown, unrieralaeta ants unaware as yeti do tine tiru©ti au uct .y auuwpb .
Nor far from where his feet have trod doth lie the sacred treasure
Reveal it not, cries one ; REVEAL, comes the command from Him whose ~.rord
is Law . Within thy mountain home lies power . Seek, and •ye shall
find, search and the door snail open unto you . I who speak know of the
law and of thy right to seek .

Is this an inner searching for truth, or is it also an outer searohaing
r as the point in space named? FµF W .

M`is both, my son . First must you seek within the inner places for
iastruction and guidance . As you do this, it will be given you . Then
with this knowledge brought down to the mental and astral planes, you
can be guided to an outer point in space where actual definite evidence
as aboveindieate d lies awaiting the touch of your hand . It t yours
to use for the race, but you must be guided and its use become a matter
of our direction . This we know you will willingly grant, and thus
if you seek rightly, will the hidden place be revealed .

r..



Are we correct in the impression that Mrs . Ayers is one of the 12?
Does Mr . tiVadia have any particular relation to the work at the Center? q"7

. W
Yes, my son, eventually herself and family will be amongst you . And
more--Brother George Wiggs will come, Hillis Lukes and Delmar Bryant .
Others whose names are not yet in your consciousness still also come, for
the clans are gathering, and the Temple clan will find itselfaffiliated
with many of whom ,t knew not their existence . I have" often told you
that as soon as a lemplar fell out of line another would be in the
place although the outer form might not bear the outer keg± *i&x
insignia of Temple membership . In the past I have gone amongst-the
Indians as an avatara and they too will be included in the membership
in days to come . 'Open the gates and gather my little ones in" has been
my command all the years"past, . and they are not opened . Now I will move
to that end with no uncertainty and move through and with those who
are seeking to do the work for which the Temple stands in aotu, not
as it is not in- .its astect .

Mr . Wadia is a member of the central fraternity ofadepts . He has seen
and understood conditions Ontt the center . He :aril come again and
your line will merge with his and out of that merging will be born
the union of many now independent lodges and into it will be
drawn many theosophists who now are seeking the true home center of
the lodge .

You, my children , will have your hands and hearts full . You should
use every spare moment you have constructively and in preparing yoursely
for the great work tr_at it will be your opportunity to do, prov&ded
only you have made yourselves equal to the demands of the situation . For ~.j
amongst you will come men of learning , men of high spiritual attainment
all seeking a leader , and only as you are-able to meet and hold high
the banner of your fathers house ;will you be able to hold the
position I shall place you in intact and unshaken by the storms
such a gather-In draw upon its*self from the opposing forces of the
brothers of the shadow . You are beg prepared inter(brly as rapidly as
yoe~pond to our efforts-, but you are not yet keeping pace on the
out* plane . P ,rticularly)'' this true of Sarah . She' MUST be made to
seek more definitely and practise according to instructions more thoro ghly
See to it Franklin that she does this .

Your father Hilarion



Father if the time is right we seek further unfolding of the
plan and organization 6frthe work that is to be .

Is the method I am using for procuring certain tools that will needed
for the Lodge work from the Lodge funds in my possession in line
with Lodge mill and purpose?

It heems to .ibe the beet way at present, my child . If we are able to
avoid a separation you will use them in the unified work ; if not,

D then it is better that they should remai in lodge hands under the
direction of lodge than be gathered in by the forces opposed to our
will*

You can and must move forward each day .

Father we ask for any special instruction or direction thatbwe should
have at this time .

I tell,you uinradvance of an event, which will occur during convention
that will focalize forces in xa manner not anticipated . There
will occur an overreaching, an over assumption of authority on the
part of one at the center which will act and rebound in such mahner
that the door m:y open to indicate our will in regard to Temple
matters . Watch and be ready to catch our inner commands that
you fail not to be moved in line with our . will at saidtime . You, Sarah
are apt to be caught in the swirl of the moment and thus miss- your
opportunity to catch the higher will . Therefore remember my warning
and be quiet, turn in and seek whenever .the swirl threatens . You,
Franklin, remember, and obey .

Is this the matter that Mr . Taylor came to warn"us about?

It is .

In Mr . Taylor's consciousness the three are yourselves, and-Mrs,
St Claire, the fourth is himself .

Mr . Taylor's statements : 6/13/22-evening;-oame purposely to warn us
he said .

Match carefully each new thing presented dufing convention ; there
will happen something'that will break the center to pieces if great
care-is not taken, perhaps in the nature of some enterprise . It can

-19 be overcome if you watch and work carefully, and if the silver is
not paid .

The four can hold things safely ; the three the tringle must hold
together, .the fourth will not be there,'but will hold them true . The
matteas will be present, so close to the material plane that you can
see them if you try ."
Is there another meaning to the four and the tringle .

There is . . B .S . is the fourth wno wit not be present ; the three
are yourselves and Doctor and Mrs Dower, Mrs . Wilkins and Mr . Thompaon



I wait the hour when you shall gain power to hold the snake ofself
frmly in your grasp and bend it to your higher will . How much longer
will you give way to the forces which move .you to opposition unwisely*?
How much longer will you place iron bars of separative thoughts be-
tween yourself and the rest o f Me?

Cease, my child, become poised and remain true to your own inner
self . THINK rightly and the outer acts will precipitate rightly .
THINK thoughts of loving unity and the outer,striking will be
lessened; not alltogether lessened, because one in your place cannot
hope to be met harmoniously on all sides . But if you will posit your-
self in the supreme center, and work with thoughts harmonized with thai
supreme,you can overcome much of the antagonism that surrounds you .
Seek ever to understand your brothers, and. when one goes awry in his
thoughts,-add not fuel to the flame, but rather pour oil or water,-
upon the blaze and thus help not only him but yourself . It takes doing
great power to meet and transmute so, many negative forces and you are f\
far better than you know, but you can make it easier for yourself
if you will but hold steadily to the center of poise and supreme grill .

I am an harmonious center of attraction ,,,hick calls forth the blossoms
of love and wisdom in my conrades .

When under attack , I am poised, impersonal , and w1ely helpful .

We are obedient to the voice of inner authority .

0



vi, VZ11V

MwFather, can you give us light on the Law o f Cycles whereby the
present should be a period for a special,' manifest&tion of the Christ,
Mr . ktdia, who has just been here, states that a study mf the Law of
Cycles as given in the Secret .) Doctrine would show that an early -tea
appearance ofthe Christ is impossible . This statemebt makes it impor-

tant that we should have a clear understanding on the matter .
VFW

The Law of Cycles as expounded in the Secret Doctrine does not carry
all~of thetruth . We do not place in exoteric works all of the data that

Q
would be required to work out such an intricacy" as that involved in the
merging of lesser and greater cycles . The messanio cycle is now . The
appearance on the plane of matter of a great avatar is essential,
not that the world needs more of truth than it already has within its
records for use, but that without the greet tranemutative power of
such a being the earth will not be able to hold its place within its
own system, nor will it be able to bring up the humanity now ensouling
it to the point requisite for further progress . The evolutionary wave
which should have arried it to a higher status than it now holds
did not move it from its selfish ignorant adherence to the crave
it should have been prepared to leave . Since it did not rise with the
incoming wave, it was carried into the trough of the reoeeding one
and the earth was almost thro'r from its place and broken into frag-
ments . (Only the intervention of Great Masters from other planets,
de well as those who were within the aura of this one saved the earth
tom utter destruction . Because of this condition, a new cyclic
movement took place within those already established and recognized by
the Adepts . This new cyclic movement is avataric and when its crest is
reached, the Great Avatar will rest upon it and descend into the morass
of the physical plane for_Ithe GreatvWork . Be,Ouse of this condition
new light must be given, for even the Adepts cannot know how the Great
Master of the Lodge will move, nor can they know what cycles he has the
power to set irLmotion within those already established .

I may be able to give the mathematical aspect of this Law to
Franklin later one . His power to receive is pr#ogressively unfolding
and we have greet need for such an instrument now . You are not
yet able to take through your mental bodies such information .; for
we cannot yet give you things by the spoken word, since you have not
become clairaudierit .-We suggest that you work to this end, since
it would be of great service if we could so receh you . Your ability
to catch our thoughts is only limited by your mental unfoldment . If it
were .equal to that ability you would be an instrument par exellenee .
As it'"be not disturged, there is very much that you can do, and toge-
ther 4e hope to have perfected an instrument of great service both
to us and to the race . Practise more . We appreciate the steady effort
made by Franklin to bring this about . His intuition has caught the
'need and his mind has grasped the reason there involved .

quotation from Bagavadgita
"i produce myself among creatures, 0 son

there is decline of virtue and an insurrection
in the world; and thus I incarnate from age to
of the just, the destruetton of the wicked, an

Mo rya

of Bharata, whenever .
of vice and injustice
age for the preservation
i the establishment of ,

righteousness'
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Light on the Appearance of a World Saviour

The appearance of a world Saviour is not an event predicable
from the material upon which calculations of ordinary world and
cosmic cycles is based . While there is a mathematickstuiucture
governing the, movements and unfolding of manifested Being yet at
the same time within this structure man has freedom of choice
which will throw his development into different channels, as it were,
of this structure . The penalty of persistent failure to realize
the Divine purpose laid out before him is to enter the path to
unconscious union .faith God . This is the path of pain and failure .
If the dominant portion of the humnity of a world fails to take the

P
upward step of a new cycle at a stage in developmett when it is far
out in matter it faces the real danger of losing manifested form .
If nothing more is added than the natural forces belonging to such
a world, a complete breaking up of it could not be avoided . The
saving of it could only be by a special divine dispensation . It is
at such moments that the great Saviours come . They come as a
voluntary adt of compassion and are not to be regarded as a part of
the right of any humanity or world . They are the expression of the
great Love of the Chriotos that would gather in these children who
haV earned destruction and give them other opportunity . Being a
special dispeneation,)euch Saviours are not predictable by calculation .
We have only the special promise'of such coming "when there is a decline
of virtue and an insurredtion of vice and .injustice in the world"
The perceiving of such a condition in the world would lead one,to
expect a Saviour and perhaps the intuition may be awakened to
immanence , but the hour of such could not be calculated-

When a Saviour comes into the world because of a great need
He brings in new Spiritual Force which overcomes the destructive force
and gives humanity a new spiritual impttue . But this involves a great
sacrifice for the one who comes as a Saviour . He becomes karmically
tied to the humnity that He has saved . The'force He sends forth is part
of Him and becomes a permanent part of the forces governing the
given world . It starts a new-series of cycles within the original
cosmic ones, for this force moves under the law of rythm whereby it
manifests and is indrawn and then manifests again until the end of
the manfantara . After the first,subsequent manifestations of these
cycles correspond to what may be known as secondary Saviours whose
con ing may be calculated after theXj' mathematical form tsxkx
of the cycles is known . There could be more than one mixtaz appearance
of a major Saviour . (This is not meant in the sense of necessarily
being the same individual entity) . Corresponding to such a major
appearance there would be a subsequent series of minor Savmmur
Avatars . All these imposed cycles would affect the original cosmic
cycles and make new calculations necessary, just as the coming of a .
new mass into the solar system would necessitate a rechlculation of
planatery movements . A xmxkl humanity that satisfactorily met its
possibilities would never. have to have a Saviour .

This earth is in the midst of a c rteis. that would mean its
disintegration if there were not a special, new and unpredictable
coming of a Saviour . This coming could not be foretold in the
mathematical sense from a study of the Secret Doctrine . It could
be- known only by special announcement .

The idea has come to me that Kribhna was a maghor Christ or
Saviour and that Buddha, Shankyashara, Jesus, Abdul Baaha among
others are secondary and possibly some tertiary Saviours .
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formulation 'and Q.laboration ofthe principle governing A 3tatarin
correct that I have just worked outs I should like to be correo -
such points that are in error .

The formulation is well done, but should be unfolded and'can be
improved upon . This thought is the one that is most needed by the pres-
ent Theosophical public . It will help towards that unification of
which Sarah spoke . There are further laws that will be given you,
get all you can after meditation upon the subject, let both work,
and we will endeavor to bring this out in such a manner that it .
may be couched in terms that wilh appeal to the scientific theosophist
to tlb philosophical, to the eth* cal, to the economic, to the mystic
and to the initiate as well as to the mass . Mr . 'Vadia when saying
that the coming of the Avatar was the point upon which the di~ering
organizations in the theospphical field were splitting, hit the
central idea that will prove equally the uniting idea . The work is given
to you to do . Unfold it just as far as you can, each of you, in your
own language and force and we will help you from within .

There is one correction that I suggest : The approaching avatar will
not appear to the people, but only to the esoteric orders of life .
It is to them first of all that the communications should be raddressed
to the masses, seoondarialy .



It is my will, .my child, that you begin a systematic study of the Secret
doctrine . you get into its psychosphere, I will be able to reach
you more •readiy, anda-Voyour mind begins to take in the tru'qths
therein expressed I will be able to impress upon you whatever further
explanation or wh .tever of definite calculation we may wish you to
place in written form for use . Begin with 14,e first page and read each
at least one hour, thinking it over . Do not other matters interfere with
this effort, establish it rigorously, and make it also an opportunity
to develop will as well, for it will require much of will to hold to
this hour . Also practise rigorously each day the asking of at
least two questions . And in addition, set aside one half hour for con-

-°,tion and USE it . I spoke to you re-this matter of concentration
_ -cne other day and you have but half-heartedly tried to cencentrate a w

few times since then . Eat less--you overload your system with toxic
products that cause you disturbance in many ways .

In order to facilitate your efforts to attain clairaudience, I
suggest that each day you try at whatever period you may have at your
disposal to listen for inner sounds . Close your consciousness to
outer sounds and listen only for an inner voice . You will .recall that
at one convention period you heard a voice speaking and your wrote 'the
words partially that you heard . This will come again into your con-
sciousness if you will but try to make i a possibl6ty .

V
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Are there any instructions re the Water matter that is now avrating
our decision as a group?

It is advisable for you to own your ownplant at this end if possible .
Famm a co-operative company, :with General Manager and board of three
to adjudicate whatever matters come up for consideration :

Plan for upkeep, for axa replacements and breakage, and plan
with this in mind, that the colony will increase and a much larger

• plant will be needed than you expect . Arrange to furnish water for
at least fifty if possible .

0

10,



Why must I repeat what I have told you before ; he is not Lodge Agent
therefore all of your, objections :ire tirit ;out foundation .

As far as B .S . is concerned; she has made many mistakes in the human sf
sense but in so far as the true work is concerned, that is in our hands
and she could not make a mistake in it . The outer work may go, the
inner work will remain . That we will uphold and continue and if
necessary rebuild an p8ter form .

Regarding the 36 Feast . Yo u may take it or leave it ; the officiating
• priest has nothing for you, but you are not bound by the outer

w

who

ways .
may

er to take . If youform; reach in and take whatever you haventhe po
can make your heart clean of hatred and silence the voice of

do notimpatience you cantake the feast in compassion for others
see so clearly, but I suggest that you forget not that you yourself

Therefore give andalso are in need of e.ompassion in may
lift all invcbved .receive that which

i

a



•I am with you tonight for a special purpose, my children . There is a
grave danger threatening . If possible I wish that you may not leave tle
Center for any length of time in the futures,, You may be called at any
time- oth ^ ou rardly and inwardly . Be prepared, 6r we will do our part
ifyou will do yours . Hilarion .
(Saw Mrs . Mayfower )
She will be one of your helpers in days to come .

We have a special message we wish to get through before eonventeDn,
and we vwish you would try to develop the hearing . We will help you if
you will but try .

7/1/22 t
H=s the n terial we received this afternoon covered the guou :,d referred to

above, or is there still more to cone? F .F ."' .

Only partially .

s
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It has come to me that certain efforts in our midst to identify

the Occult Teachings with the body of thought generally called New
Thought constitute a particularly serious danger to this work . It
has seemed that an effort to clear concepts in this respect would be
wise, though it might lead to certain preoipitat Ions that are unwise
at this time . Would you, Father, advise me ink this matter? __JD-_

It would be wise to pospone such an effort, my son, since it
is desirable not to start any side-issues which may be used by the
forces of opposition to call attention from the real issues at stake
in the Temple at the present time . The less .inharmony at present
the better, since with the revelations that are to come, much and
definite inharmony will be amongst you . Save your energy, your
powers and-your efforts and concentrate on the vital points at the
given mement . You will know what those moments are in no :7uncertain
tones, for you will find one of us amongst you whom you will recognize .

7/3/22



7/4/22-8 :45 A .M .

Stay close, my child,-my need is great . Today we will work together
to a common end, and much shall be made clear .

C



Is the i npress ion that some o f us have received to the effect :that
Mr . Le:wris is being prepared to take on the outer work of building
the city that is to be, correct?

He is a possibility, but he 1 without esoteric knowledge . The soul of
man however is hungry, and reaching out for the powers of love . It
may be given you to place before him the greater truths of the wisdom
religion, and ifhe is able to pass the tests of sex , he may work
with you as one of the 12 .

• 7 .9 .22-morning

There is some effort in the direction of removing D from the presidency
ofthe T .H .A . and placing some other in that central position . Is this
the right direction, or should the move be discouraged?

Mr . H . is being, used to accomplish our purposes . Hdi contact wish
Hilton makes it possible for us to impress him to do certain things
we wish done . Therefore in this matter follow out the effort he is
making . It is one step towards the attainment of drecting power
along certain. lines essential to the furtherance of the plans we have
been discussing . There must first be a recognition of your power
inn the part of D . At present he does not have any impression of it .
He will find it something to reckon wth later on, and it is necessary
that he should do so .It bwillthe n be possible to indicate the line of
effort to be made and the part he is to take therein .



7/6
- My child, I wish you would be very careful these-next few days .

They are days of critical status far BS . The outer b .tittle which you
see bs but a faint picture of an actu ,l battle that is taking place
between the forces represented by the emmissaries of the Black Lodge
who work through tempting others with drugs and liquors to far greate
iniquities thanyou can conceive of . The battle now is being fought
through her . Those who are on our side must use every bit of
strength and understanding they have if we are to win, for you are
actually meeting entitized forces of great power which are striking
at and through those who are fighting for the right in this great
battle tivith the fiends of drugs and liquor . Continue the work
you began this morning ; do not let one of our warriors be thrown acid

,~ if you can prevent it . Use every bit of power of word, sound, thought
and force that you can use to this great end and knoar that we are all
one and that the victory is certain if we but stand faithfully

_ side by side . Do not step aside ofrom the ranks ofthe fighters for
only in,unity lies your strength . The elementais of ndestruotion
will strike-in various ways ; they have just begun . Watch the play of
forces andlearn therefrom the great lesson now to be learned . RemembEr
keep your courage HIGH, your weapons pure, your motive clean, and
your emotions under direction of hie ; then indeed will we win wthout
.great loss. -

7/6 /22 0 :00 A .M
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When I make my mind blank and listen
that speaks . If there is an idea within my
may grow and become elaborated through the
the blank winddoes not move .

there seems to be nothing
consciousness that idea
force of inspiration . B.nut

This is beaause your mind is like a soil in which an idea,like
a seed, may be planted and grow into the mature conceptual plant .
Your mind is not like a pesive vehicle that conveys through it the
finished forms of 'another mind . Thus in becoming mentally silent
the silence itself should not be concentrated upon . It should be
forgotten as much as possible and iat ever comes,written . No, not
all . Discrimination must be used . But often it is well to use the
discrimination after writing .

Why is it so hard to make contact?

The wall has become thicker then it Was for a time . Your forces
have been thrown into outer effort for a time, ~~nd there has been
storm on the next inner planes .. There is an inflow and outflow of
consciousness and each aspect of the cycle has its own pecuriar powers .
When the material side is positive the inner contact is more difficult,
and when the, consciousness is thrown inward more positively the
physical side becomes more negative .

Be not troubled . The course of affairs is moving on its way
guided by those having wisdom and po wer . Be ready to obey the call
whenever tt comes , whatever the hour . Then the responsibility for
the course of affairs will lie in our hands .

i

e
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Trust me , my child. You have helped me in my time of need; I
will help you in yours .

' Heard when feeling troubled by lack of financial support and excess-
*e expenses .

S

y
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The white horse symbolizes the creatire fire raised tnto ., spirtual
vehicle and directed by the rider , the higher self,,or the Avatar
of the individual soul . The trumpet symbolized the setting in motion
of that force by sound within the lower self . The svaetika with
the firey light at center symbolized the force set in motion within --
the pineal gland . The Seventh Seal is the power of synthesis, synthetti
vision or consciousness , resident iii' the physical auric egg . The tvrel-
vth Seal symbolizes a com lete round o -incarnations , the last, Cap-
rieorn, the 12 sign of the Zodiac will reveal all its myster&s to y .au
and the opening of this seal opens the records of all that has preoedeu
it and you wi ll become aware of the entire zodiacal round of incar-

nations , and the opening of the Seventh seal makes it possible
for you to garner the lessons of each experieno6,and gather them up
into one grand synthetic consciousness . This meal adpptship of ,a high

Y 1y

order . Priestess of the Seventh Flame indicates your
as Priestess in the Temple of the Sun, and the House
is presided over by the Master of the Seventh Degree,
degree known to humanity . A Priestess of that House
with Power from on High and become an Avatara to the

Kalki

7/10/22--seven oclock

fueture work
of Melchisidec
the highest

would be endowed
human race .

r
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Father what can we do in the face of circumstances growing in
number which seers to make effective continuance of thismwork
almost if not quite impossible at this timel

Wnat shall we do about our legal problem that th-eatens to eat
heavily into our material resource whether, successful or noti

Bepatient yet a little time, my son, the way will open ., The darkest
period precedes the dawn .

0, will ye not wait on me, beloved? The time is not far distant
when mny hidden things shall bema,de o,ear, much that you cannot now
understand sh..ll become open to your mind . You are now in a down
airc of the cycle that lifted you high on its crest--the cycle of
your work within . It ;Trill pass and its receding wave will lft
you to a higher crest of the life wave than you have before oc-
cupied . It is the law . Tnis cycle whie seeming downnand difficult
is really very balanced and steady considering the problems you
are facing . Keey your faith high and your courage unshaken
and with the rising save you will perceive a greater light and
receive greater truths than you ever yet have done, Your Father .

Have you ever lost by building? N~o . Then build .

7/i3/22-night

404C



To this Avatar : Tie open ourselves to receive if it
be your will .

My Will is`a power from on High, few there be who dare invoke it .

If the need to be served is great, as we think it is, dhd there is a
reasonable liklihood of our being able to stand, we dare to ifivoke tht~
will and the guidance of thy wisdom . F .F .W . S .M .W .

A balanced statement ; take from me balance . •° "'

I dare ; I invoke 'thy Will ., Sarah .

So be it . Prepare and Endure .

I invoke thy will and wisdom . Franklin .

They are thine, oJa and receive .

I dare further ; I invoke-thy understanding that thy will may be directed
according to the Law of Love .

It is well ; else your daring would have caused you great suffering, and
in the suffering the possible failure . Guided by love , failure cannot
touch you ; guided by wisdom , all things are thine . Understanding brings
consciousness of process , of form and of essence . It is well to inv 6ke
understanding . Your first choice will precipitate at once ; its results
will within a short period be illumined by understanding and softened with
love . The wisdom-will invocation is already in motion . In making the
decision and placing it in written form , you have set in notion the forces
and powers corresponding to tkax it . y o .e ; , no+ o r e ceive them
and to uae,,-t rightly, Seek to become conscious of each process, that

c'"apart from the consciousness be not all you perceive .

Have you any instruction or direction . that you could give through me at
present ? S The preparation begins, We will see .

(~ Am I right in laying the emphasis I do on the union of feeling and reason,
as co - equals, as the necessary condition both of balanced spiritual
realization and the power to manifest that realization in outer form? F .W .

This is the Law of the Sixth sub-race of the fifth root race of the fourth
round. It is symbolized by the interlaced triangle, the seal .of Solomon,
and indicates the union of Love and Wisdom, which reulult in Power or
consciousness of yourself in the Self as functioning aspects in apparantly
separted forms of the One Being . Its three aspects within, the upturned
triangle, its three aspects reflected without, the down turned triangle,
the point within, or the interlacing, the synthetic consciousness of
the self in the Self . In most instances, the consciousness functions in
the down turned triangle alone, and only in rare instances is it united
to the higher or inner tflangle . In doing this work, or seeking to do it,
you are entering by increasingly more perfect correlation the inner degrees
of the synthetic Self . ou are now kn i t the door of the Order of
SIVathesis . The Door, is t e va ar ; you knocked and were es.rd ; the conditi .^
--o tanoe re laced before you, glance does not constitute entrance ;
;ills i$ c,cceptance o ~e ± once . ,ii hout the other aspects, the Force ,~
~1o.1e would not ps,ss ~ f

you throu h r ~ (\
(7j~ the poor .

\



Fcltth~,r• is there anything that you wish to say a,tt this tine?

r
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That Door has opened , the Three aspects stand ready to enro be the Initiate
then pour consciousness can take in and know what it has received through
asking, the enro ement takes place . That constitutes Avatarship . Then
the long Path of work for humanity opens, that Path that is fraught with
the gross of suffering and' crowned with attainment . Your outer life
will begin to picture to you that which you seek ; see to it that each
event is used as a stepping stone to thetend . By seeking together, you
have obeyed the Divine Law , for apart there can be no fulfiillment ; the two
may become Three in order to re-become one, and only as they act as one
can the Door be found . Man tp mbolizes t God the Creator and Woman, God
the Created ~4~ • . Priest and - Church ; Power and State .
The symboli sm of the Temple of the Living God .
Man--God
Woman--Temple
Creative Power --Avataric Force
Male Organs --down turned triangle on plane of matter
Female Organs --up turned triangle on plane of matter
Union--- interlacing of the two .
Motion--direction of forces
Pause--consciousness
Retention of seed-- creation of inner body .
Thought --Form of inner body
Expihlsion of seed--deseent into matter
Ut eru s4 --Altar
Penis--Magic Wand
Testicles-- Infinity
Semen--Formula of the GreatvWork

It is the way of the child ; untrained mental bodies do not bar the child
from Heaven . His Path is through the sense of feeling, a synthetic sense .
Mhe child consciousness attains, but only realizes in tiny measure what
it has attained, and the power to give of that realized measure is as
naught . But the soul knows and stores up the treasure garnered by the child
to bring it to birth in another body wherein the powers of minas are
trained arild capable of giving the soul the fulness of their consciousness
thus uniting the personality with its higher self . Nothing is ever lost
it only seems to be so, and during Devachan, the child absorbs into its
being all that it could note gi ve expression to in the outer life . But
Mastery, Adeptship, means the power of synthetic feeling united to the
poweb of Manse within the personal form .

7/ 17/22--ranch

Question answered by last paragraph is as follows :

.Many persons who have evidently had spiritual illumination have
laid great stress upon the silencing of mind and exalting feeling as a
means of penetration into the greater truths . This has seemed to me
to afford-an incomplete penetration, yet there evidently is high
realization so attained . Could you give an idea of-the domain so
reached as compared with that realized through the equal use of feeling
and reason? ,°V.



7/19/22

Master, B .S . said that Dr ., Edith, Franklin and I must get some-
thing she could not pass on to us - thc,t vie must get i t ourselves . (SW's) ;

This is the Law, my child, Whatever is placed in outer form with
right intent calls, by the law of correspondence, the inner force and
essence which ensouls it . The sandalwood odor marks the Initaiate of
the Third Degree . It marks Me in particular beacuse ha Hierophant of th
the Third Degree, the life force. I give to my own, when perceived on
the outer planes ; carries this odotl .

How should the Judas force be met according to Lodge point of
view?

Edith - In one word, "non-resistance" .

What is the active attitude for those of us who must go on and
not st ;.nd still? I ,

. This is your part, my child . For Edith the inner holding, for
you the outer building .

Be non-resistant but study fully the instructions we have given
you abd go on constructively building according to directions and in
the Silence . Never forget the power of building in the Silence,
when the first step is taken silently the outer form ;,will fall in
line, with that silent building .

Is it your will that we use the Sandlewood to make cont.iot with
you?

My child, you well know this is mnneoessary . However, if you
wish to use it no harm will come .
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A new cycle has opened for the Temple oniidren, vast its possibilities
xxx#xx#xx deep its pitfalls, wide its demand for discrimination .

m of ~xzn t n 1 ~-

so gem ~, tly

The al m , steadfast movement of the group through the difficulties

of the closing cycle has made a stronger line of defense about the

ramparts of the work that- could hzen been anticipated . That Guardian
now

wall is one of great endurance and great loyalty . It will hold together
in

with such steadfast purpose that Athe coming days xxiklx bx2xgxgxaxtx

blaxxiXgx its solid foundation may become the bulwark of power

upon which wil~be established a work of such proportions that the

heavens will ring with the .echoes_ofits divinely wrought purposes .

Learn of the Mystery of Transmutation, Beloved . It l,s now thy right

' to know, The Great Mother receives all again and again into her

soul . Her agony, her travail, are that you may be regenerated, that' .

you may be saved . Whatever you have given to her of your poverty,

she re turns again to you of her wealth . It is the Latin . Why do you

take the pains, the probl ems, the sins , the mistakes to the one you

most love , or most reverence ? It would seem to be a selfish deed?

And yet, it is but obedience to a Divine Law . As the Mother substar

receives in love whate'er you offer, even though the birth pangs o

agony must follow in the wake of that offering, so are you raised

to spiritual power, or eternal life . What is the meaning of the

"Spiritual Mother" of the sentence , "vwheras your physical mother .

physical form, your spirtual mother gives you of the essence of

life eternal" . In other words,,brings you to birth on the plane

soul, through the rpoeess of transmutation and of understanding 1

When will the power of Woman , the Great Mother, be realized and

Without her, man is lost indeed ; yet in his self-sufficiency he \ - .
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he is superior and her m_tster . Rapoly the day passes when man
lust

may weave the robe of darkness and ignorance about the Mothers

form, Rapidly passes the day when lack of spirituao insight closes to
fo ,
his vision the work of the Mother of men . Chitdren of the race to be

will be born with more and more of the consciousness of the balanced

power, that power of Father- Creator,and Mother- Rx%s&xxexx Tranemutor .

How rare will be the privilege of man when once he realizes that he

can bring into form whatever he ohoses, whether of beauty, purity

love, wisdom and power, or of lust, self, greed, ignorance and weaknes .

Who would chose the latter when the former lies xkxhxxdx equally at ha,u

for the ohosing? Think of the glories of the Day of Cbn$c6us

Choice' We will be building indeed, forms worthy of the divinity, o-ar

Sonsnip ., In that day, poverty, despair, sickness and sin will flee

xxxfxemxthax away and in their place radiant motherhood, ohri3thood,

marke the rythm of their correspondences until their attainment in form

be accomplished,

r' 1
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71 3/2

Father, in connection with with the documents read last night, am I

correct in holding that the establishing of Doctors official pa fax

succession to the office of Guardian in Chief and Corporation Sole h's

no bearing in determining the question of his succession to the Lodge

Agency? F .F .W

I cu n only repeat, my child, hold high your faith and wait .
r

Pass on, beloved, the line fails into the . hands of the Avatar .

I, HilaLrion will speapto thee .

My eldest son holds the outer gates ; a younger son holds the inner
gates . Be not cast down ; my son, we will make good our word to 'gar
You have* little faith if outer exoteric word £iax and legal forms
can move you from the interior knowledge that is yours . Hold that
faith firml y against all comers , even as thou dolt no* unknowingly/
cold those inner gates. ~'

I will speak to thee, Sarah, even as thou dost seek that I should do .

When my link passed into the inner world upon you fell the mantle of
my love . You well ,know that Blue-Star left this plane long before
the body left it, Ind*to you I gave consciousness of that fact . You
will recall seeing her leave on the astral plane , and receiving her

' blessing ; in your arms she rested as she passed from the astral body
to a higher plane of action . In your arms she rested as she prepared
to place the physical body in the arms of dissolution . All the night
before that final relinquishing of a sheath with this plane, you
and she were one and one in me . You were conscious of the sandalwood
the night through . Again and again you have rested in my heart, and
through you I gladly pour the essence of the Wine of the Holy Grail,
now freed from the wine press of agony long endured . ft What is the
outer place , beloved? It is naught but karmic bondage . Seek thou me
and with me enter the Thrd Degree of lie, there to function in an
inner body, on a higher plane , in a greater work that you have` ever
known . The true meeting of Initiates is never on this outer plame of
matter . Seek to become conscious of your place , and your work . It
is different than you realize , greater than you know , and as you
persistently seek to make correlations with your own true center,

~° you will reflect more of the power to make it live symbolically, ie ;,
in terms of matter . But work without attachment, beloved , that when
your work is done and you come unto me, you may be afree at last from
earth bondage and ready to enter a hkher sphere of labor and of love
and of consciousness . My love shielde .you and from the greater freedom
that is mine I lookmrith such deep,compassionn on all the turmoil, all
the longings for activity and for opportunity for outer woks; . Seek
.the Great Reality behind all things, and leave the things to those who
are satisfied with them . You never can be, Sarah ; you can only ever
seek to be one with the Supreme Me . I am with you always, watching
~Y~e,Y~~}uss~r8~h~nt~tcshes over her loved ones . Your victories are
mine , your sorrow mine , your love is mine . Seek to dome unto me
through that gate of the heart -entered only by self sac rifice and love .

Blue Star
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Experience while still awake, July 24, 1922, between
midnight and 1:00 oclook ~,

.B .S . appeared above me, but I could only see to her hips . She wore white `
priestess robe of the 36 . I wished I mght see her fully and fell on my
knees at her feet, when she appeared fully to my sight : The next con-
scious memory is of being with our Temple members and hearing myself
cry to them aloud: "There is Master" . Then I cried to Him, Master,
Master, Master! A blank wthout memory here ensues . Next I am aware that
I am with him in a body which looks as he would look if he were on the
physic al and he has said tome that I must learn to know him on the
physical plane . I study hay carefully . He is not quite so tall as I, of
very athletic build . I remember that three of the Masters are of the
same rather short stature end wonder why it is . I cannot now recall his
face . Again a blank . Then I am sitting in a large room in a chair . He
(Master ) enters A woman who is in the room offers him a chair beside her
but he refuses it courteously and comes over and asks permission _o. ,sj_t,
in the same chair with me . I move over and he sits beside me Another
woman enters ; I rise and introduce Master to her as "my husband, Mr ..
Cunningham " . He arose and said quietly to me, "Tile are in danger, come" .
I fo3ihowed him instantly , a bit awkwardly for a tth®me , but soon I moved
more easily with him and finally I caught his thought instantly and aotdid
with him so quickly that vie were as a One . He said , " You solidify more
easily and are far more sensitive to me that I had . expected" More dan-
gers threatened and we were forced to mole quickly from place' to place
in order to escape them . : Finally a great danger threatened ; even he was
troubled . We went into a basement seeking a hiding place, but found
only an immense square trough half filed with water, thus leaving a large
escape pipe free, but it would only hold one . Master said, "One of us
must die, there is only room for ors" . I instantly left the place of
escape for him and ran down a hall seeking another hiding place . There
was none, but in one large empty room , I saw near the ceiling a small
hanging platform . I wished I had a way to get to it , for I knew it ~_
would be a safe hiding place . No sooner the wih left my thought
than I felt an unseen presence try to movek'gupward . I responded and was
instantly levitated to the platform and safety . The realization came to me
that in giving the place ofeafety to him and being willing to die for hi b
had made it possible for him to reach me at, any tale and guide me to
a place of saety .

July 24, 1922
Seeking light on the Mystery of death silently .

Shall I speak to thee, 0 child of earth, of that Great Mystery's hrough
which all must pass, e'er the day it will reveal is glory to thee?
Shall I take from theethe Great Awakening Bliss hidden within its dark
and somber veiling? Nay, cease thy wuestioning and hold,L high thy faith
that naught ofits initiatory processes escape thee . For verily I say to
thee that at the last there is no fear, only a great wonder merged into
a greater bliss . Children of God are we then, slipping quietly home to
our haven of rest( , attainment within our Father's Domains .

Fear not, Little Ones, I am with you altivays ; in the shadow as well as m
in the shine, in the darkness as well as in the sunlight, in blackest
ignorance as well as in the fullness of conscious if(Fe .



To the Avatar : Are there any
time Y

In the f irst ipJ.ace, it would
what you say . Make as close
simple gentle manner

b

instructions that should be given at this

be well to be more careful than ever of
touch as possible with your, comrades in a

Y ,
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0 Sarah, be very careful ; Many are the dark foaces massed against

the Temple . Only by standing steadily and truely up to the 14 Initiati ..,on

that you have already taken can final readjustment be made . You will

find it very difficult to decide between the conflicting forces that

game now moving -within the Temple Aura . If you 'will but stand firmly

by the rules of discipleship as laid .down for-your gudiance in the Order

of the 36, and be still until the voice of your Inner Self can be clearly

heard, you will move in line with our will for you and for the whole

body . It . is requisite that the Temple memberehh be held together and

not be torn apart by strife ; it is equally requisite that a cleansing

process take place wherein the evils now dominating the outer gate are

controlled and eliminated . This may not be done by weakly standing by ,

the evil doer, but by standing by in all t# e power of soul strength, • de-

mending clearly that auoh be made manifest . As long as there are those

who weakly subside . when the powers of authority, of ambition, of mistaken

loyalty to a personal representive instead of loyalty to the Voice of

the master as expressed in the Teachings of the Temple, and to principle,

the evils now submerging the Guardian of the Outer Gate, the Official

Head, will continue to impinge upon him with such poti^rer that he is 1a

unable to pope with them . A Firm definite stand byken by those who

form the inner guardian *all , the loyal members of the Order of the 14,

will lift a portion of the force now massed wholly against that one

trembling gate . It is up to these who can recognize this fact and take

the stand whether or not our work may be held intact . There are those

amongst , you ,who by karmic right and attainment may have opportunity

to further the work beyond the greatest expectations-of the group . It

will be well to consider tzhat is here said during the wetting planned
for this evening . Ques : Shall I read it? Ans . Use your own judg-

remember r ~% '~uy~~l~ ~to remember that 'the reading of it might cause f
further controversy as-to ITS authenticity . Use of the ideas might

prove most helpful .



~4 -l~vv
' re Edith

In the matter of the groups dealing with the sex-problem of
D . have you any advice governing the line of action we should take?

F .W .
2exagnsk9six tkit is a very important that th matter be handled
with the utmost of discresidin--the future of the work we have sought to
establish rests in its r ~,ht understanding and right adjustment . Tn
the matter ofprinoiple, a fimm stand should be taken ; in the matter
of judgment , let the law of oompassmn be your guide ; in the matter
of action , use the widest scope of dtormination you may have at your
hand. Let not the Temple Cup bu overturned ; let not to great
sacrifice of Blue Star, be in vain . Take the reigns of rightness in
your two hands and guide the fraotio steed with determination. But
first of all it is necessary that the group clear their own minds and
their own consc&ences ; there is too much hidden ambition , too much
hidden sin , too much tendency to excuse axa their own sins and f"ilures
and find paliation in `the seeming righteousness of attacking what seems
to them to be a particularly vicious sin . There also has been much of
misinterpretation of words-- it is not soblack as it looks . Remember
your vows of Discipleship and as you hope to be dealt with when you
stand before your aRxxtudgm%xtx&x x own Higher Self, your Master, your
God on the day of final judgment , so do you deal with your brother .
My hand is raised in mercy o ' er you; be merciful .



In the giving of the meee_~,ge that has come for convention should
tt simply be read when the time for the report of the General Secretary
comes or should it first be submitted to Dr . Dower so that it would
be read with his previous knowledge of its nature?

Are there any specific inst-anetione that should be given us now
that convention is at hand?

I think itawould be well to show it to him , my child . His support
is vital and if he accepts the message, he accepts the Lodge will and
this means a great victory .



To Sarah
t.

Let thy hand hold worthily the rod, beloved--I place it therein .

Let thy heart be a haven of refuge to all my children ; let thy

home be an open door to the hungry and oppressed; thy food, my food,

thy power, my power ; thy need, my need ; thy body, my home ; thy

hands my instruments of service ; thy voice, my trumpet call . With thee

I shall abide throughout the hard days to come ; ever shalt thou

know of my presence when the least call is made, ever shall my love

be thy shield and protection, my victory, thy vdtory, for we twain

areever more to be as One .

B8 .

8/6/22-3 :00

J
r
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Thursday, 8/3/22--Synbol---Large diamond about 3 inches in d,meter

it moved to ceter of my brawn, six lines ran from is center ov

dffferent colors outward. 4

'iday morning-8/4/22- Ygdrassil tree, on right branch was bound .by

the throat an immense rat . (Rodent forces re DR . ' E . controlled

that night at cottage-and aferwards)

Sat . Morn . 8/5/22- Saw Doctor and Franklin appwroaoh 'each others ,nd

kiss each other . (Doctor placed Franklin in charge of work of 0

Order of 28- Sat . Afternoon .)

At Temple meeting saw Annt Besant standm.g in dorwa.y--came later and-

stood at my left side . B$ . sat in eha±rvihile Mother V ilkins was

reading . Saw Mrs . Dyers, Mrs . Hotmgton and Mrs . Steward about

Mrs . Myers stood, 'at my back and sad-ithis is my crown", seenimg to

redr to the work I was doitg in some way . B . S . seemed to enter

my left side whie Otto was singing .
8/6/22

!

Kf
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Do you see the correlation, my child?A .He is the &special instrument?

(Saw H. then a being who looked like F ., wearing Breath of leaves

and white flowers that F .wore when BS .took me into the Devachanio in= ,r

to rlude with her .

Impression received to procure a ehatr and place it in room in a
l

special place -and never permit 4ny one to sit in it . 8/6/22-4 :10

Just a common chair, my child . Came while thinking of getting aa very

nice one .

If ae have the right to ask, is this chair to serve as a help in

conti,ec tion aith the occult appearance of the avatar?

The L+ aster who guides your work 'will often occupy that chair !----the

ray 4 not

fact its l

t ion will disadvantage .

An elemental battle threatens ; be not disturbed, but thing steady

thoughts of strength, love 1wisdom and po .w:er . I will give you a

Huntrata :

appearance also take p1 oe, but 'it~:rieer to focus attention

on that since inperfeot~th~ouoht re possibility and specu3i

re same be a '

Let there be Peace upon this house ; let the Power of the Warriors

of Light be made manifest within its walls ; let Wisdom guide us

and Love radiate us to all that lives .
r

7



Wpuld it be the part of wtdom to meet the present critical forces ~,'V'ith
silence or dhaulci they me recognized and met with the spoken word?

SILENCE 8/7/22

What is the difficulty with my throat?

A congestion of forces . Tell Franklin to hold his r ;ht hand over it ~,,nd
his left hand atthe base of the br ,,n--it will. pass .

y

JJV
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We wait upon you, my child . You are not sufficiently concentrated .

Take the plans you have already received and 'work upon them . You

are-not obeying instructions re meditation and study . It is ,cell to

begin, since both clea rness of principles laid down as the founda-

tion of the work should be within your mind substance that you may call

upon them at will . The concentration is also essential since it is

requisite to the more important work tine have awaiting your further

unfoldment . You waste too much time in nonpessentials .



i

5 Thursday morning 4 :45---Thou shalt bear a son and his name shall be

Immanuel . 8/10/22 '

Mater, Is there anything you Irish to s ,:).y through me at the present ti

ti :ae? Shah

The hearts of your co mrades are troubled ; they wish .to be utterly

loyal and they are confused by the message you gave and the one

given by R .S ., one seeming to come from me and the other stated

as coming from me . I gave to you my convention message ; you should

have definitely stated that fact .

What shall I :do at this time re the matter?

more fully hiy next instructions .

Let it rest, but opey

What sh--.11 I do re the position of keeper of the tablets in the 0 . 14

You shall have that place my child until your own place rightly

becomes publicly known to be yours .

Will this be very long, my father .

I do not know the exact time, but within a few months? Less or more

than , year, if you please? Less than a year . Sj3all I work

closely with Doctor? By all means ; tie the bonds between you as

closely and as lovingly as possible .

This is a time of grave danger, far more so than as yet has appeared
on the surface of things . Factions and cliques are forming and we are

endeavoring to hold them by a central thread of unity to the Lodge
Will . Be steady yourself, and hold to that gill ; use the formula
given you each day for a time

. This will help us to hold tiiings
on the outer plane against the po~rers of destruction

. Be notby any event that may disturbeday happen
; stand aside from Your personal self end



8/10/22

f
Master, is there anything . you wish to say through me at the

N ,._t t i ._L
present time?

The hearts of your comrades are troubled ; they wish to .be

utterly loyal-and they are confused by the message you gave and the

one given by R .S ., one seeming to come from me and the other stated

• as coming from me . I gave you my convention message ; you should

have definitely stated that fact .

What shall I do at this time re the matter?

Let it rest but obey more fully my next instructions .

Chat shall I do re the position of keeper of the tablets in the

0 . of 14?

You shall have that place my child until your own place rightly

becomes publicalyyknown to be yours .

Will this be very long, my Father?

I do not know the exact time, but within a few months . (Less

or more than a year, if you please?) Less than c, year . Shall I

work closely with Doctor? By all m eans ; tie the bonds between you

` as closely and as lovingly as possible .

This is a time of grave .danger, f-,r more so than as yet has

appeared on the surface of things . Factions and cliques are forming

and we are endeavoring to hold them by a central thread of 'unity to

• the Lodge Will . •Be steady yourself, and hold to that Will ; use the

formula given you each day for a time . This will help us to hold

things on the outer plane against the powers of destruction . Be not

disturbed by any event that may happen ; stand aside from your personal
self and



arefully observe each event and its tendencies, then try to do silent

inner work by using the formula -;1e have already revealed to you to over

come anything that is inimical to the true work . This will do more

than you can realize to overcome the prboblems that gill confront you

All true work is done within,the magical field of the third degree ;

• its. ('(Ffeets are almost at once felt without . You had a demonstration

of that fact today . And you can have such-demonstration anytime

you wish by using the formula and moving through it in harmony with our

will, no matter what the difficulty may be . You are troubled just

now by certain of your comrades holding aloof from you . Use the

formula and add the one I now . give you to it : " Those that .rt,re mine

will come to me-" And they will come .' There io a great deal of

magical work being performed here now and it is well that you counter

act it since it may draw from the true l'Mne, true disciples who .

otherwise may not see clearly .

I wish you would pay greater attention to my instructions to you,

especially .to this ohe, amce they are given for USE not for a mere

reading and setting aside . Your co-operation is especially needed at

this time and we ask that you do all that is in your power to

help us hold intact the group Are have prepared for the work .

Tomorrow it will be well if you accept the best terms you can make wwriin

• Mr . Wright ; it will in the long run avoid further expense and

dfficulties . It would also be well to settle the matter of the

mortgage as soon as you can conveniently do so . Such disturbances

hanging over you waste your enebgyy and draw,within your . auras

forties more or less difficult to meet . Harmonious relationships

are condusive to good health always ; but such relationships should

be souolit only under just conditions, not merely wveakly, but strongly .



What can I do to draw my comrades closer to me? Use the formula you

wave, and then rest within it consciously when in their presence . The la

latter point is requisite, but make no outward efforts, let them come

to yT,u in response to the inner power . Keep your consciousness above

the self, and in the center of truth ancdd harmony .

is



Number values

The value of the number lies in its esoteric adjustment with the value .,

oi' life . The usual method of number evaluation belongs to a period

that moved within an old cycle of 2000 years . A new cycle' has dawned .

With the passing of Blue Star, the cyclic period of avat .ric manifesta-

tion opened . You, Sarha and Franklin, have been selected as the first

two of the twleve to be chosen . Yourselves together with the Avatar

constitute the Order of the three, Atma, Buddhi, ?, antis, the Hgher

Self of the form to be made manifest . The Forces corresponding to these

three, are Fohat, Atman, Love, Buddhi, Wisdom, Mans . J . S . F"

These three wil move through three reflectors, who .,rill later be

revealed to you. These six will then move through another six, the

frst three of whom will be the 1,2,3, of a lower plane of ?ti-Lnfe station

polar opposites of the fist three, not reflectors', and the ffeumIll

three will be reflectors of the third three . Alltogether make up

a battery of 12 . the number 12, being again bvmt another manfestation

chf the three upon the rim of the circle' of 12 .

12 is a synthetic number., correspond g to the major divisions of

the universe ; therefore since the opening cycle is one of synthesis

leading to the seventh race, perfection inso far it is attainable by
planetary .

any Round wherein matter still holds sway . Each division is under the
• of that division

direction of the hierophant sppointed by the Great M-,ster -ta and is

in turn represented by one of the 12 during the avs,taric cycle .

That one will carry the force of that division into the lodge form

and outward according to geometraical law . In this manner every divs

ision within the earth wit be brought into balance with ited uniiersal

sphere and thus a synthesis between the universal and the plwnetray
forces will occur . When once such a synthesis of forces is aeco .:plisl1 d
there will be no further 1611 ingfrom its right plz,ne in the greztt
heals and all life thereon will either rise

r ndy,~take its blwce i n



true order or fall to another sphere witnin the greater scneze .

'Within the matrix formed by the 12 will be •poured a white fire

wwh(ih will destroy all that does nut vbra~.te in true aiighLent, and weld

mndisssolubly the 12 into a one on inner lines . This welding I

attended with great possiblities and with grave dangers from which

• the Lodge viiil seek to protect the c . `,stituent parts . The possibility .

ate will tak up with you at e, 1 ester date .

The



4
As Jesus zof,Nazareth I spoke in days long - since gone, now I again speak

Listen and take heed :

This is my chosen instrument? The choice was min , not thine .,

If you listen with selfless love, clear ringing tones will fall

upon your ears , tones like unto those of a bird smgggng in the

• mating time . If you but responkto that listening, then shall you
r

enter with me that dimension of con'scmusness wherein my chosen

disiples meet their lord and master and learn his will .

Full directions will I gt e, m any have I already given, for the work

to follow close upon the cycle of my'brother, Hilarin . Let those

stand forth who-are ready to follow axdxmbayxxz try disciples and

obey my instructions as revealed through those d1cples . Iwe.3:xexiXx

the number, chosen for the battery of transmission through the three

the six ~$Z the twelve .

This will be given you again, my disciple, you are not yet able to

reflect my rythm as I would that you could do . You may soon be

able to do this if you will use the Ahours from fte to six to that end .

I will endeavor to transmit toyoi at that time .



112/2-3 s~'3~ r~N~
' I wish to say my child that the-work you are to do has but
been resting in abeyance until the convention forces have passed
into their respective centers of action . Your obedie ..ce
has won you much, more than you realize in the hearts and minds

i of your comrades and from the power to obey is born the power to
j command . It is our wish that you endeavor to hold the hour
j from five to six as open as possible, that if ve should Irish to

call you, it could be done . This. hour may constitute d practise
houro and we will endeavor to teach you how to answer when we
call . There is one thing we suggest that is this : Tomorrow a.t .
the meeting speak as requested by Vim .

Regarding Franklin's question, •r e suggest that you wait a, little th
k . time yet and watch the unfolding of outer conditions . Let
4, it be a natural process, resulting from a, natural showing of

,,.the papera rather than a definite)effort to do so . In this way
,we can guide you, if you are nonresistant to our will, for the /
1~trong inclination to do a thing will be indicative finally l
of our will moving through you .'

V



~ -_8/12/22

Relative to stwtement given June 24th re . overassumption of authority,
Is this connected with Mr . T . in any way? If not, is it yet to manifest
or has it been checked?

If we ma,y kno;'v ; what is the something that might ` break the Center
to pieces ? Has it been controlled or does it still threaten?

It has been but partly controlled. As the harmonmus vibrations die
away in the days to foilow more or less dissatisfaction drill manifest.
However there has been generated an energy which we think will still
hold the group intact,

There will be no o'}tward assumption of eutAority, but9theresis a
definite effort made to attach members o him personally . This is done
through the love force which is hiss b right of attainment . The
mistake of making per3onal correlations as the holding center instead
of, the truth itself is not$°~unwise as it would seem . This group is
preeminently composed of atoms from the heart center of the greater mars
and their response to their motif is therefore apt to be one of holding
poser . There is ambition. That you will findd cloaked under the
personal ,speot altrays . *The love may overoome it, or it may become
the weapon to be used to attain ends in line with the ambition . This

tends towards centralization of effort and seeking of-truth through
himself .

8/12/22 .



VIilliara, with all' my heart, I seek your approval, your co-operation,
your recognition, your love . If you *ill take my right hand, the
outer and inner work of the Lodge will be cemented once again in a new
and glorious achievment, building on from that which is to that Mhich
is to be, including both in one great victory of unity,°floyalty that
spiritual power may be made manifest in true hierarchical order on
this outmost plane of hell's domains. /

;areh, f1%

7/
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The way seems dark and uncertain, my father ; I cannot penetr . to the
bonds of self nor can I reach thy Light . Open thounny consciousness
that I may see and understand and overcome in line with thy Will . S

Arouse thyself,f childof my heart, master the forces of disintegration
set in motion by thy uncertainty . The descrepancies which so trouble
you are of little mportance when understood . . A strange new path opens
to you Sarah, you must find the courage to walk therein .
What is this Path, if I may know?

It is the path of attainment through renunciation .
But this is an old old path, an old old story, that of pain and cru-
cifixion!
Even so, in this instance itis new, since the . poorer of renunciation
sha,1l bring joy through attainment, and joy instead of pain ;,is
the pole to be struck with power . Your life has been one of d=arkness
and suffering, and its opposite pole is to manifest . Therefore renounce
joyfully, since each renouncement will bring addedjoys and powers and
consciousness .

Where shall I begin, my father?

Begin with each desire which could bring things for yourself in any
form . Nedds will be met, but let this year mark one of renunciation
and joy, that the great uiork a ,y be accomplished .

S



hierarchical
In the true order, the position of honor is held by the one who
represents the force of that point . In other words, each place is
filled by the one who manifests and radiates the power of service
for which the point stands . When an organization fills the
places of honor with those whose interests are primarily outside
the organization, either because of financial or family duty,
that organization will never reach the acme of its,possibilities .
When the official staff and the subordinate offices are ft tt
is# x ~ g held by those whos uain interest and whose main endeavor

and whose best service is given to the position first and to the
personal or family. life second, then indeed will we have centers,
of pewurcthat may become a fulcrom to which the lever of the
Lodge may be applied with power . Vie long for the day 'when such
a form may be established on the earth plane . In spite of our
efforts, lines clearly indicated, are broken because of personal
preference, or because of seeming diplomacy . This will not always
be so .

8/13/22--



What e'er betide, my child, know that I love you . If you can rest

in that love, you will find surcease from pain and light upon

your prohbd'-ms . Within thy heart I light the Divine Fire ; enter

its flume fearlessly ; arise in its lgght to thy place at my side ; expand

L in its warmth until all may find a place of uplift, a haven of refuge,

in thy presence . It is my will that you attain consciousness

equal to the flame arising from the Fire I light .

Keep m~lamp -alight, Beloved, and forget me not .

Blue Star

6/16/22-10 :20 A .M .



7//-
M ster , What is Mr . Bovshover ' s relation to this work ? 'r bh ,t ,%s

the menaing afathat which he did this afternoon?

He is an illuminated soul, a great vision, a great ideal has been411
vouchsafed him. His relation to this work is the relation of every
awakened soul to the avataric center . He h;:.s a work to do .- It r
rem ,ins to be seen whether or not he can submerge himself for
its accomplishement . The .pork this afternoon set certain
forces in motion and he was used to that end . If he succeeded in arou6-
ing one soul to a knowledge of its birthright as a son of God, the
work was not in vain. There os too little recognition ofnthe
Divinity of man and too much of the Divinity of God . Let the process
be reverted and let man come into his rightful consciousness as a Son
of His Father in 1:.eaven. -

Shall Ive make any effort to cement any special correlation between
him and us?

It is always helpful to cement relationships and in this instance -~
in may Drove useful . You will recall that the plans you have received
re the mountain are similar in nature to the call he puts forth . They
may coalesce in outer effort . Each worker in the Great Vision for
the Avatar is of inestimable value to the Cause . The more the lines car
be cemented between each and every one, the better for the work, . 1,t.
is rare indeed that an occultist is found ; the occult embodies T'~ -~
mdbre than kindly thoughts and goodness in any Student, for to become
a true ocoultst one must develop along synthetic lines . M,,ny there
are who have no real idea of the needs of such an one . Only here
and there is there a soul that has awakened to its power and responsibil
ity .

f
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~#perience y8/26/22, ngh

C© ijuillot2on,"f-'ioori' __VOntig arrd jizp t r .

Am walking down street when I meet three people fto" s C me jto"flocs ~'

theA ' : to-see-~1r : Y =rdis :j Bo*ciland -Edgar -Ddwd : -T said i " soul d shQzv" Y er -
: :~ .,r

where the nowdi ~li•ved -- -Ox the-'way Ve `pxs€ ed `tht'&`" Temple stree- and they

said they would like to see Hilarion' s Bie r . I said I did not know exact-

ly where it w4s, but as we went along I saw an immence cubelike building

covered 'with flowers , Walls outside 'and roof, and the name Hthlarion's

B&dr was on the outside . I immediately, went to it and entered through

an open door . Inside lay B .S ., she seemed to be 4xig dieing . About her

were thousands of people and each one was going to her and pressing a x

kiss upon her lips . She seemed to be sufering terrtly with each kiss .

After each kiss a nurse sponged her mouth with a d,a disinfectant, re-

marking that it was ea shame she must accept sll the kisses when it eausd

her more sufferihg . She was not conscmus . I went up to her and insteacz

of kissing her, took her in my arms and said B .S . can Sarah_do-~anything

to help you, and her eyes came open and she repeated my name, several

times and raised her arms and placed them about me . Nurses seemed aston-

ished . I noted that she wax shadowlike and that her eyes had no pupils

but were pure white . A few moments after, she arose and walked from

the room . --

Later I am in another room and a tall, powerful looking man came

quickly up to me and said, "You called me, I am here ." I was confused

and indicated that I did not know I h :Ld done BO- He said" Who am I" .

I studied him carefully, not liking the z .mth(bh, but liking the forehedrd

and seeking something in the eyes, I dd not find it, but started to asr .k

if he was Master,, orya, when he interrupted me saying . "Names are nothing'

WkxkxdaxXmxxxa ck1xx\Vhat it it that you see in the khole universe?" I
answered quickly, "Myself" . He looked almost an ry, and turned from me
at once, going to a seat on a platform where there were others . I ,vas

much distressed, for I felt •I had failed. I noted looks of love from .



J others on the platform . And lis I thought over my answer, I ree.lized
that while there was nothing but "Myse,lf ;y,-tb.~ . God-self", yet I was

inclined to see everything from'athe center of the personal self . Later
someone was talk with me and saying(siomething about needing some one
with great power of'~ p ~g oh to o a work . I replied'that Idid not have
th--,t power and they undoubtedly could find someone who could answer the
need far be ter than I

Awakened with the , sense that-I-h; d not .failed,, but~_ that jthe ;; ,ngvJer ~, .,
expe-'tdd' by`'thd'` tan "h; c ~rlot bee'nl given hi , since ~he raas not what he'
wppeared~to ybe, ybut ~a1y fan t ;er even -after,-all,, , true ;a,rysvye

ra1 .1
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The light
conscious
terms of

soul .
Lo, when

of a great love sr_ine . ; upon thee . May its rays stir into
life the Christos Fire, arousing and bringing to Idife in t
matter all th.ex,%a ¢exaxafx l yxaexixx latent powebs of thy

I am with you, beloved, awaken the sparks
with me and thee in the Cbristos
Christos work and know that when
be revealed in its midst as that
my bidding and forget not my in
heart of hearts I move and live .
knock at thy door .

Peace be upon thy house .

of the Fohatic Fire .
ciadle . Use them tt
the matrix is
upon which all worlds
junctions . Lo, I AN
Recognize me and gi

These sparks- unte
make manifest the
complete, I shall
in space hang . Bo
with thee . In thy
gke me to all who

Master, will you speak to me regarding your will for me in eoneotion
'' -:;th iir . Bovsnover and the U . M .B .?

Do nothing, my child that would in anybavay involve your positron
in the • Ter__ple organization .

May I know ifhe is -,,hat he feels that he is, speci,ily guided and direc 'ted
and a vehicle of peculiar avat•aric iaport?

He is not, ryy child, he is rather a misguided child of the occult having
touched inner powers through an initiation peculiar to those of the He-
brew orthodox line . The . Name is his, but his power to use it has not
yet unfolded . 'The Temple children can be of real service to him, if
he will but submerge his personal views and impressions and take what
can be given him . The Initiation of which he speaks is one of certain
power and may be used by inner forces to accomplish certain magical
ends . He is not under the control of the b,aok lodge, because of his i
irate purity of soul and body, but he cannbe • riade of a pawn in the game
if ho fails to do as suggested above . The work outlined by the U .M .B
of of first importance, and a central-body should be formed to carry on
that propaganda . The time is rapidly approaching when such a body gill
finch itself in a position of power and also kh tx find that it can dra
into unified endeavor along- board hum_inistio lines many organized form
It should be both esoteric and exoteric, planned on a b0oad comnrehensire
I )Ian,, eliinatin x,1l personalities, names of sate or of organiations,
issuing forth as a lodge effort, gudaled by the ? .asters and explained
as such . Such a plan for the elightenment and unification ofthe whole
will find its support from inner spheres at every step, and we wish
my child that you could fork out such a plan under our direction, for
the time is indeed ripe . The great principles our brother has worked
out are comprehensive and vital . If he could awaken to his place in
the gener,,Ll scheme and drop the personal aspect, working with those
selected by us to this end, it +vould mean much to him and to us . You,
will recall many similar instructions that you have received in the w :.t
to this end . It is our wish that you proceed to formulate such a, plan
and to seek the co-operation of x,11 who are interested along this line .
Our young brother may not yet see what wex have suggested, and may not
realize the great truths he has unified as having been given to others
before his especial formulation of them took place .

May the Great Peace of the Inner Circle be upon you, and :miay the Great
Work of the Lodge (fdrHurnanit yanity find full and comple eexpression according

to the Will of the Great IlIbster C .
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8/13/22

Master, the most faithful group of students of the Secret Doctrine

th ; t we know is the "United Lodge of Theosophists", but they are

particularly closed to the idea of the particular coming od any

Master to the Western World before 1975 owing to specific statements

in the Secret Doctrine and the Esoteric Instructions . It would seem

that to meet them one must use the authority of the Secret Doctrine

convincingly . Could you direct us to such a use of the Secret

Doctrine if such is possible? FFW

I, Morya, say to you that such statements are false . In the . .

Etoteric Instructions it is stated that no Master of Wisdom will come

to the Western World after December 1899 . This means in an

exoteric and public manner . They are always here ; the Masters have

never left this western continent without their forces constantly

being used by adepts, chelas and the illuminati . There .is a great

center in South America as you already knowv, and that is part of the

Western World, -heee eert_tin beings called Masters have their iboy'de .

(276) I will try tonight during your sleep to give 1axyoxxx you

information that you may be able with my help to bring through to

consciousness .



Sun&Ly morning, 9/3/22

Diamond like w.rnite lig}t , rising ,s a water spout from between
Franklin and me and breaking in a great shower over us .
S ,turday Torn . Ss,a:wr same again Sunday morn .
A pure White form, " celestial being it seer ed, appeared before me,
bowing low, in right hand a double edged sword . As the figure bowed
the sword rested point at right angles upon ground .

onday night.

Same pure ,,rhite form stood before me while in sitting room with
Franklin , Ely~h and Waiter, stood at my left dnd ra ised sword in left
hand pointing towards Franklin . Above his head I saw a large globe,
of indigo blue, in which a radiant light was moving and tnerefore li .gh ;
ing it up . Then he pointed the sword towards the heavens, and I s w,7
Z;~ white star, robed as it were in a veil of palest gold . He held the
sword steadily towards the star and it descended and rested upon .the
point of the sword. Then he turned and placed the hilt of the sword upon
the groung between Elyah and myself and Franklin and the star changed

am zememtinto the symbolic pin that B .S . left to me . As I watched it im t
it again changed into the globe of the world and I saw the continents
of N . and S . America on by side . This globe began to move with the
same living light that I ha ;i been in the blue globe above Fr.- nklins he_L d .
Impression that the work is* to be done by we three, and that the result
i mi:l,nbtyanw inpouring of livinolight into the earth entity and into hurn
humanity .



It was stated last night that S. would have place of K .of T . in 0 14

until own place came to me . F . just been told by Mrs . W . that Mrs . V . la _

to be placed therein . What An I to-do and what does it mean?

A

Do nothing . It simply means this ; you will need to plan to C :yet in

motion the work already indicated to you . Lines are being nanipulted

and at suggestion of Mr . Thompson .

In the last analysis my child, there is no great white brotherhood,

nothing except the powers of the human soul that emplace anyone . Get

to work and create according to the power hidden within you and if thc;

work be worthy of acceptance of humanity, then indeed will many be drv .-in :~~

to you and will the effort prove to be worth while .

Master, the situation that exists leaves Sarah confused in the

darkness of uncertainty . The last answer above is particularly con-

fusing . Can you not help to make it clear through her hand? i-

One who would enter the tni,rd degree must have the power to lose

position, place, all and if such tests be not placed upon one, how may

that one know that they can renounce even right itself if it b1nd

them to the fourth? Be content that the opportuntty be given . You were

too attached and therefore must meet the dondition_ indicated . You

in your own place and your own place is well worth while .

"` --That p ace is indeed one well dorth while . It is a place that _
comes through a power to function . It is a reality and no one can by
any possibility take it from you . The outer correspondence of it you
may or may not .have, but without the inner reality the outer correspond-
ence is an empty shell . It is best that the outer and inner should
coincide, but if they do not the inner fact is not changed . That
inner reality must command in the end if one is faith-dul to it . Do not
be attached to an illusion . While the outer place is desirable it is
not essential if you can but perceive the truth of this fact . Center
the consciousness in the Eternal . -



To Master Hil,rion :

Father will you come :end tnro:hr light upon this confusing

problem? Fr-ankiin .

I hold you' in my heart, beloved, I answer,

Have faith and know that the Lodge will :,works steadily on:.ard
through-the :iwny difficult phases of unfoldment and change 'nor upon t?~
Temple children . Whatever be the truth or the false in wny situation
which may confront S rah, she herself must find the light of true
guides thin herself . c ::Ln ho ad th the mountain .top u unless
e feet nave tlo power to stand, they will slide down again . Whatever

be the initiations her type of uhfoldx.ent demand, they will be given .
If met and the victory won, then a great step foward . will be taken,
e, step into another degree of life ; if she fails to meet them aright
then she cz,,nnot yet pass into th .t degree of life . She herself has
said to Willi . that she ohe believed she belonged to the Order of the
Three, _znd sh6 also knows that she is in alignment ite novice to
the order of the three, in other words the third degree of evolutionary
life . The initiations of th is degree_ar severe =end the one :oho h Vs
oallec :txtd m oiI E1" fin the power to reco ;nize the voice within, the
inn rvice,' .mot one v: e s wyea in his evolu ion . ray Tor
'er, but above a 1 do not fear for her, for your attitude hag great

and po :, rful influ©nce upon her and she will feel your ne ~,tive thought
if you pei it it to m..;nifest . It could even make failure possible
where oth er, ise there L~oulc~ be success . Therefore, ray :ion, I repeat
have faith, and fear not, but hold high the light of your powerful mine
that she may see in the darkness she soon m .y face . Acid not to it,
but speak the word of power silently within and let your forces go to
wove onw,;„rd and in card. and upward her own consciousness . Help her to
free herself of person-,l con .;ciousness by holding high the impersonal
beauty nobility and :.m_.,>jesty of the Soul, the glorious woman soul seeking
to know: itself :and to re-become one -with its Dive source .

fly belesings are upon you, Son of wine and my love enfolds you .
Your father, Hilarion .

9/4/22



As a, jewel in the lotus trembles and wavers within the Light of its

Lord, the Sun, so I tremble and waver before the glory that scintill ,ts

through thee to me, 0 Eloah .(Three in 0rie art thou - an inexplicable

mystery, yet ,n open unhidden revelation of transcendant pPrer :'

Within the depths of thy being have I rested these many ages, Beloved,

but now, I move -- I arise - I find that I have Wrings! On a not far

distant day, I shall unfurl those gossamer sails and soar through the

aetherial realms, into'the Vhite Light of thine innermost Being, for

I love thee - I am thyself, I am Thee!

Sarelyah

9/12/22
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Ilk child, recall the symbols I gave you last night ; reca-l the
)initiation Ely-4h g-ve to you, recall your own high state of
conocioueness ~as a reaMl ` of that giving . Take all he pffers and
core unto . *.e, the go forth and do -,,,k okll I am very patient with
you, ca ilc1 of my heart, but the great work awaits its leaders
and yore ,w,,it your acceptance of what ae have offered . B .S . had no
more to rrtove u-,-on than you have, and if you will 'follow the guidance ~`
s:a,nifesting to you through the roan, a 'r\e ;w state of co-Ascious'w s
will weed unfold, then you will be male to judge and kno* whereof
we speak/ Even as you r.ouidgo with him alone. for a few days,
even so B .S . •~ ent with Ho 4t&~n and e un~olded to her the plans and
will of the lodge . This sale will be dor?e for you if you c ,n silence
your lower mind and proceed according to • indications . Raise your u
conscic` ness from the lo :rer plane Of personal4ty, and polarize '
to the Divine Will, e,s :are ti~ill express iV through hiL for you . He

'
;~

,,\is plane and carries the seed of tis under our direction o
the new racial unfol dfient to become a fact as the cycles roll on--,:are?.
Let that ,inner power becoie one .pith you, let it find manifestation } .
through you, since he can give the new impulse and the oohscmusness P
ofppwer and certainty which you do not know have . Can. we say mof e?

H )5h

l A& V

Be Free, 4et Go, and know that you are one with the Divine Hierarchies
and a candidate for admission onto the third degree . Upon .your s
ability to pass the vitiation now before you rests your future work .
for the lodge . Yours is:prhe first opportunity, but, you must take it

-or reject it within L corparit'iveiy sriort time . ffe will kelp you to ua
oerstsnd L,nd as soon as you have spent the required time with him
in retreat where certain urthe s~;ep~ r~ y„b tken ,~h n ou1de.ig1 one da 'ioxei bohen vi far
will either pass .e,s or osYour tes x~~ r aC
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Sarah, this is My Vill for you. RecogniLe Me, enthrone Me and

send me forth unto the nations . I have chosen you to be a Ligltrt Bearer

unto the children of men - within thy heart I rest supreme . Enter, and

come unto Mle .

Long years have you called and now I am come . Take thou the han d

of My Messenger and go forth to do My fork .amongst thy human kind . Long

hav eey, too, called; long have they, too, a.~aited my messengers . "~

Long have, you delayed, now you must arise and act 4 the Day of

Precipitation has come .. -

Many are the commands you have received in My Name, yet they

remain within the womb of silence . The Mother must give birth to the

Wo ddl d Plans . Know you not your own? Know you not Me? Awake ! Arise

an-A Arouse my people . Call them in from the highways and byways and

feed them with the food I have given unto you!

Into thy Heart I pour the Essence of My Being - let it not be

in vain . Arise and Come Unto Me .

9/11/22
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Ye will have to be more united - m.ore one -- stwnd as one- do he one,

then we will add the third one . Ye must be fixed, firm, soli ;i, im-

movable . Firmness is the result of assurance and assurance is the

result of a consciousness of being . Remember, ye are the Corner Store

of the entire Temple of Hu anity ; that verily,ve are laying the

foundation of the new Spiritual Temple of Humanity, whence will radiate

the Light, the Wisdo t and the Power to illuminate the World!

(Spoken to S. 9/13/22 by C .')
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Father Hilarion, seemingly between the instructions that have
been given to us :end the sta,temients of the one who has come to us
there is divergence, yet this one has brought to Sarah life which
I must recognize and honor . Courses that follow seem to me to set
aside instructions given by you acid others who seem to speak with
authority . If I make stand for the ailignment and courses of action
that those instructions seem to me to imply I find I do injury where
it 'is far from my wish to injure . It seems thus that I face incom-
p:.tsable loyalties . ***** '0;herefore, Father, I let go of all my
underst.znding and valuation of these instructions, those that Have
come through the Temple bearing upon this matter, those that have
come through the founders of the Theosophical Society and those that
have grown up in my own consciousness as truely portraying the Law,
and-submit them as completely as I can to Thee asking that thou wouldn't
build within we a Light of understanding that would stand not only the
tests of my own consciousness but also of those near pie . **** I ask
now for such guidance as thou mayest give . I wish part'ioularly to
know if in thus letting go and stepping aside for the necessary season
I am neglecting inner or outer function that the Lodge would have me
-assume .

I will speak'with thee, my son.

Hold aith gentle clasp all that thou bast won from the long days of
travail and the'nights of darkness that have encompassed thee ; throe
it not lightly aside, but cleanse thine heart of selfish holding and
thine mind of static, definite interpretations which only further
becloud issues as they must be presented upon the planes of matter .
That which is true in spirit is often reflected in terms that seem
to be less true on the planes of matter, but they are not less true
since the laws of reflection and refraction often make of a truth
a seeming contradiction, which in its essential REALITY is not so .
In our efforts towards unification and co-ordination, the elements
which ywe have selected to complete the outer form for functioigg our
will, vie are hampered and blocked by personal idyosyneracies, and
only as the soul has unfolded her consciousness and can penetrate through
the maze of seeming contradictions to the hidden reality, only so can
the true guidance be obtained . As trou well know, for ages we have sought
to perfect a working -unit composed of seven personalities, merged as
into a One, but never has this yet been accomplished . Now we seek to
merge three, actually merge the three into a one . She whoa youo Y'call
Sarah has already merged with each of the two elements chosen by us
for the work, but you alone stand "side from the complete triangle .
It may be that even Atma, ds you call our Messenger, will also develop
peculiar personal temptations as a result of the m: nasio withhholding .
Out of this pooa which vie have engulfed you in, she, Sarah, has
sofar risen victor, and if the germ of the new personality can become
embeded in the hearts endd winds of the three, then the great work of

lfioation will be acconlplished 'with .power and in a comparatively short
time'.

There is much yet to be said, my son, and the various aspects
of the work will demand of you your creative powers ., raised to the
nth decree of functioning. Let your heart be at peace ; let your mind
be stix1, and seek to know MY WILL - KNOVY 'a - I who speak to thee
am seated upon the Throne of your innermost being, even as I am so
seated upon the Throne of the innermost being of every evolved entity .
I speak in clear tones to you through your soul ; listen, seek me and
I will fill with life your structures, which without we are but empty

lifeless forms . s-



0 Father, JT seek thee as hurt Just said thou wouldst have me seek .
'I have herd thy words, and,by" the authority of my recognition of thee,

_ must and do believe . But believing yet I .do not know . I seek to know
that the reality my stand revealed in its reflection . As thou art the
Fztther i obey theeas I c1n understand how to obey . But where I am
told to move where I do not understand I can only move falteringly . It
is not easy to silence that which has been buildod stronkly within me and
has been a guide of life . It is as though Truth, queenUof such
unutterable beauty, were herself abnegated, and in her$ place stands -
one veiled, unknown, proclaimed a door to the heights, yet perchance
opening to the unloveliness of chaos . In my soul nought do dread
so much as this chaos, wherefore have I held back so long . ~ut now
as thou halt spoken T must seek those heights even though the way lead
by the abiss of chaos .

*#***

Come to Me, nor fear the way . Trust the God thou hast called upon
and leave all to him . Without the daring life can never be realized
in that way which will answer those ultimate questions which leave
the soul of the thinking mind so deeply saddened as you so well know . .
It is not that thought should die or loose her majesty, but rather is
it that living substance should fill that thought . Think as the
guiding Light of Truth may lead thee, only take s in . Through all
forms I move, therefore through all Ideas and systems . When thou
deniest error be careful not to deny me, but love that of me which
may be found in the error. Even error could not exist where not
my substance within it . But error does not do honor to my majesty,
and they truly serve Me who build me in the forms of Truth . So there
is work for mind and not one of a lesser dignity nor of less freedom
to follow its own Light to its completion . But such work wherever
done, however directed should ever be consecrated to me . To one who
stands close to Manas I speak a different yet co-ordinated .,,ordA as
compared to that which I speak to those who are nearer Bihddhi and those
who are nearer the Seventh principle . No one of these can completely
understand My working in the other, I ask simply that the evidence
of ray working should be recognized and freedom be given to my different,
ways of functioning . When there is not free inwards prompting to
unite-my three phases in a common form of outer expression by each and
every phase, the time of my three-fold action in so far is not yet, it
awaits the hour of a free uniting . Let all unite on the common ground
and leave the rest to die . I speak in fullness of command only when the
three principles of my nature revealmex He inddipend.ently first and then
unitedly in com-nion understanding .

For you Manas rlust play a different ; relative part than is true
of the other -wo . I'he three in,the symbolic sense are equal .. Priority
is only a matter of time and place , not of e,n essentially greater
participation in my nature on the part of any one or two . Not through
the first, second or third am I made manifest trul y but through the
Three . I stand at the center of the triangle equal y close to each
in his symbolic ` nature potentially though the realization of Me is
not equally easy or prompt in point of time . It is your right to ask
the freedom to unfold Me in my Manasio, natuee as you have been told
to give freedom to uxfxt .x let Me unfold according to My Budahic and
Atmic way . While-as seen from the perspective of Atmm4,Buddhi enrobes
the outward going Will of le in Love, yet also am I the Love and .It

, .r



is my right to move as Bud:hi just as my Love nature may direct and tht
At dao Will must recognize . Again, while from Buddhi and Atma, it seems
that Manas gives only an outer f xmxtaEx=x-xJcxa tdXxv ax clothing to an
already perfected child, yet that Robe is also Me, it my armour, my
sword and my instrument of action, but these are die as is my Will and
Love . ~ am Union . I am no, one principle . I et .nd between the
principles born of their free union .

For your pert follow the Light that you k=g ,nd trust it seeing
Me within it, but I who am in that Light must y- it recognition and you
crush me by insisting upon it . Build any degree of perfection in the
thought fogm, 1 guide you, but give it to Me to direct its use for
others . Trust ode though outwe rdly I act not xs thou hast seen Me . In
tide I will be realized in all my parts . THEN I WILL COUSIN IN FULLNESS .
Until then I work silently and ask of each paart of Me to be true to
that part of Me he see s in his own consciousness and yet uniting as
far a.s eompatable with that trueness with other phases of Me . So will
the process, of my birthing be aonsumated .



lip

Fc th. er, I ask th.-.t I may know how I may do my part in I- elping
this beautiful soul find her pelf . I must find s; me way to be true to
the God vii thin her and the God that speaks within me . . , {; W,

******

Let her go her way in thought and act and you go yours . Be
yourself and she will find more power to be herself . Being oneself
does not mean disregarding the objective forms of truth nor does it
mean to refuse to lenrn from the gre .ter or lesser wisdom of others .
It does me=an that you do not let those objective forms, however per-
fect or convincing, become instruments for constraining life withbutt
the corroberating presence of inner conviction . It may be that the
saves of the past have expressed the major forms of the truth that
finally thy soul will realize, but at each step in itsevolution the
soul must live by what it sees to be true . Remember that what the
soul sees to be true, IS TRUE, with respect to the plane that the
soul is moving on at that time . In this sense the soul never makes an
error . Accept centering your life on the .plane through which the
soul is ~-,ssing .at cny given time . In the outer work it may be nece
essary to function on other planes where other aspects of truth rule .
In such matters use all that your mind has of truth or power that may
be necessary . But let the soul stand aside in its own 1.ane~, If it
wishes to play, let t~fe move ram e cen er of play ; if it
would compose poetry, live there, though you may work else,,ihere . Fear
not living that which is foolishness to the mind : If need be, be
willing to be unwise . This all calls for faith that runs deeper than
your knowledge, wisdom r even your spiritual perception of truth .
It does not involve the denying of any truth the unfolded portion of
your nature now perceives nor the setting asi .e of it in v rk . It
does mean that another Part of your nature must realize for its self
in its oivn way .

At times your soul may speak in forms your mind does not admire .
It is not sufficient that ?Msnas alone should conquer dhe Kamio 1rinci ale
Buddhi independently must win its own mastery over this principle and
lift it up into itself . ;;hen that happens it will not be necessary for
the :wind to hold the rains, for there will be co-oper-'tion between the
principles that will make reins unneoess,atry . Freed from controlling,
.,,ins .Frill be bnsbled to function more as creator . It is always right
for mind to sug;3est±m but not to seek dominance by strong thinking .
If the mind has suggested in line ~!, th Truth it has done its work and
may well be at Peace . Truth is its o ..-m sufficient chorrr1tn .

If the soul would be as , little child let it be so . If it would
trees s~ outside the Law, let it do so . If it would love, let it . If
it Vdould battle, also let it . 1,ny action possible in the Universe is
the r ip'ht of soul and it is a right that God respects . In the seeking
of soul,mind may help it to that which it seeks, but its mastery must
be th;,a,t of Service nct of commander . The prcmptings of soul and the
Ltctions following axe sinless however much similiar action would be
sin-filled if promoted by mind alone . There is a sense in which the
soul r ey act outside the Law and yet within the Lawv . If it moves
outside the Law its objective power is curtailed, Cut it sti .n .3 within
its rights so fax as its ovy'n individw-1 evolution is concerned . In
time it :rill of its own self kno-O,' the Law and love the Law and become
cne in its c°m spontaneous prom'ptings ,*iith that Law . In that day it
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,
Father, I _,sk th_•'t I mny Ino•w hove I Y.-, :-,.y do my part in h lpin

thie beautiful soul final her,elf ; I must find some way to be true to
the God v1 thin her and the God that ef.e-ak3 within rme . T .'{`, w.

'K *4'.

Le•t her E:c her vrlay in thought end :,.c t and you go yours . Be
' JTour3alf 2nd 3he will, find more power to be her3 e lf . Being oneself

doe not rrreo.n disreg--i rding the objectiv e forms- c f truth nor does it
~. ?c.enn to refuse to lenrn from the gre .t .=r or le .9 .3er viis :-tom of others .

It aces Y e',.n th%Lt you do not let those objective forms, howevar per-
fect or convincing , become instruments for constraining life withbutt
the corwcber a.tin; presence of inner conviction . It may be tb~t the

L ac c3 of the past have e:crresae.t the major forwe of the truth that
finally thy soul will realize , but at e '.ch ste!D in itssvolution_ the
soul iuust live by what it sees to be true . Remember the-T. what the
soul se ~,e tc be true, IS T1UE , with respect to the plane that the
soul is moving on at that time . In this sense the soul never makes n n
error . Accept cantering your life or, the plane through which the
soul is gassing at any given time . In the cuter ',Lcrk it m ay be necs-
es . :,•ry to function on other planes where other asueot a of truth rule .
In such matters uue P.11 thp .t your mini h^.a of truth or power that may
be r,ecesa •.!•ry . But let the soul sta nd aside in its own lane . If it
wished to play, let t _e ire move from The con er of play ; if •it
woul d cnratoae poetry, live there , though you may work elsewhere . Fear
not living that .,ihich is foolishness to the mind . If need. be, be
aillino to be unwise . This all calls for faith that runs deeper than
your knowledge , tivisraora or even your spiritual perception ' of truth .
It does not involve the denying of any truth the unfolded portion of
your nature now perceives £-or the setting &side of it in vo rk . •. It
.ioe :D men-,n that another part of your nature rauit realize for its-self.

'' . i•n it a own gay. r

,, , . . At :times your soul may speak in forms your mind does • not a:hrire .
. It is not sufficient that TIans,s alone should conquer dhe . Enxcio r17rinci plc

, ' Buddhi independently . must win • its own mastery over this 'principle - and
'lift - it u ~ into itself . When That.-happens it 'will ' not b .-• nee ssrry 'for
the Mind to hold the reins, for, t here . will . be co-oper •- tion bettireen the

r pritici ple o thn.t will make reins unnec e se ry ; -Freed from controlling;
Iuiind'vrill • e'e fnaolaa to function more ' as creator . It

. .
is e.1n~,~rs right •

• f or •mixid r to su~ ,l•est±sr~ kut not to seek doinin :ance , by strong thinking .
'. If 'the' mind has suggested in ' line vrl th- Truth -it has done • its work •3nd
n y well be 'at I'ea oe . Truth. is its o,:m -sufficient ohnrrp thn .

If . the . soul -mould . be as a little child let it bee so . 'If it would '
trea~:c~s~!'out 9i d e the Law, let it do so . . If it . would love, let.•i t :' If
it •t•,cula. rattle , also let it . 'Any Lotion r•oesible . in the Universe - is

.' :~le,right cf soul an'l • it is a 'right that God res pects . In the seeking ;
of soul,mind r«Z.Z nzl •s~ it to thi.t which ••it 'seeks, but 'its mastery must .

' be . that' of Servic e not of commander.-The prcmptings of soul and 'the-; .• '
S . . iicns followin Mane sinless , h•ovever .. much . similiar action-,.7c'culd be - '

by mind alone : • There is a Dense in 'which -the
soul may • act • outside the Law and yet, vrithin the -Law. If it ' moves •'
outside - the Law its onj ecti•re p ower is curtailed , out it at :~.naa-within.
its ri hts ' so far as its orvn • individu al evolution is concerned .,

': time it will of its civn' self ' i-no:•r the -Laur • and- love the Law and • become .r
:. Lne in. its dvm' s'7cnt :unecue promL tings with that Law . . In that a_-~ S~ ; it

r
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becomes a self-conscious Messanger of God, a Master interiorly even
though that mastery may not yet have completed itself in the Mind and
the outer personality . Yet the soul must go its own path to realization
of its oneness ;vi th the Law . The Law then isnot a bond but the form
of Freedom . The soul would simply find less joy going counter to the
Law than moving with it . It is then the Lai9 objectively as well as
subjectively . Action t xit truly in line with Law but directed by
the perception' of the mind alone may serve God, it is true, but it
lacks the quality that makesthe supreme) service possible . Faltering
and even unwise steps directed by Love offer more toward the building
e4khe manifested spiritual mass, . It is not that the for the final
p6rfected structure mind is unnecessary. . ~ The structure does reguire
mind most emphatically . But -just as there must be a people befole
there crn be a city that has signifiesnoe Cand use, so there must, be
a soul life before the structure of the outer Temple may be a true
revealer of the most high . Otherwise it would be as a building in a
dessert with no living creature near .

The key to the atAtude of the Masterks . to 9rd mind lies-in
what has gone before . The work of mind must be under the banner of
Service. So long as it moves under this banner it is free to build
as perfectly and beautifully as it may can . But it may not let such
building become its objective . The building must be dedicated to
service . This does not mean neoessrily that the use of any given
form shoull always be foreseen . It is perfectly affright to concentrate
on the building when that is the task that has comee before you, and
it is not necessary to always see how it is going to be used . But it
is-nooeosary that the building be dedicated to USE, whatever that use
may prove to be . This leaves room for the work of a pure scientist
provi .'e3 that the science alone is not the ultimate objective for
which he works . If he dedicates -his knowledge to the service of man
and God he h^s truly served God, even though the concrete value of
his work may not be realized until later generations . The point is
t. .t not that the actual working of the mind becomes different, but
that it is a dedicated working and therefore is not itself the center
of life .
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The Avatar of the Sixth Sub-Race .

The way is being preparedd for the birthing of the Sixth sub-race
of the great Fifth Root Race . In the next few hundred years that bitrth-
ing will be completed . To-day the conception of that race stands

' Anent em .rant . Consequently the present is the moment of peculiarly
critical importance as in tt the planting of the se&d and gaepaxa±iax
the setting of the forces for the protection of the soil must take
place . In the period of conception the force that inoarnates in and
directs the course of the coming race is poured darth by the race
Manu or Avatar from out the spiritual pole of Being . The future
history of such race can at best only reveal fully as an outer i al
conscicuo fact the force that is so poured forth . Obstructions to
the completeness of the conception produced by such outpouring makk
barriers to the possibilities that such race might otherwise realize .
Accordingly on those who have earned a part in this Great Work there
rests a responsibility of the very greatest magnitude . It behooves all
in whose consciousness, these words find a place to take to themselves
seriously the part that will open befiore them .

It is the cyclic part of each race to
the completed Cosmic fan some one principle
Within the Round that we are moving eao6aoh
building in outer manifested form of one of
Sub-race builds the corresponding aspect of
trhough the Root lace of which it is a part

build:.n the structure of
or aspect of a principle .
Root lace,, is given the
the Seven Principles . Each
the Principle manifesting

The dominant humanity of the present day is manifesting through
the Fifth Root Race . Its peculiar task, therefore, is the building
into manifested Man of the principle of Manes or H ; her Mind . The
last sub-race is also the fifth and thus in it the Manasic spirit
reached its acme of authoritative expression so far as the Fourth
Round is concerned . The next is the Sixth sub-race in which the
tone is sounded that brings the Bhudflic aspect of the Msnasio principle

.,~ into the forefront . Interpreted, thl would mean , that while the
/' dominant expression of the age moves through the higher mind an:ft thuc

i., .:ari~aly expression in terms of mind ., yet the impulse behind that
e press ::i' eshfrom Mind qua Mind and to the plane of Spiritual Soul .
Spiritual Soul is the essence of Love . Compassion dominates it . It i-
highest exaltation of the feminine side of the God-head . It corresponds
to GodTthe Mother . Thus in the Sixth sub-race it is the Mother that
sits on the throne within the Hall of Mind and from that vantage point
directs the course of the race . Mans,: moves from off the place that It
held upon the Throne during the cycle of the fifth sub-race but it retains
a place close by next the right hand of Bhuddi as councillor and executor

• on request . At the left of Bhud-di there stands an, as yet, unrevelled
figure, one who furnishes the initial impulse in all manifestations, but
bemains unrevealed in his oan natuee until the Seventh . This one is
Atma or the Father Will .

Through the, spiritual ikpulse of Atma Buddhi is impregnated with
the seed of the Avatar of the Sixth and in ltier own innate form manifests
that Avatar to the world . By correspondence, therefore, the Avatar of
Sixth must appear in dominantly feminine form to those who have access
to the Hall or Throne Room of Mind . But since this is all within the
Fifth Root Race, those who cannot,or will riot enter the Throne Room .
may know only the word that may issue from the Hall of mind, _tnd though
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they may respond, yet full understanding is not revealed to them . The
Sixth must be, however, a race of a relative feminine domance within
the setting of Manas .- The full feminine cycle remains to the Sixth -
Root R_--toe .

As pointed out in the Sec bet Doctrine it is the task of the
Sixth and Seventh sub-races to prepare the way for the great Sixth
Root Race . This fact gives the planting of the present seed an un-
usual and peculiar 'import nee . It is\,the first step in preparing the
eq for the next Great Race . .It is thus much more than the planting
of the seed of the Second, Third,aFourth and Fifth Sub races, for in
these eases the given sub-race lalone wtsl ifiVo-lved .

The adjustment of relationships that .mi}st take place between
Buddhi and P ,nas has its analSgee in a corresponding adjustment that
must take place in the relationships between mk n and woman .. Manas
must face the renunciation of aUdioation of the Throne . So man must

step aside in the primary direction of outer social relationships . As
M nas retains a function which if not performed would fatally cripple
Buddhi, so man has a corresponding place in outer affairs . But in the
matter of d6minance he must step aside and with the resultant residue
of unexpended force turn inward as woman moves outward . This renuncia-
tion must be made voluntarily as the integrity of individual will is
never violated whdithher it is of a human being or an entitized principle .
But if Mind and man do not each find the spiritual power to face this
renunciation they will find themseves cut off from the source of their
spiritual nourishment and so must start on the outward movement to .Ard
the periphery of Being . In the end there is no first or last, but each
in its cyclic hour stands in the place of commn:nd. The price of die-

' obedience to the Cyclic Law is ultimate extinction in unconsciousness .
On the other h.nd much hangs on the prohipt, full and free renunciation
of those who step down from the place of authority . The epirit . x.9
and mode of the last .offioial decree as a free allUication :will constitute
the eubstwnoe of the brightest jewel in the final crown . Full renunciatim
and the complete .offering in service of builded powers to Buddhi or vlomu,n
in the cycle entering will do more to lift the race forward in its no la
seriously retarded evolution than could be possible by any other act .
Thus in the act of "letting go" more good may lie served than by any fose-
going steps of outward evolution . Thus the Law of Compensation will
manifest itself .

To Budahi, Woman, the command goes forth ; "Take hold snd proceed
outward" . TO Manas, Man, the Voice speaks : "Let go, and come to He" .



9/, 0/yam

I ,rish to speak with thee, my child .

Open the doors of .your conscious life that I iuy move freely through
the personal form which is mine, outward and onward to the chosen
form I perfect through that personality and its ~tR4-a right and left
hands .

Now, I s1beak : I an tl~e point of unification ; I am the Plan ; I
am the Force that moves substance into form in harmony with that plan .
Let the thr ec a Oge instrument in consciousness, that inotr Lent

'"',I overshacivv and incarnate within . Thus is born the on the planes of
matter the Avatar of the Sixth Race .



I am with you, my child en . Today marks the oenin of theform- .of the Great *jrork Each of -
~5 ~1is: e

^, . you should s ~ lt out and forming - o b e a work cL .~ypnar especial branch of th i ng anti r; Pr > ,~~, ;,
e or anized form . "

To ;you m Sarplyeh, 'I s y

Take your place as link with the Lodge without further
in your own consciousness first ; th t

delay; viz...,
en ac from that consciousness

will find both authority and precedent opening beforeuou th
and you '.

4y . eouter fulfillment . As Link with the Great Hierarchical oldDirectors ou b
way to ,$
of Rulers z~,71 -y ecome the central cell ~hst fu dons b!~twe;enand your own planet Y that ,^orka. ou may sign the , , after your e~, de •i ~ter your name hereafter r ssgnatior of your place and the d egree wherein o , 'h fy u ence orth functi4,n .

9/20/22 .

recd. 9/13/22

Long have I waited 4or you to take your place ; , long has WM, knyou` are in . that plac N ov~m that ~e . ow I move I force a closing of• outer
a merging of inner ones that you may be known to others e lines and `:

ven akrowm t: the Lodge . s you are

ti'}

7

recd 9/15/22 ',

It is possible that the work of th lT .S . and the U,4,i,R, may beunified into one movemtnt through Sarah . We recogxiize her ,s Lodge Link
and recognize in her Possibilities which may make of her a p1ossible
succor and unifier In this work,

A F
1

~Re are Watching - the aims of the or.gar,izLtio_ns ate one . We await further t6developments .
A -B'. 9/14/23

µ ~,



Would it be vela to proceedto Los Angeles as ire hreewilling to do i :~ or 1 ..~r

to meet Krishnamiurti with a viewto seeking correlation*of the ^ .E .E . •, it~~
the U . : .B .? Or shall we write hire first?

Proceed to L .A . at once .

There seer, to be two Avatario manifestations' combining at this time . One
aspect in the nature of a special dispensation and Avatarie descent,
the other in the nature of the Manu of the Sixth Sub-race . May we
be informed regarding this? q-0w

The condition of humanitywa.e so serious that the Divine dispensation
was set in motion through the interplay of the several cycles culminating
within a short period of time, commencing in 1898 . The preceding period
has been one of transmutation and preparation . Because of the quickened
rate of vibration of the substance matter of the earth and its humanity
resulting from the work of the Lodge under the direction of its Hierophant
for that period, the Avatario descent will, culminate very shortly . Those
who are being prepared for 'the work are now in the midst of the battery of
forces needed for that appearance . The Substance of the bodies of certain
Chelas, or Messengers, is being used to perfect the bridge to the outer p
planes of matter . These messengers are not fully conscious of what is
taking place, but through their consecration and love and faith, the
work has been nearly completed . They will see the culminatio n of their
greatesth hopes and the advancement of their efforts for the human race .

The Manu of the Sixth Sub-race commences his cycle in the midst of the
Avatario battery of forces, since the two are inextricably linked in the
work for the Lodge and therace . The combination of their forces is
resulting in a greater opportunity than even we had hoped fax . By not
blinded by the personal aspects, but remember that the personalities of
all great souls have always been imperfect ., even undesirable from some
standpoints, and that it is ::the Ego through whom the great work is
accomplished .-the personality being but a faint forshadowing of the
real being . If the Ego has won the power of direction over the personal
instrument, ten no matter what corres, it is not turned aside from the =~
real issue, but is controlled and directed at all i nportant points of
culmination 'ry its Higher Self . This Higher Self is in full conscious
correlation vith the Lodge, and may even be a ;,last er of high degree in,
the planes of its being .

9/21/22-morning

r~..r



7/~-i /7-f
Prepardto meet !"illi.am today, my c`i.ld . Stand with di r:ity And in
poise upon the,plans .given you, and upon the basis afforded by the
messy cs you h~, .ve received . . Speck as little .s •posci'-1e . Let hirr~ talk,
and content yourself in standing firmly by that which you have been
g .̀ ven. Vile will be xith you and suprort you .

I t is-~ur_ ~yi11 that an effort be made to correlate the work which is
to co,tae with the Tem~ole work : 5~ ~ 'if . tFe Temple would hoi-d `its iot ge
slianment it Tus .ji.'ve-r-eoognition to our choice and to the world
work we seek to esta blish .

In event the TeYrple decides to refuse recognition , you will continue
from, this point to org:~-nine' a,nd perfect the working plans of the
U .TF .P . We will later on assist you in perfecting the plans of the
Esoteric Section, as you have called it, but we may give you another
m me for tyas interior aspect of the Work/

I will give you a message for Kath ; ,rine :

My Child : -
The repudiation of assumed obligations, of friendships and

of duties that those obligations and fr~tndships incur does not mark
the path of, ,:L Chela of the White Brotherhood . I would call your
attention to this fact : The field of Avatarit work requires a life
lived in accord with the basic principles ziixtkxxXxxkxxx9zzxzxx
taught by the Masters :.of all time . Not the least of these is em bcdied
in .the words "Judge not", and the Chela Who would rise from lower level's
of contact must have a heart open to the needs of each and every living
thing that mix.kmcs. touches her life sphere . ,7e remove all obstanlls "~
from the Path of such anone, baduase in removing those obstacles from the
path of another' soul, the right to our intervention is won .

Seek to -GIVE love, helpfulness, understan_d.i g whore it seems '
to you to be MOST needed, and perhaps you may findd that it was but a
seeming, that the Light was held high for you by the one you kx 3tx
thought to help arise, or by the onesxr[ xr xxwxyxxxxxkixtxx&Nic .zxtxxtrx
from whom you s ;ught to draw aside .

Youx .''father, Hilarion .
4



3lhat i s the Law? Co :rc i cusne K s of your owwn power .

That is the movement? Activity in the realms of mind .

'hat is the tiwe? Now - Eternity .

t,'ha,t is the place? Everywhere .

So shall it be . I K+I everywhere . I AA eternal . The Realms of 'find

Are the realms of creative activity, Freedom - to be, to think, to Nx nize

originate, to build, exist in this realm for each and every soul .

Therefore, build, all ye who aspire, build as gloriously as you know and

awake to find yourself in yot r own plaoe - a creator indeed, surrounded

by your oft creations . Beautiful, they may be, or ugly ; loving or unkind

wise or i'rnor ,nt, straight or crooked ; whatever be the building, tbet

.ot ;rill ensoul .

A Center of Fndiant Light im I, roving ;pith '"isdou, in Love, through
y

understanding to an ever-increasing consciousness of Divinity, and

to an ever-increasing helpfulness to Its reflection - Humanity.

Viisdorn, I knoak at thy portals t Open to adrit my soul!

Over rie streaks a blue-white light . Into my innermost being it sprays in

all its glory , Within the Central Spiritual Sun, I posit . my consciousnes s

the Sun of .7isdoil, a Son of Li rt . Lo , these, many ayes i have sought

my own end no w, I open my soul to fin'. it everywhere . In each leaf, eU.ch

tree , each flash of eye into mine, ' I behold my own, my self thom I have

sought adown the aa;es in pain of longing , in sreming server^teress, a--ti

'IOV', the Eternal Unity in tbor tht is mine . Into consciousness merges

the thought! Be Still- and - Behold ICE! 1 '`!

1 9 /22*/ 2 2



Shall I Trove into the wilder recs of nature - or shall I rove ' into the

wilder r ss of humanity, where the jungles are teen in ' ?!rith poisonous

growths ; where excresence s, called. man, submerge and inhibit God's most

glory ous cre . icn, called woman. ; where wcman, cauz-ht in the Great Illu-

sion finds her chief harrinees in being sought by the perrioious insect

known b.s men ; where in his arms she seeks oblivion of self in the fond

illusion that therein she ma find. God . An-ft thus Goth N ature entwine

and blind her creatures that her eternal purposes of reproduction fray

be fulfilled .

The foolishness of the Go :is becomes the 's='isdom of men .

;pan seeks the ili uiti;ble void because therein he loses his ±c mIi knYxx x

fullnees of his own powers in order to fire. them again in a newer and

greater expansion of ~. nss±cuo s J. beins .

9/22/22

0 for some thought, word or deed beyond the ordinary, ken ;

T ;; rise on •~in;s of insrircttinn, to heights celestial , to realms divine!



' 9/23/22

To Sarah: '
to

Upo , thee shine the light of Blue Star ; upon the nlaceif the
mantle of srirtt . Thou art to walk in her footste ; sAae directed,
en immediate successor or link between us and the world . Thou ert
to hold thyself in readiness to receive more visible confirmation in
the days to come . Upon thy neck ( I) have p),aged the sign, the symbol
and the badge of power and authority . All dtaerning ones ( will perceive)
these who have the inner ( eyes ) open, end it eras my mission to inform
the

1) 191 ill bear Viitness to the truth of mIj words . So, my child,
rest in peace and quietness and in the serenity" certitude in e,ll.
humility ,end childlike simplicity, working faithfully, steadily,
loyally according to the Lodge Will, and instructions given to you and
everything will be fulfilled according to nur repeated promises .

Blue Star paid-you a visit this morning ; I 1) helped her to come un-
to you . She longs to communicate with you . She is qualifying and gainin_-
in strength to be able to come to you in a more definite positive way .
When, she comes agin she will tell you of her various inner ex ericnces
since her passing and you will get many invThicble lessons regarding
the ,various transitional Z .aces, and shed will continue in her great work
~
.-Id

relieve me 1) of a great% deal and will carry some instructions to
you and w i 11 unf old the Finns for the inner orders and ,rill her self
be placed in immediate contact with a certain degree of the inner
work by virtue of h raithfulness, servitude and great sacrifice in
the cause . Remembers o understand the me ins of our messes and
instructions you still have to learn to discriminate between the
respective egos, or entities who way address you directly, or thrcu h
sj rre intermediary beings . Thus before Blue Star spoke to you through our
messenger 2), by•a certain inner change not controlling him, for-he is .
aw r s of everything that transpires, nay i s even now, in his hi .er
eternal egoic Self functioning in the su .reme ~,nd most holy Order
of the Elohimllalnere 1 1) too am serving, end. knows -whnt tranQpires here
now. And yet 11) em able to speck these words to you at the-same time .
So remember and know the complexity ofthe mechanism of consciousness ,n1
t'he''interrelationship between the various planes of Being Which I will
give you more definite ins'tuuetions (upon) -in the neer future . So (as)
I said, Blue Star spoke to you herself -before my coming -nd now, 11)
speak to you .

To Franklin :- Though our exchange is silent now, yet will that silence
break forth in the d ys to come end utter words of rower . Thou wilt yet
arise and unfurl the banner of the Lord a -ad gather the true vnd faithful
Warriors of Light to the Stnnd;,rd' BecrerV the fa },1. i oste of Light was
be a priest indeed of the Most High God . MM son, to-dray Il) receive thee--
Let all the hosts invisible who surround the Lord of Glory#t,,i tness and xa
minister unto him whenever he needs council, help, guidance and
instructions ; let the lords of light and sons of -wisdom and all the
illunin .ted rcajient ones surround him with strength, power and vigor ;
with firmness of consciousness and soul expansion and let the radiant
gloty of light annoint him and illumin .4,te him end give him streng'U -~,nd
peace .

1} .,raster Ii. ') Ej,-AvHA
El:

2) E .A .E



F ther, if ccnditicns are right I, make request for L ig t in
formulati on --and elaboration of the 1Av€ataarie World Progrem .** *=r*

The Avattric progren centers in the co-ordinating of diverging
elements in humanity . Divergence accentuated beyond a certain point
leads to disintzgration . The parts of the trhole move so far from
each other that the common ground between them becomes largely lost
and then the basis of underst•anding leaves . Bringing together
separated parts is not first of all a matter of building a synthetic
concept which will properly emplace all parts . That is the work of
time end special ability . The need now is to find the cam .-on ground
lying between the different divergencies . Emphysis uniting on that
ground insisting on placing the differences in the background . Those
differences will have to be worked out ultimately, but the start
to•rard that end can only be on the common ground . Once the conscicusnes
of two or more at variance is brought to a recognition of this oommcn
ground there is an oprortunity for the special Lodge force to work .
Ultimately the common- ground will thus tend to expand .

The program . should be flexible rather than doctrinaire . You
yourselves, will have to meet and work with individuals holding
different ideals from your own . The corrr-on ground that you will have
is that you are more or less perfectly following ideals . The one who
has the greater vision can afford to let the differing aspects> of his
cvn ideal move into the background and work by an expanding of the
ide^.1 of the other . 11any elements that could not meet on a common
progrfym may yet do real Avatarlo work standing on different aspects
of the ,whole program . Thus it may require many outer organizations
united only in the soterio aspect . The door would be open to movement
into organizations have more synthetic aspects as individuals become
p:rejr,6red for that,A There is no need of alienating a person who, ahile
he could unite on one feature of the program would st :ind opposed
to other fe4.tures . A so-called materialistic socialist -.ctueted by
high motives of service is poscible avataric material even though he
might resent association with anything of an obviously religious
nature . He might work in an organization having --)n economic, sociological
and intellectual progr^m but not having any specifically religious
element in it . The fundamental is that the Lodge force should have
a form to reach as many as possible .

Establish live contact `with all organizations pos-ible and form
new ones that ,rill serve a definite need and for which some individual
appears who is qu ;,lifiei to assume outer lea.erehip under the direction
of the esoteric 12 and the Three .

The central organization would, of course, hr ire its osm
financial organization .

It may be well to formulate different progrr ,ms for different
organizations , giving such parts of the • whole program as may be
acoeptable .

7 .i -1r, /V
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Father, T seek to unfold more fully the Avataric pro ;r_an for the
world and ask for needed Light .

The program cambines two principles-
First, ETUANCIPATION
Second, UNIFICATION .

True spiritual unification presupposes freedom, so that the
unity builded may be a truly heart-felt unity into which all parts
enter' spontaneously . The sense of outer constraint must be illim-
inated otherwise all unification would be only superfie , ,1 -,with the
force of separation ready to act as soon as opportunity is afforded .
Accordingly the first emphysis must be placed on true freedom; That
is, the freedom to live and act according to the voice that speaks
from the center of Being of each individual in so far as that is
manifested . This part of the program is first a bringing . out of the
fact that in truth and . reality every soul i s free . The girst . task
of the soul is simply that of recognizing this fact and then expressing
it in thought, word and action . There is, howvever, alos objective work
in the program of Emancipation . There must be outer movement to help
lift restrictive bonds so that in its first effor-ts the soul may have
encouragement and,acquire confidence in itself . This leads, then, to
the formulation of certain definite objectives as suggested below .

EMANCIPATION

1 . As the greatest and most crippling restriction in the
evolution of mankind grows out of the slavery of woman the first
and most importr.nt step of all is that of helping woman to free
herself from bondage and take her place in outer affairs as the
co-equal of man in spiritual status and in all the essential con-
cerns of life . The importance of this step is not only general
but also specific . Suppression of the soul-consciousness is the
largest single factor in the producing of the present serious world
condition since soul-suppression hides from man the light of spir-
itual consciousness . Woman in her outerpersonality is naturally
more Eesponeive to the lee .dings of the soul than is man . Con-
sequently if women is free to be her natural self in the outer
world more of the leading and guidance of the soul will be injected .
into objective world affairs than is possible under present oon-
ditions . Accordingly this is the most important stegifie step in
unification



9/29/22 Ranch

iAy child, ,.fy little child, how my love enfolds and surrounds you .
From cut the mists of misconception , the swamps of ignorance , the miasma
of ,ois/onous forces my 'heart throbs with the fire that to u chi n g your
o n heart burst s forth in a light that roi .nts the way through the
d arkne s , to the regions where I abide in never ending love , seeking
always my own - those who having given themselves to me, seek me
ceaselessly .

Come unto me, Beloved - enter the haven of r est I have prepared
for you.. Enter the warmth of '.y unchanging Love, the joy of ' y Eternal
Being. I am enthroned within your heart and you are enthroned in mine .
Move inward , beloved, and let the outer forms go . Once thou h st fully
enteredinto me , then shall the outer forms aprear to thee in a-new guise .
Then thalt thy work as sume proportions you now cannot know . Enter in, C
my beloved, enter the flame of love of living l bite Fire' and" Stand"
until the ' dross all be turned wavy and thou do- &t arise , a purified form,
a Christ Soul posited within the Eternal Heart of the Y ester, in the
Christos Fire of` Him whom you call the Master C .

10/2/22 9 :45 A .M .

You are to go forth , my child, from the Center, fearlessly,
knowing your own power to be but a reflection of my will for 'you . I,
your own higher Self , speak with my persDnal instrument . It is I who

rh ;̂,ve drawn together the three under direction of the Great ?;caster,
that a greater xork may be accomplished . If you cannot move within the
Center we have established , then move without it, for the work :ust be
done and you are the instruments chosen by karmic right to bring the
new form and the new dimension of the Sun- Son into the aura of T;um ,pity .
A new planet is being born and the laws and chases of mind , 'and life
and essence are now receiving their archetypal structure . Re unafraid -
be 'loyal - let go all that and move within rrv will .



Sept . 29/22 Ranch

I shall give you an instnuction, c!,-,rs,h .

The keynote of any form of life is to be found in its vibratory
resconse to the tonal qualities 66 the ecr.le of sound that sets it free
,.within the aetheric ocean . The sound which controls a form may be used .
to destroy that form by repeated repetitions within the vibration or
rythm governing its expreosion . To ascertain that rythm use a oertc .in
instrument .to be found in all experimental laboratories f or that
purpose. By counting the vibrations you can asoertnin the tone or sound
controlli ng it, for each tone registers a certain number of vibrp .tions .
To use the tone and rythm constructively , sound the stone according to
the governing ryth, the serve number of times that the rythm indic^.tes,
then speak whatever word form you decide upon as veiling the quality
you wish to te ci. , keeping the value of the quality moving within your
own consciousness . If"Freedom" should be the wor d , use it with firm
definiteness , clear intonation and a consciousness of im p arting the
quality itself to the form aw--sting it . The great secr t to be reve^.1'ed
to the-new age is that of the hidden powe ^ s of sound and rythm . Tbe .3e
t.1o are an androdene entity and will be found to exist in a definite
order within each form: of life : Through en underst nding of this
entity r:.nd through` the right use of the key I have giver. you the
secrets of erention and, chaos st i.nd revealed . Uron you will fall
karmic problems which you must consider Ell if you decide to use the
OuggesteJd formulae . Its :.iron; useby those selfishly inclined, would be
an indirect karmic resr.onsibility you would assume according to the
law of or der . Its right use by pledged chelas who had proven their
rizht to be entrusted with the secret rower would also be your direct
or indirect karma as the case might be .

I have many instructions which I shall seek to xiexxxE±x reveo.l
to you as drays vase and as you are able to respond to my call . Look
for my call between the hours of one and two each day . - a :y love ; s
.pith you . - Continue ant foil not to hold the place as^ignea to you .
You have met conditions _1n4 tests well so for .

g .S .



' ~ Father , in connection, with the instruction given by B .6 . yesterday
more light is needed to make it perfectly clear . I have worked out a
tentative , specific application ,ind I am very desirious of knowing
,hetter I am correct or not . The idea is as follows:

Assume an individual or g vup of individuals
chord CfE,G which in the mIdile octave of the scien'
the respective rates of 256, 320 and 384 vibrations
are in the ratio of 4 :5 :6, thn,t is, four, taues of C
five craves of ,E E,ni six waves of G, thus :

.C

E 3'

At these points the crests of all the waves coincide and there would
then be accentuation of the sound produced by the whole chord . This
would occur 64 times in every second . Is this rate of 64 beats per
sec . the vibratory rate or rythra referred to in the instruction as
governing the soale of sound .which controls a Given life form? If so,
is the second the unity of tire that is taken as the basis of measuring
rythmical rate in the sense that the above chord should be soured 64
times before- speaking the word that is to be given power? F .F .W .

L -t;7 A,4

governed by the
'ific scale have
per second . These
occupy the time of

_1
A



VI it . P . -seemd to be tryinv tc ;et in touch with. rce . I s 'cko

?;fiat is it Tilii an
A.z Cexah .ith all my soul I plead with you to stop
and think , to stand still for a time until vou- cp.: i at 1east~ see with
,rea tier .; learness then you now 'see .

=`- .botit 8 : 2C

Swvr ~ ~. : . Sec,tecd . Ppreere,.-I .s if in robe of 36 . seer:.ed to be
tsying to corr~unite something tore; saw a being descend from .vithin
inner planes apparently and approach " m. touch him.. cbn the left stoul-
der atf seem to be trying to show him something,- and then turned to .aaras
nee a t . again to Wr . Being was all light .





Fa.thei, I seem moved to seek communion .with thee . I know not
why or any special reason save that I .vouldd ever seek to come nearer
to thee that I may become one with thy will, love and wisdom .

F .

It is well . Seek ever union with Me . Become one with Me,, so
that I may unfold myself and realize myself on the outer planes of
Being . Your seeking of me is ever less than my seekin ; of you . ? y
child is dear to me as it is of my cubs tanoe, my ore^.tion, a part
of me . But I must await your seeking . Until ycu learn to follow
me I must follow you and wait . Give all you have and are to me,
and then become one with me, and then you tiiill find tha t all you
have given is again yours with e nethin_g vastly more added unto gt .
For the subst • noe of me will infill° all your possessions .

******

But Father, how am I to come to you? I seek to do so in my~
mind but i see not clearly the ways to carry out the fulfilling . F .

Seek simply as you understa.nd and the rest will unfold in time .
Be not it patient with time . Do not try to force the growth . Simply
seek often and know that what you seek will come .

The problems of this transitional period are peculiarly difficult .
There is too much changing of consciousness to know how to plan -., otk .
Yet the demand for action is so heavy that it seems that it is wrong
to delay. I find' it difficult to get my ideas together clemrly under
the circumstances . May I ask what would be the wise coi.rse? F .

You will have to work primarily on your individual problems and
preparation until Sarah becomes clear herself . There is no good in
becoming nervous in the face of urgent demands . You must be detached
even in respect to the work . You are simply responsible for the work
that lies clet,xly before you . This will be defined from day to day
and from' hour t o hour .

The Father waits on the call of the child - .nd responds to i t
until such time as the child has reached a point where it can hear and
respond to the call of the Father . After that the Father chooses the
hour of d.irection_ and movement . The child has then become a conscious
chela capable of obedience and therefore subject to tbedience .

****

Why does my mind seeme to lack ole-xness? F .

It is not yet the hour for your work . When that time comes your
mind will be stimulated and its viork will unfold . You are an instrument
already in re :;pct to your mind . Devote yourself to the other prey.-,r~%ticnr
that you need



Pa•ra .?cxes - Revel,-ti c rye of the ?' ? e - Mumir_a,to 's cf the
soul - eah str. n=re inleedd e.re tre ~.r :~,ents you :>:ear! i a,ith an' unfa•ith,
ore and the sEzi.e thing, purity e,n_I im.jurity, truth and fr,lsehocd ., 'c
m_' devil, or ,o tte ends of tkaxx one P .-id the sane thing! Cray the
Iri.±iate, he, -who tremscendin; iJ1u9icr.'s re^.?rn, ' tcb_es the play any;.
inter.r1 x of the two poles of the one force, -lone % `'G:':S n:-d is T
the Reality - th- Gnosis of Divinity . He :lone perces ves the Gr-^,t
Inito^tcr at work -it"-in the xxx Great Human ;rorria, called Fxrer en^e .
He alone sees heir the irrture le^4s tc, the pi-,re, un`r.ith to faaith, hevil
to God, and then, from out the Wisdom won t'7ro, 71: kz'owl'e ~e of t~.e two
poles of being, springs pelf- e ion an he C eat Pen e . Hence
forth he. is not es other :mien ti`ut a creator in his own r' '~t, ftltilonin`
wit in the po .ere of spirit and. setting in i:Ition causes from the Greater
Gnosis which in their turn descend into rrc.nifestaticn "r ,, take on all
t'rle colors Of their own line of evolution,,XxrxXK- txx ;xgZi C xtKxa-fix
AS God, Creator, he t,*;e,tchcs the prop-ess of these c il :Iren of his
t(ind, scuff aml $ ,i-rit, manipulating lines of force for their unfoldr..entI _
;n heap whenever he see that the darkness err i :_ertia of matter have
become tcc uense for t'.eir o n spirits ux scieted to pierce thro the

tense veil of igrcranee surroun1ir them/ .

ons . matte to perecr l de::and .

i g ve myself to the Great Master thro ::is I'e .aser er . He shaa,? 1 ~r~ake ans': ::r .

Thlou zzt accepted , my child ; I place th ee in my heart nd. ;u ,rJ. and uid2
thee ~ . :~i .r.~ 1la. e ^t go . 7o-,V! -• n -~ ye l~y the r7.=~;~ ~;~ of e e:cre,y= thou sh4~.~ c7.c v rats th^t
t'rou mayest kno ho °.v I act wen once I acc ent the Gift of a Foul . i
strip fro . : thee Illusion's veil ; look 'vithi cloar daze hencefcrth .

C

Youkeep ;..e outside ; you keep ee standing oi.:.tsIde .
C

Clothe yourself -;with the poqr s of your nL.~.~~r.e, S rel Jc:h .

F



I &.m iOfyinJ f,;•r you ;-the days Trove s ovr1y yet Ctrifyt1y ."cthin- i-21
ever seen -home exoe!:t the p1^,ce you ,re .

-

I v
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Tears! Pearl s of the Soul - Jewel s of redience embodying essences

too rare to find expression through other forms . Only the transparent

clearness of a tear drop cen encompass the subtle perfume of the highest

emotions of the pure soul . 2x ,xsx xsymkx1x Tea-Ts of deli g't - syrr'ols of

spiritual e.%rakeni'ng ; Promises of powers to be ; Painhovrs pointing to the

journeys end - iliiuncamation - Attainment .

Pa AI :.

Softly thou dost fall upon the rarchea ez rth ; tenderly trou dost wash

the dust from the faces of her little ones . Thy crystal drops feed their,

fa .:ishing lives and revivify their fainting forms . At thy arproach,

thousands lift their tiny . heard in longing, w ;aiting to receive thy

life giving offering . °eseechingly thgy open their hearts that you

in-,.y enter in and touch into fuller life their drooping forms . Upon your

gentle response, rythms of joyous gladness thrill the air . It listens

and trembles in eastacy as the rythms set i n moti on by the 33c blissful

voices move through its gossamer being . Fvery-,-there thtills of joy, life

freshness, beauty, s,,atisfacticn, reign supreme . it is the hour of the

great Outpouring, the hour of Great Attainment, the moment of Fatisfao-

tion, when body, soul and spirit are made one thrcu h the sacrifice of

the Great "utlier unto her litt le ones .

10/e/22
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You are well on the way to corrrlete anrihilation of self : cod . Ee very

sure that you hold steady under the heavy fare of personal attack hes.d-

inJ your ;v-ay,, , Silent non-resistance is the safest method for you at

.present . Later on the return to porrer will be equal to the lose and

the attack, alwway 4 providing you can meet the hatred and con .emnation

without a . stirring of its kind within yourown heart center . Let silent

love hove within y cu and the "Father f o 7 i ve them, they know not what

the-_ do" be your prayer a.-.d your sincere wish. The po.ver of the Lodge

is about you and if you obey these instructions, you will pass through

your Getheemene and crucifixion, quietly and without much stress and

strain, arising victorious over .the lower personal self and its planes

of functioning . You have done well indeed, better thr- .n we hoped for

you. Keep your consciousness posited in the inner zone of cower,-the

Will of the Lodge,- and neither defend yourself nor ett~ick any Other

and the Christos Ray will indeed become marifest in your hep.rt for P.11

..o are awakened to see and for the help of the ignorant and the hungry

and the seeker for Truth in its most selfless forms .

10/1C/22



1o/1s/22 • 10 R . " .
Let o of all things ^nd that Which is truly yours as a right

of the Soul will come to you without your holding it . You cannot
lose it for it is one with you . Only that will leave you to reni in
that properly belongs to another habitation . Detach yourself from all
objects, ill states &n3 conditions, but move through all that clusters
about you . The Ego should seek only .the Soul and the Spirit, all else
'V-hr-.t belongs to it will come and n; -reds but be received . Yet, having
found the Soul, seek that Which she directs you to seek, for such seeking
is righteous .

io7 o/2S

Truth inheres in some relationship between the Manifested and
the Unm nifested . In the purely .Unmanifested there is neither truth
rior error . TZuth is a quality involving relationship . It implies
contrast tiu th not-truth . Expression is not simply a giving out of
truth aiready apprehe .led and known . Ex :gyres ! on is a factor in the
birth og truth itself . The essence of truth is as the sperm, the male
element, which must unite with the female element before there can be
conception and ultimately birth .

If the Whole were One without parts, there oculd be no Truth within
it, 3s there ool.ld be no untruth . Then, ,hc.,t is Truth? The answer
i:s found through considering the nature and source of the not-true .
'Or a iatically untruth is a failure of part z' to conjoin in a way that
works . But -these are parts in. oonecivusness . Outside of consciousness
it is n ee.ningles s to speak of truth .

10/20/22

Underlying the Manifested Universe is an infinite potentiality
of Becoming . That Which is only potaential'has not yet Being . It ins
Benezs %naa hz4s the possibility of Being ., but may never realize that
Bang. As creators vie can make the potential the actual . Vie can
build t:n actuality which, but for our, free self-chosen action, might
never have Become . In this sense we are buklders of the :Fenifested
God. While partly vie are the effects of the Divine Vrill, yet it is
not Wholly so . 'Each individualized center may add to the structure
fresh end new elements over and above that ahioh is demanded by the
La;', . Neces .3ity does not demand that the whole potentiality of Being
should bemne actual . Therefore there is room for building that goes
beyond -Ieoessity, though always in harmony with Necessity .



oT.e i"rk of t' --e. certir ^,i zone it", t _ :Lt of 1"rer:~,rinu" . . Te: .' of r1 G_ L' V~1.,
Lz '' , . .•'1_t rr:~y be u:aea 0•° 4* '' e n,v : t t i n t+ of u - i n
'gin{.-' revelation ca 1:i :=duo&.tion . This won?, is to b G ZIT '+ La L'r g`C
xk x xxk.xSx } oint of sir:? L-he i s fo ' c,-J. 1 '.,7or r i- r'o field
_. la:.oe °rh,re t ': ey r <<ti enter the Aurr. of the "re at find
s ; iritu'al re juvinvtion, and e`_:oo al C ; Ttv i for s t'.,z iy lnd
ticn,

The T'errile of the Livi rSun :;ill becctn.., ie the p1, , ;,e :r^ tr o r-;:8,.rein ~tcr ;~
ticn of the Ancient '.iysteries will be n,ccc`. .rlisbe% . `The true i :~i tia cry
tricl.ls ~.re often irrrosed by epeoi l order in tb , vase of .aT dan_ced oh l ;~s

the w: :,criv .^_ity to take x^ xx' d f-r3to tar thrc' :rh w,y c izl
i..itlation .Ill be m fCx.;;xc p!rrt of its plan . Life it 3nl usu, .Jly

lisL_ e , this : iti.er directly, or, t'' rou f'i~ Spec" =. 1 3 nt rve ;'.'F'.. : ii
of t . ; r 3 c F,or ;4e, clso rn y 'rye t t I :e i n, _ f-,' io cf t : ;cuter

i ;;ca . . ' c r.y in dead , vex succe` sfulyA r 'L ;:rcUls_ tLe
o .71 ant is i t:?itio as :.n 1 t` _r ot.gh off , orti-niter to learn: of the myetari 'as

. : L:o oti: er :•ri . ae .roe t_t kon sever l in; ; rnaticne to re :.cP "1 3 • •wo
oir t . The ret_,,scn lyi n ° be~' in;w : 'l 'o v t en 'Lo .vcr inheres in the
:ill of the to J tc.ke the Nshort dir pct . route of scir1 s'- r

r -,'U`' er t' n lon- er k-.r ;,-ic ro-,,ute icb the m ,n,s r-Us t E .

'.hen the go, the Gc_ie arrive .

`gin,



L~,°,o „i n iw; to the hid-en si•.. . e of life ir e

The rr ~ ^ mar'. ..,y as'- of wi.
,

X1_1e tip,'
..rv

.

ortrc,y` i or t .x,, ht, but ce u °,1 n ~,E: sA understood v:nd ri" by

r wer be used ..s
used, xi lxxvxz ,3xx .1 ~ t, Irey in the h ,.n e of t '41,, .e genuine

s?•l.. • .ent x±± .l• ".
. ~~ .J Li . .. °~. j trc to :ci i .• the tJnk not .~T'-1 ;

T_ e it cr ::,, ion co : t :,ired in tike Sutr s herein x223exRfE outlined

.,. s b <: ' }':'' a'_ of ! `.e -_astei

ui iin diso " IL : x±x%ix if t1t v discir' e be ••}reG^z.red' crept

ui " .̂. e I I- is ef sy.e .i . .' see+~ ico '4 o n,- ers since irny of~~ . . ~ .._ ~~:. , ~ ~ .~ ..~thy:

.' ., c yet• ik~xt~~ ~xbe.-•, ve .~,~x outside er for C-
..-re.

~ ~ ,. .. .~ ? . ._ . t .,ido cff ir;t

E,.--h aj ' ., .̂"•,r, ' for -the-se Sutrcv.s 1'iill 'b e i ecu1.1 ed to I?s' er

three L .es uicns . The ce _ay5:.e~v .,ill in :_ ic a.te his xa XX ±) x X

1a :>a~t g x~ 7ae xbmxxmtxmtxt status t'a :uff±cier ; cle~••r`1Jss to

~ente3 t I.:Cause h13 ~, CCC1:i; . nce or re ecti cm .',5s s'C,1 .,3ent . :{ i.ic?Zy

~':re nor sought, but ax x fe i earnest, detern'Aned, to ,e_^ers ~,

.nmor stu.tents seeeinv to prepznre tI..ems-elves to dive the truths

to others °.:.c .re f cun: ,rcrthy C re .,.:'stern of '.:-isdcrr.

seek w FE V, t :-.orcu .,Iy tr :Aned, sincere, ftepen able stu~1ents ",I"-,o

may qu:'2 fy e accepted GS e1c.s to do the work of the Great Occult Cycle

now c,,.ening before the

If ou 4:re dee yly sincere ar_d have o~•v ;'rat th e "Cw11" , you -. Trite
J

for further i nfortraAian to

Te:. -.-1:c of the F:5 si nJ Sun

-rroyo Grange, C,.lif .



//l F/2 Z'-
The %orld is

h re are many 'who'seek, 1 ut few ho pre accepted , ithin the ranks
of those who represent the '',fi .sters of ;ri sdon

T': ere , .re m r y vho seek, but 'fe in .:.eed ,,ho receive, the trEining and
instruction -riven xxx xxtby. direction of the :.iasters of +.''isdom ,
A cycle has , ., ,1, ti. 0_ n ,'-, ropened. A f ; „ c~'•rxly dehen ,i~ e , v„_zr_.iest
stuaerts will be accepted for training K x±xx ±gvtxxxx leadin to
Iai ticn. Those ;:ho are interested in eceking for self, cannot qualify .
The world l filled wi th, so-cr-lled teachers -m1 -o show -1rcu ho-0- to attain
3uocess,he_.lth, ,ie lth , and e11 th e self eourht things of the orld . "Te
have no time for this class of seekers, nor anything they will apish to
receive . RUT--for the TRUE student , sye have been given r.:uch, and we
seek t ose v:ho can qualify as to ohers and helpers of the race along
the lines of pure white rm : ,-, c -- =1 t` is means ?';ORK -TRAINING- in

nntio n, enaurence , rne^t^.1 acu 2ren , purity'elEl :' esnes s, xzx ,discr rfd
self-.m:, ' cry until through cell-reeliz "i n, the iron bar falls before
the .olden gate x sxz~~x xa; x xxxxxx t :t n ~ nxx x adtr.i ttin to the
;hi .i ue :~rse.

The Laws liven out in tLe ~'~ trcws outlined herein zre esctoric in , sir
~ . :~.re, t1 vr.. !.. 1 rh< .n'Lo of az ;eni. ine Stu ent, they becor:.c the Key.. u .. 1 _., v

._ :vy° eri rc . Any ctuc?ent .-ic '_;in ~;tc receive.~ .~ un c ;; c ~' . "ccr c 4'

e ir.tr%a ^ill bB- requir ed to three qud's4" .cnt3 . Hi ` :
hi :c s -atu-9 xxX2 :kut c'1x with sufficient ale-ress to .Use

._lt3 rv~ v it _a ^ 4vP 4c lt•Pi as one .rrcr t y to m-xkmx:kkx̀ ,K..Y~. IIxiv, .

„e v••e, 11. e +111---- a n :] k ^
• yre j n .

LT s c-,-.d.'1 vC n,-e lr:en~- till follo"7t~ v ~.

urc n is :x.LrKxx,'k±xx YLx i., 3uccese?ful miles tin of the tests ap r"lvJ-r12: to t? elm) -
: e r ~e h.c o, ci:~iea .

Aaxxxxement

~' of-"erto the.a.-,icb ti c~ :~
•Kx -.c a' in` to

Fverv sti c °nt
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All is yell . 'March on the wvay . Try* to be lessfee•rful . We are
at the helm . 1 e have control . Peace, Peace . It s .ell to continue
the work . Proceed on the lines opening up .

t h .t should I do about this let'--er for J .O .V. Send it-as
written . '1 clear definite stq,nd is necessary .

How should effort be directed? Along the line of the U .M .B .
or on the lines given to Sarah and me?

The latter course is the line to direct energies toward . It
sho,°ldbbe worked upon as we have directed . Once established it may
correlate itself with other phases of work, but it must establish itself

snesson its o rn feet first . S-1.ra.h will return with a clear' consciois
as to what to do .

Am . I right in placing prime emphysis in holding the unity of
the combination,with her? Absolutely . You two have been under trnining
for this work . Elyah is a :dessenger .ihat should indicate the nature
of his ;:art of the work . It is not the nature of messenger to be a
fixed factor . Such perform the tahked assigned to them and move on,
as they are directed . Draw as clear line between his personality and his
personal points of view on the one hand, and his authorized wcrk on the

other . Do not give too much imps±tonoe to his mistakes . TI-y carry
their own weakness inherent in them . The very antagonistic reaction
they arrouse is the protection against them . He wculd have to have much
more skill to be dangerous . In the present instance we guard against
extrateious wills playing upon this side of him s~xaaxt~ in such way as
to give it power . ?ale can and will control him in the essential is-ues,
For you the task is simply to keel. your head clear and not be moved
aside from what you perceive . Do not become confused: in the storms
of the moment . Have faith, and that me ^ns also t o have faith in your
self, your perceptions and power . In the end you can command that
which you need by thct very attitude of faith and proceeding with
the work . -q.hat you cannot do alone it is not necessary that you
should attempt to do alone . Do simply what you can . Use inspiration
;Then it comes . When it does not come, use the ordinary powers that you
can oommarid . Inspiration is only one factor in the work . That which
comes through inspiration is really fully yours when it becomes the
material that you can oommtnd at will . As instiration from the outer
point of view it is ca borrowed po ier . The outer personality must
master what the inner self perceives before manifestation is really
ac3omrlisped . This personal mastery is the dominant work of the
periods of incarnation . The in going can be for but brief periods only .
Such periods are simply for the pur 'ose of keeping guided aright and
opening up. of an avenue for the c'°tflo:roing of that which shoi .:ld be
brought into menifreatation . But asg uming ati workin ; degree of this
correlation established, the importrnt thing is to work with the
tells that oan be commanded e t will and make them as efficient as
possible. F



IV, >/'. z.-

To appear before the group tonight is to give Dr's, course in
presenting the matter publically a certain measure of acceptance .
You do not stand in the commanding position and *ould appear in the
position of soliciting something and of defending a claim . This
is hardly the position of strength . ' In a public discussion the force,
of the akaim matter presented would be largely lost and exoterici .Jed .
Its real basis -;would thus not appear . This would strengthen Dr's .
position in the matter . It is wiser to ztand on the ground of no
claim before the Temple body as d whole . You as a center do not need
to seek recognition . All that you need to do is wit for it and
me-,n while do your work in the measure that is possible a .t each
given moment . Draw your own to you interiorly and accept them
exteriorly when they come . RV F



i SFLF i E T IZi' T)±T

It r :,,s C --e at l ;-,St-the i1?u_inc'.tion that r,, kes all t pings clear .
vJd ., en ~ .` , sni-3 "You ccil.e next" she s^id truly . !7h en 'ly. :'hen a he said d I :'rcvJd,

take her pplsce when she w v, --,one, she 3c 1 t tri'.ly, I ''ve taken tl' e't

pla ce . Luthow d:i 'ferent it is frow. -what I t-c,,-ht, from what we
all seem to think suoh ,vorQ3 imr-ly . Is it r ossibl e t1:F,t 117 .P%. d.el ibe3b,
erat3ly lied to me? I have asked myself a -, n^ 4n and t'~ain, an.i always

f ms-.---e-red.y ce'I nNOt"NO", eir:r hati ::xq,12r, 7 *r0 . did ct . T'h° c '1::e ther. _ ~
time ';'hen co .nsoiousne s .Ls sufficiently vv.-lake to receive interi orly
and be conscious of the source from I rece ; ved . It :°r s then
thtA ift a • e °ed not vi ..ct'Ler .-V,h t F.". had s id was so or rot, a -,pork
had been ;iven me to a.o, by the AvatAr cf the sixth Race, a I T
^" _ cce;;' tcd . I obe icd instructi cns received even when d myself
ocul_I not unierstand why it s*oul s be so . httz.,ok ^nd mtsun .erst .%n,lin x
n:.t : is nter','ret ~t± o n .;:;s i' t: el'. Standing before pry comrades i n the

various ,,uist s of self-deceived, hyptonl_zed by a f'yke, Si .s J .^ . f . express
e l it, ccku ,ht in the illusion of the lower astral, misle a. by intellectual
isiti, selfish amrition, breed for power, and 3o oil .-''.era on thro,.1-h the
v-x ;, art br :' ;nom exr -ri encea of t ip r erscn :,i serf .. But a, .,ye ?~

'.~~o in my heartt r em:wlnled '~ "e love for co .=des an .4 "n~ un s sts_

of T r+ jzs+. oor - see., to t even though not true . p ^r' s. .,rr., ,_ ,~;ram Then
t last ...zeat sacri f icy° y 'b .~.~.c v . . :.iel-cv e :.i of my deer est cs fir-" .t- :n3- ~, --;r~ .~.~.
f :,ky ideals, of rry mcst selfless plans an l ho~: :s--it, tco, must o- . I

cc7.'.l . rot ',r ; n, ix 'solf to "let o" no rr~•'tter how harr:i I tried, sor.:etsing
in r .- cast would rct Trove, it hell like iron van} so L tis pulled as-
un,'er by the c~~_osin forces . In vain the '.. ^ster ?oioe, Let Go ;' in ~~-',in

i ce said "rye y .Lrself" ®I sai d. if it ;Y6're tie Divinet' : ^.v:.t ;~r is 170

'ri~11 I woul , t; ~" I cou l't . of s ;o' can ever even guess a t a tythe
of tie deep suffering t at lies 'be-. 4.. .cA t! L- drama the personal Self has
Joiie ~,''rou ri But it all pa- ,zed in t :.e ~ r°t Li ht tr ;+,t has come .

T ~~t LI,, tJI share 1-cu, for when you see it, you. :;ill send me on
my 1.~.+FJoint~'.v . l.ay ,d Vh l o ve and some of you even with understanding, in-

nom' ; ^ .^ Y f e g that I have been untrue -d l
deceived . For I ti ani: The stets ~:nd God with all my personal
lieThe other siie of me sniles cat the ides. of
onoe-ex~reaset3-- xx xs x : x :~ x h x x xx~b kx x xx ~~ ~x re
w, ;:viII :Tl who had ex)r essed gratitude _=or cert.,^.in .help he gave-- :sti e 7 s

still 'in the st ". .%,... . ee shee t' inks r t" tud.e isne oes Fury . Part of ri:e
;-ill is t er=e, • t

.-.O!

°c,: for ~,'-e reality . 'lease listen . i 0 yourr m
y cur hearts, for it is n ot easy to !'lace in 1. .!or ?s :
a :i n', tion rb '. Lo-os c:1` Dr . Shepard i s the vital
reveali :zv force x latter umtkxx. Please get
no s as cle .rll,- a s os : i ble .

finds !),s ell ,,.s .-!ith
The f of to gyring de

...Law tyhic': bscemeatl:e
it in your conscious-

"A Lobos , not yet . ~~ first as there is -no seco n d, wills to
.n,,,-,rifest

an", ;'loving on . tc the site for His system, so to sneak , iu'.xks or outlines
t_.e area in s :aace by theineet :rat v. le oo •,7er of His life and draws in so
,,,uc: of t e "matter " of apace as needsdft to fore the m teri a1 basis of4 11
Iii 3 system . T::is is the "sphere of i .f`luence" ,,vrithin hich Td" +, solar
Systeu is formed ." Plee,se note that the first aspect of Logic life is
kILL. _

In . The first stage of unfoldrrent, the disciple mores un er the i.ill of
the ..Taster to :,hose feet evoluticn &ry life has ought him. In the
second stage, he ;ins to rranifest individualized effort xxxxx ait yin
that j^rre : :as ten a :,here and ,an ten ~ . ~,t 'i "7 In th a t' ird stage

J



he is driven forth , -.a n, bird is thro-,wn froi fi its nest by the parents,
' Wry iuust rorkr x ~ xh~xx the ;:ork he h:,s be t'n into manifeste . form .

em,oh r•l :netary system ~rhich pass t~~•ou h seven rounds
In #Xxxf~xxxuv f~ !;°e have Rxxxt 10 schemes , within -fbich move

7 chs; ns, c k xxxkxx x i sx u'on or within e4~cb chain are seven globes
;wit,.i n acn -lobe z re seven root races, and each root r ace has seven sub-
races . .hat is true of ca, planetary system is also true of any organized
effort under direction of the creczt ve hieraro'^.iet . It is also true of
the indivUual monad . ;;hen certain stages of evolution re attained
_tkxxm,exwn xru.3cz: iME!n x; gxxxn~txx ;~xt ~x i xxzlobax
the kingdoms iilovein-P through one of the gloats oA one of the chains,
that kingdom a moves r~rtvnx on:;ard to the next glope to corrzlete it
manifestation . When the seven globes have been pessaed through, the
next series ib begun, and those wLo have advanced beyon the last globe
move into and evolve within s, new globe , while tht e stragglers come on
in their or d er of unf oldment .

Itaster Hil ario:i ,,As the Loos who represe :kts the form side of the
kx3NN Tem',le ixoverr: ent . He is the Hieroph nt of the Red Ray, the Annun-
ciator In -11 form i iti eres the Tbree,- Fxther ,Mother , Son

N ibur, ~ 5 =~rzy ever rr:may
2 x Q : ^c .y a-re x se:a:~txe . xxst Y n Q xL ~edx xx k~ ;~4x3 :`~ 3, -
t1 axsxtgain,roc r, e-a sThe T*ex~?)le-wux1 x". Nxasext ;Iaster 11 . would
be the B. S . the '.Tether , -,nd . R . S . the Father , the Temple Or e ~i za-
tion the ._ M . In or der to 'save a pperfeot 'form , the Seven hierarchical
Rays r Lust be made rna~n est . The Te is le Globe i n order to be coit .e perfect
must be followed b six other globes in its chain, and each globe must
be thrown u+ and then r ,kox become a creator informing the seven kingdoz
~o oe mad manifest in, its rounds races . The Temple itself has
not had the seven lines, or it personality perfected . , ithout an
Av:.,tt %,ric manifestation the Te ; . cle itself ,rill fAil on the planes of mani-
festation to bring its se ,.--n kiDgdoms to perfection . The T . S . is seeking
its Avat wr, an if it but knew it , the that
Avatar, out it rejects them , and they reject it . However the WILL of
the Lo ros will be rsiade marifest in spite of their mutual rejeotic .'I s .

Turin- its brief life, the Temple has cast many of its children out into
the dark srmoes . Some of t em have carried the hidden germ of the Master
Fire .nd kept it alive -,.nd set in rioti.cn helpfuk act:.vities . Dr . uoK,
as fine soul e.nd he did good work t^rcu z s publica,ions and
his life, but he rejected the Tererle andctbecffonollcone~ectedchtaQxx X and

-c~cvV U_ 1 U .James Pryse is another son xH; ±xr-utxJ:ztx t'lu._ , l -
who rejected .hlie work and wns lost to it, but did. a goo? work in the
world. The Ourtises txxxx were thrown out, rejected by the Teni le,
a ~- the work they he-- :?one his marked by boll- good and bad . his is
true of ill who .-ere tbro :*ri. out--they were lost to the Ter.-T ple and most
of them unable to c,1rry the Li7ht into the outer i rkn3ss . AI ,nit
it comes to -another Fon e,nd Deu,rhter of the Temple, S axr.r and Franklin . .
Are they to betbrown out and thus lost to the Te . ~n.le and rer .- s to
tbemsel *es? Are they to reject the Terrle and thus be lost to the ', :,,ste-
,nd to theiL . :,e' gyres? any* sons hive been chosen to Carry the light out
into the cuter a=•,rknass L:.nd m ny sons have c :•osen themselves, and in both
i nst nces o t have been lost to t' e I-ei :'l e . Some have been lost to the
T:i7her Self, and to the Master as a res It of t,qt out thr o, .-ing, and es
1. stir himse, fhas ex , ressed, "there v:ae fai.lt on BOTH sides" ,

r,ow f or further expl anafie of t'°e Li rrt I b . v : : eer .

~ .c . ward _ e eldest ; ~4u-~ lter~u_ of ' :<,ster ,, I
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Tog3ther they have es te, .shed t1- or 8nizati on under his aired
tion . That or> 5;niza uion is one intended to make the way re.,.dti for the
~~v~ :,trr of the Sixth R ce(3ub) It also is stated in .interior o'r Hers,
ti: r1 t v: , '-',-e intents -in is to Pr era_re -1-hr, sons and dav -' tern it

o .'"7- e Te f pl e so t , 4U- -"Uh eyT amay ooI able etc rec e ve ' nstr- c ~icne
and directions direct from the hierophants of :h ,tever order t'_,ey m ,y
be un:'Ler . One ho is ~~Yle to sc do may contact the Wierc ~? nts
of ;any of the Or 'ers h e 'has entered, or s ould be "2erir:itted to enter .
Since no instru ti on reg'a'rain ~- the or ni zauion will be --iven through
oti er than the chosen representative of the .' aster H ., and since-the

M .stere of the Lodge are too busy . to bother with -ivino personal
-d-Ace to chelas unless there i s Nome great good to be conserve ., it
is very evident that such efforts are for the purrcf-1o of prep ring workers
for the world, whether that be t r cuoh the further ance of t'-1-1e T rle
itself, or tbro-E.1- the estw' lishmei,t of other efforts that should be
correle.ti~d with the F .ther-M,iot h er movement, paiih nu6t , eciae for himself
unless instructed -y

There has been in the Terrle a frost woeful failure in these matter s .
The failure of the ra ther Ruy to keep touch with his chi ldr.en if they
show evidence of leaving the home nest and e-tablishingaother nestsof
their own. You will all recall that symbol ri ver_ us of the Temple Tree
by ~,h a ter H . er.L~ it carried one broken b anch - teat branch was 'xoken
clear off , ana it was nt red JNderstandirg . Think seriously of this for
one mor.ent . T h is accounts for much that has hap j,ened within the Ter•* `le .
'.faster further has slid, we send ycu the best porkers an' helpers t'h,~t
the Lod tc give you crucify them.. '.;hen little Temple children
cove h-cite who ,re developed in one "ay and not in another , ~ oo have big
asrir a ?ti e'ns and 'yin- he .,r is and ec"eepondi ng d~efec ts ,, what do we do .
Do we take them in, bear with them, teach them, lc L_: em , help them?
Not much . We hand i t to them in a mean ,.er that even 'he worldly man or
: orrcr_ rou' dd have to go some to watch . shall never forget how when
Dr Julia Seton Cane here to see me end gave a lea Lure , she Wt S: cr i ticise.°.
and hulled to pieces afterwards by the Te:'ple children . It : as my first
8:ire e n -.e ti:C,e", it filled me with a sort of or-cr. T_ t ,,.r- s
not Uhict t '-,ere ~ as not '"hi n~ to chi t i Vi se, J^e"e was much if one ~~ J? ed to
io ;~a ut t ~--there was so Iiuc~ LL that 'Y" s,~ b ?'~uti f ' worth r.',,-"eand ~c, ._h :ale to be
s,^ck,_ en of am .~ r ~e,; . .r.e .m cered -- Later ,~, rF'^ Nn y man v'hcm h ,.id~ ~,d beenen -J nt F~r
ti:ro prop work aor.ea .red on the scene, this, ae repe^'tecd in tripled f'%3hic n .

Ii ."T` o ' i'_ 7 nfl~ ', teu Person ; i ty it Sri:°, ^. :~d rf.~:ny trvin; li u1 ,, a cv tleI c .L1

faults, but t at man could radi.a":J e the m st exquisite love force if it
--ere called forth, and h ;;,d scn e of t' e mast beavt ; ful e.s ;Rir ' c ^s I had
giver heard mentioned. I proceeded to love into life those ~.s .' ra-
tions ,.s i :uci_ as I could --from t ;.e Temlle floint of view I a foal

lacked a.iscriiuin atio x andd all that . Lately , -another Terryle Child app acrd
_ a m ~ •i r ideal '~li:~Ci: 1x1L, 11n .Ler ofn n :ti ~n~~~ in 71~ ..,~s thing s, f 1 .''i1Gt. : --L ,YI c s 1

d . .

tic l
a

a . . ", cr idea
that he could touch the Gwataric center and brin . that avatar into
m'i : feataticn . That he tir4 ,s ridiculed , treated with oontem t, ccr_dem~ned
and accused of all :or is of t i i s which were not true (Jec^.,uee he did
not mean them in that As usual I took "ra=.e" a s i .O .V. extrsse'.
it in . I started into get some new ideas into his mine and had hard tie.
Lf it . -ut t1-.e r es-L It .=as t"-(-. the ineffable beauty hi :fen i n t'r t soul
-. .-e.s revea 1-;d t rc - :lnd a ,'a i n, and just one such glimpse into the
h1cly Ee- uty of Ecul repays t M . i ov:e ver, -,-;'her. - g ),ve _ hirr. the cud:: of
Gala ;ryter, as an eri.roftimert of the Christ , not in the syr.eainl sense but
in the, sense every one cfqi s that, I little k :.fe +.' tc I ope n'=d.
tk e I ooh of .'.y "o ::l . The, seal Carist ^ ceyt i the sy olio sift _:- - . I
have i ..3 ved zlc ~V'stri rider li nFJs . ; :

t,
J



•,culu credit or c ul .-beg.L• ever since. You -.-.ill rer::e~r:Dcr.,~~~1 e ati
d to r'octcr en he took t_.e tin: fec.4:er he fcun" o. *ic

i . . '^i i•
. . .. t 4t r.L.Ls a,r 1, ~ ..~'. ., in fr fer'tY h. ~t 1 '' l1s..~ he he•: m~Lde it two . e

I tai r..orti, s r ~ e ~c u :<Ily* t roe : the to Christ`
tr. . ~ :.~ J.~ v+F L ws iJ .. r- .+ . as 1.1~ h : v., ft, an«+.i i J lJ vyva . .• a ;ir vl :'ii" real. _ tvs

Just this ore word to close t:.;4t incida } . He no logger t1,;irlks 21,4e is
THE Avatar, v nd he is study*in ; t~ eosoff~hy z:,s herd ao he crn, but the
Terr.y~le -.:fill Llwayrs r~eW,,in in is ccnscioreness as wit' out understanding_
or cower to live ,Ih GLL they teach, to ate, cession, service a rd en1 .i ht-cor. :
enment . He i s etudyi i j under the H .7 .3 .

,
branch of theT.6.

o i f .,:e rsmake f?h_~_!,i ,n~.,~rs

Vhen B . S . told me t 'rat I must take her rlwce cnd I
oame next and ;o o n :°d _o-A,, I took it to mean her olr+.ce in the ierrmi-le
natural ly . That is not ::rhl.t she meant and further lore, if I had failed
to keel; the faith an_u had gcaept-eg to 'Lhe t' o- wht t hat she h .-'Id lied- to
me, I should n ver have been given the Lir,C t . If I h_:dd failed to
understand in scare measure the attitude of y.,u all and had lost love for
you and resi .-ned.U.-ned. . c turned aay , I ~- not „ have yof -,,t l9 T1t either .; .

It is ti.is :
As i s the el dest dart; ter of :raster H ., ;3c -),n -1 her

eldest i .u V-"r ter . T i s cx lies to , the 'Ego, not to t be perscnali tv .
In th is i n:<rne Jion, m movement comes un::ier the direction of the _'-, tar
he to ixhom E . S . U-.ve birth on the es+rt l plane.


